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. Chapter:7,

'PRIMES AND FACTORS

Intrimiuction .

. .Chapter 5 indicated the need for new numbers to answer certain
_ .

. .

-questions that counting numbers cannot ansWer; and.introduced the rational

numbers. Thecophting numbers were idealfied with certain rational numbers.
t t'.

.Chapter 6 deined binary operations on the rational n tin bers.
..

In this chapter we .0811 take another look at whole'numbers; inves-

tigating a collection of ideas not only intereAing in themselyes, but

4usefu1 in the study of number syStems.

7.1 Whole Numbers - A New Look

We can ask questions in terms of whole numbers that 'be answered (,..

with whole nUmbers...-For'example; the equation .5x = 9 litaW L,

numbers cannot be solved with a whole number.- This -situation led to the V

development.of the positive rational numbers. Now;.we shill back up a bit

. and examine the Whole nuMbers in some detail. .,That some equations 'of the

fpdkm bx = a; .av and b whole numbers; have solutionti-aMong the whole

whole

number8 whereas others do not; is in itself intriguing;

NOte the following equations. to.

.Equations

numbers)

-

.

N(Restricted

S011ion Set

(Stated with whole

3x 3

2x = 6

5x . 426

3x = 7

5x = 9

e
wholenuMbers)

( 1 )

"c 3 )

84

0.

0 . .

pat 2x =.

-no whole number

.4hole numbers.

which solutions

-
.

6' has a whole number solution.; 3., but,that 5x =
il

9. has

solution suggests a study of multiplicatiVe.properties of

Can we distinguish those palis of,wilole numbers sx....b. for.
....

...

of bx = a can be found?



Iet up examine how whole numbers can be expreised as ploducts of other

whole numbers.'
.

.
. :,.

GiVenthe numbers ca and .b, we say that b is a

' factore -a if.and only if awhole nuMber c .can

1 .

&be foundeuch that
.

l b
.

c = a .

.
,..

.For example, $f a =-.10 and b = 5, then we have 4

c = 10 .

'We find that c equals the whole .number

%
5 '? 2 = 10 .

Hence we concludethat. 5 is 'fa factor of- 10. .By use ofthe commutative

property, we can rewrite the last equation as. 2 10 indicating that, ,

2 ls also a factor-of 10. .

The conceptof fattor for numbers is =4 interesting if a restriction

4s,mad? n the definition. Let us see what wouldhappen.if the adjeCtlire

"whole" were omitted'from the' definition. -If this were done,-then any

non-zero number would be a factor of.every number. *For example:

17 would be a factor of 100 'since 211 ..122- 100 ;.
lf

1.

12 woulld be a factor of 16 since 12. .= 18 ;

would be a factdr of si since 1.9

.10,
.

4
thus in the concept of factoring, there is always a restriction implied.

a

'Here Our restrictioh is to whole,nu*bers.

Because the same ides arose in differea branches of mathematics) other

language besides "factor" is also used; for instance: "divides", "divisor",'

nd "multiple of".' "Ldvides" means that division produces a quotient without

a'remainder. Thus, from 5 2 = 10 we say that 5 "divides" 10r that

5 is a "divisor" of 10; and.that 10 is a hmultiple of° 5.

Each whole dumber. has many names. For example, the nuMber 24 may be

written as the.product:of.two whole numbers. When 24 ,is written as the

product of two whole numbers; the equality .is called a product expression.

All pro et expressions of 24 are:

1 X 24 = 24

2 X 12 = 24

3 x 8 = `24

.4
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;
From theae product.expre sione, we name the-poSsible factOrs of 24.

. .

ad: 1, .21.30'4, 6, 80 12, 24. \74p taCtors Of '24: determine.the whole

number replaCidents for b in cthe. equation bxp 24 :that give yhole...

number solutions.

. fUlfiat equations of the form .bx = a" carilwe make using a = 24-sUCh

. .-thet b and x are whole numbers?

N.

6x . 24

= 24

1,12x 24

24x 24

Does this mean.that these are thee only questions ofthe form bx =. a

a = that-we can answer with x a whole number?* les, because all

factors. of. 24 were uded as replacements for b. .e?'-
. .

Suppose other whole nudbers axe
,
used as replacements for b in

. ,

bx = 24 as shown below'.

5x = 24 10x 24 4

.ax.= 24 30x I. 24

neiwe know that eacli of these equations has a solution which is

a rational dumber, none
a
has a solution aMong the.whole numbers. Thus in

bx = 24, b* and x whole humberse b may have replaceMentsil, 21 31 4,

. 6, 8, 12, 24e but may not have other replanemeptt such as 5, 7, 10, 30.

In general, we,pee'that if a and b Axe whole numbers and We want

x to be a whole nuMber in bx then ftk must be:a factor of a.

Class Exercises

For exercises 1-3i and x are restricted to counting numbers

with, a a multiple of b.

1%. 1. Forrn a = 28; list the factors of a and write all equations of the

form bx = a,
.

for which x has.a solution that is a wiple number.

2... Factors of a number can be paired so that their product is the given

number. For example, the factors of 28 may be pairea.

4
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Another arrangement is seen in the faotor pairs of 36. Pr."luct

expressions for 36 are:

,'
1 x.36.. 36

x 18 = 36.

3 x: '12 = 36

.4 x 9 a 36

: 6 x: 36

The factors for '.3g are: 1, 2, 3, 4,

The factor pairs are:

9, 12 1 '36..

de
A

-797:77-4".12 . 18 36

List-the facto* and...Indicate the factor pairs fort

a. 18 b. 32 c. 25

.e

For eafh part of EXercise2, how manY equations of the form bx.=.a

can be writteniso that x .is a counttrIg number and a haa the value.
.

indicated?.

Let us explore the role that zero plays when factors arid products

are under consideratidn. .

Bince the product of zero and arV number. is zero, wecan.rule out

equations,such as

0 X lit;
No Whole npmber x makes this statement true. Hence, O. fs not a4factor

of 17. COnaller the e4uation

r 0 x = 0*

sEveryTwhole numbei x makes the staiement true. Hence, 0 is a factor

Of .0. Last, consider the equation

17 x = 0

The4whole number 0 makes this sentenCe true. Hence, 17 is a factor

of 0. ,Howver, t11(s ls not a very exciting fact since we must-therefore

coacl,de thtt every number is.a factor of 0. I

11.
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Since 17 .-is e facicir of, 0, we say that 3.7 divides 0. Since 0

id not a factor of. 17, we say that 0 does `not divide 17.. -However,

while we agree to say that 0 Is a.factor of 0, we do not, in thip case,
.say triat. 0 divides 0.

.

One 4-s a factor of any number.. In fact, certain counting numbers earl . .4

be expressed as a product only of themselves and 1. That 1 1-is "a factor, /.
s so'obvious that it is frequeritly omitted in listing factors of a -nUmber, .

. ''',ka
In some oliCies, "however, this is the only way that a whole 'number can be . .

.."expressed as a product. Fth example:, . .
c, . ' . '
.. 7 = 7 / 1 ,3 = 3 -> 1 13 = Y.3 x- 1

In summarx, -regarding zerond one .as- factors,. we say:

Zero is not a. factor of any whole4 number except itself.
1.

One is a factor ofAvery whole. number.

S.

7.2 Prime Humbert

p.

In .the "preceding section, we studied factors. In this section we
.introduce several classifications-of the counting'numbers and ley) how such
classificatiOns may.belpoin calculating with rational numbers. ,

One such classification consists of even numbersvgand odd numbers.

A numbez is even 'if it can be expressed in the form In; n. a whole number..
1 4.

Zero .is an even number in that zero may be expressed in the form 2n; 0 = 2(0).

Also base ten numerals ending with the digit 0 repr'esent even numbers,

since each may be expressed VI 'the fo;.mr, 2n. For example,

30 =.c 15

3000 = 2 .1500

A number odd if it can 1:se expressel ihe form "2n + 1. For example,

1 0 + 1
= 2 1 + 1.

3,
a 2 I

7 = 2 . 3 + .1

e 9 = 2 14 + 1 R

= 2ve 5 + 1
79. 2 39 + 1

ISomelOte*tbooks ptate that if a whole number is diviihe by 2,, then
. .

it, is, an even number; and if a. w ole nuM6er is' not divisible by. 2, then
4 #.

Th
g i A(

it.j.s an pdd number. is seee glr entary clas1ficat ion of the whole ;--

numbers into the'se two5classels has miry uses '(rememb f-the uriicursal problems?),

161
1 1
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- 0Of
and will be usApPate prbve d is ribt a rational number.

4 r Whole riuikai4s.Mair4hu9.10,classified into two sots:

P

. .. 7 ) : ..... .{ .1,. ' sl a C,:t. )... .

.. 4F . 1.. ,..2, .14.; 6, .......i ),
1`.

. r .

4y ..-.,.. a.
I. w

..,/

For the rkw*thvlasgitioaticiiiVa shall consider only the'counting numbers.
.

. .

.

If we.examineCOviof.Aho.f4.401:ifourteen counting numbers, we'find,several.
,

definite patteniee 'Ogilhalies-of fietors. We list all factOrs; as shown.'.
. .

V

. 04

dr'

Counting
Nuniber

3

5

6

Factore

1

1 2

1, 3

1, ,2; 4

1, 5

1, 2, 3,

1, 7

1, 2, 4: 8

.

.1, 3, 9 .

1, 2,.5 16

10. 11

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12

1 ;41 1y

1, 2, 7 , 14

I.

V
stt'a

1

Some numbers, like 2, 3, 52.71 and 11 can be expressed as a pro4ducttr
'only themullves and 1.. These numbers axe called.primes. Othe4vnumbers such

ap 4, 6, 9 and 14 have 'factors different prom themselves and 1. Such

nuMbers are compositenumbers. (For coNienience in statingtheoremkg, the

nuither 1 is cotIsidered neteker;a' prime number nor acomposite number.)

This diseussi9n.104 to the definitions in prisG Mathematics for Junior ,
.

. MIA4Schoo1, 011imia I,
1

Which ke repeated here.

(A priT. *Umber iiila.cOunting- number, Other than 1, . which is divisible

A composite nuMber id a cc:ranting numberwhich is divisible by a smal1W
1

counting number di.fferent from 1. Thus a composite number is a counting...-.

t .

A

nuMber differeitt from 1 Which is nOt a prime.

.
When we speak of the limaeS2alatarsiatau

c.o.. . A . .

the nuMber writtea as a. product of izime
.

factors.
. . .

e 16a
'12. t

C>

er9"...we refer to

regtigit1y''St is eX'pedient',
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d.
4P -,

V. . .
.. - .; ..

. .-

. e ,.
.

... . . . .

7 :to.thl W'coolliposIts nuwei aS a propict -of its factprs. If t175 is ,

*N' ' NI: * ,

wrItteri .5:k5 x.7.1..it s'sliown .4d-the product'of itkprime factoes'r . .

. .

-. this is the 'complete'fitcttorl.zptionlof it. Regardless-of whetlierive divIdea
- ,

,
.

. -
. ., tirit by. '5 okliy 7, ple eopiplete the_ factorizatiOn with th'e sade-Prime

' gorfactOrgr; the Orily.differerioe is -order, . '
,

.
..

,

_ . El.
. . .

. . : . ;,. ..

. . ,
25. 5 7 . . .

.
,

, .

, =. 5 x 35 = .5 x 7' x..5
. ,

1(5. '' 7i )4. 5 . x . P: .

..,

.
--,

. , .
.. ..

4
.

, . -:- ..
,,,, .

. . . :

":-These!ilidinatedspRprnts gie-all'equal. Recall.that Ohangirig the
.

,....

.'order Qf the facto= 4n,Matliokica7.tion'%cpn be6treemp1ti41-14d by usirtg..the- ti
.'-

S.

.
. .

.
asiociatiye-and complutative ii.operif.elb. '.

.

.

.,

The proolorty,w&hlive justobeervedo that the comP1qte.'factorizgtion.'

Of a numbe 'UniciUel is called the Uniqu.Faaor4atiat ProPerty. .

.. .

,

. . . .

...

. tni4 Factor'ization Property: .Edery cotinting nu mber.

A r ..

greater,than 1 can be-written ai a product.of
.

.

..."primes. Except fororder, this fgctorization is '.

. ..... unique.
_,/.

i

Thia.property is Ometimes called the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic.

Examples readily cOnythce students of the vglidity of this theorem.

(yaridus proofs exist and may be found in any book on number theory.)

'It is crequently convenient tb use the exponential forwin the complete

.factorization of a humber. For example,

. 144 = 3x3X2x2x2x.2 = 32 x.24 .

In review, we note thatelthe set of counting numbers may be partitioned

*to three subsets:

1Class.Exerc ses

11..

The set oP prime numbers-
, .

The sdt of composife numbers'

The set containing the number 1

Find the smallat prime factor of

(a) 135 (b) 539

Give the complete factorization gf

.(a) 26

Give the

I

(c) 484

210 (c)' 47

complete factorization of 600 in exponential form.

.c .

163
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14 4111/4
6 111

. . .

7.3 Least eommon tjulava. `Greatest tommon.Faqtbr -
,

The study of composite numberd'aid their fadtorizations'leeds us to
- .4

.
least common multiples and greateat codmon .factors

. .

.

The least crnon mu#1.ple (1.64.) of a get 15f.counting/humbtrs it the

.smalleat,count :. number l'ihith ii a.mult iRie'of each number of the. .set.
, . .- ,.

.. . .A.
Qonsider tht numbers .6 arid 1P',arad the set of multples for each.*

7.-.: ; ,

4 Set of.multiples og .6:. (6, 1.21 18',_,..2.414., 30,. .36, 42 541,60, ....).

'Set of muliiples of.16% 1lCs 32 61i 80.I. 96r ...). . -..
. . . .... . . :

-Ror inspecting.the tupaets o4 multiples ve4tee.that _48 -is the amallest 4,
I' 6

.my44iple cortimon 'Co both. Hence the '' 1.9.m. q!:._16 4and -16. iv '48....

-- I.
.

, r 7

The set..of all 'common multiples pf 6. talc" 16' .4. .,. .
,
..

( 48, 96, 144, 192,. ... )..
.

.

,
. .

,

:Note that a set of common aultiples for -am inimbgri is aWayS an infinite *
. I . .. .- . .. ,

*-set; .there is no greatest common multiple.
. 40

, ,

The..greatestcomonfactortg.c.f4of.aset of coanting numbers is
.

4 .--4
. .

hé largest counting number that is a factor of eanh membef of the aet.,t .

,
. .

.Again consider the numbers, 6 and 16 but thie time wph the set- /

.
4 .0**.

of.factors for each. -

.. N. .

.

Set of factors of 6: 4.9) 3 1.
... . . I. .N. . .

Sel of factors of 16: 4 4, 8, 16) /
.

By inspectipg the two sets of factors we see that 2 is the-largest

factor common to both. Hence the g.c.: of 6 and 16 is 2. The-set

of all common factors of 6 and 16 is

{ 1, -2 ) .

The Set of.common factors ft)! Vic) numbers is always finiterthere is

always a greatest Common,factor.,

Another method for finding the 1.c.m. and the g.c.f of two numbers

'utilizes their compl6te factorizations. The complete prime factorizations

.of 36. and 120 are given here.

f : 36 = 2 2 3 = 2
2

. 3
04

120 2 2 2 a 5 = 23- 3 5 6

The 1.c.m. must contain all the different prime factors of each

number and these factors must occur as frequently as the greater number of
;

1

164
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4k71

940

times they oceqr in Other of theldetgrizations: Thus the.,lea9t Common.

multipae.of. 36. and 120 is t
-

2 2 2 ..3 . 3 5 . 23 32 5 360

'4 O'
The g.c.f. must contain only thOse prime factors common to each number

and these factors must occur.only as frequently as.the,.lesser numberbf.

times that they'occur in the factiprizations. Thus the greatest common

factor. of 36 and. 120 is 2 '2 23 = 2 3
1

. =
6. # N

e
Class .EXercises

7. Find. the 1.6.m. for each pair of numbers.
,

.(a) 8 and 12- . (b) 14* and 35

8.. Find the g.c.f. for each pair of numbers.

(a) 48 and 80 (b) 16 and 36

9: Gdve the compipe factorization of ge and 90 in exponential form'.

Then write their 1.c.m. and in exponential form,
.

1

10. What is the greatest common factor Of any two prithe numbers p and q1,2

What is the least common multiple 'of the two prime?.

Iet us factor completely the two numbers 32 and 200

32 = 2x2x2x2x2 = 25

20 = 2 X 2 x 5 = 22 x 5

their complete factorizations, we find:

the 1.c.m. of 32 and '20 is 2' x 5 = 160;

the g.c.f. of 32 and 20 is 2
2

= 4.

AI

To'take this a bit further, the product of the 1.c.m. and the .g.c.f. is

160 x = 64o ."
Compare this ylth the product of the origirIal numbers 32 and 20.

32 x 20 = 640

For two counting numbeAl it is alwayg true that their product is the same
o

as the product of their 1.c.m. and g.c.f.

If m and \4 are, any two counting numbers, the product of

their 1.c.M. and g.c.f. is 'rax n.

165
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$Class Exercises

A

11. Find the least.cammon Multiple and the giestesi common factoi. of, 64

and. 436. Compare the product of !kac 1.c.m. and g.c.f. with the

product of the original*numbers.
alp

'12; Two belli exe seiaso :that their time intel-val,for striking is different.
.

(a} One bell strikes every 3 binutes and the second strikes every

5
el

ninutAe.. If both bells strike/together at 12:00 noon, When

II; Will they etrikeAogether again?
a

Ni

. # 1",

(b) One bell. strikes every, 6 minutes, and the-second bell'every 15 ,)
.

.

. .

...orin4es. If they botll sirike at. 12:00 noon, .when will they
, ? .

' strike together again? ' .... .

,(c) Find the 1.c.d. pf 3. and 5, .and the 1.c..M. of 6 and, 15.
%

.
. .

Comipard these- with answers-of parts (a) and (b);
. .

704. Some Histbric61 Comments

The ancientGreeks.loved to study numbers. They gave 'fanciful and

mystic-al names and_interpvetations to nuMbers with cereain special propMies.
2:!_f

.
They spoke oftriangular, square, and pentagonal numbers:because of their--

' .

gPometric properties.,
.

, . . .

.

m)
I/

41
v.

S ' 0 ' .

e. - s. I S I S '

3 , 6 10 4 9 16 5 15

Triangular- Square 'Pentagonal

0. Numbers Numbers 4, Numbers
f

They also spoke of peffect and amicable numbers. These numbers had special

properties determined by their factoA.. Lei us look at one set,of these

mystical numbers in more detail.
,

Consider the table of factorspof some of the whole numbers as shown

.below. We immediately recognize those nuMbers with only two factors as

being prime.

r166
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Factors of.
..1 11 1,:44

0 ,

2 12 2, 4, 6, e

-n
Factors of ft

1 13 1, 13 0 .

2, 4x 14 1, Ry 7, 14
,

t 1
;

1) 5 15 , 1, 3, 5, 15

:.. 6. '1, 2, 3, 6 '. It .
.- 11 2, 4, 8, 16 4

.
. !

. 11 1, 7 .4. . 17 1,, 17 . :' '.* i%

ep ., 402, 4, 8,- a' .. 18 Al) 2j. .1:-) 6, 9, 18

, / 17 3, 9. . - 19 ; ''. 1, .19,

.., ,, ...

. 0-..10- 1, 2, 5, 10 )

... ..

1

'4 -I' 42 for each whole number, We take the -eumof all its factors excel*
t. .

/(74-the number itgelfi we find that the slims fell into three group's. Certain..

sums are greater than their respedtivenugerar 6tHer sums are smaller than

their correspOnding numbers. But in a fe0-:*'esj the sum is the same is the'

number. Such a number is called a /6erfejt'i9mber.

Six is a perfect number, since

4 6 .1 + 2 + 3 .0

.1 Arlother perfect number is 496:,

496 =.1 4:"2 + 4 + 8 + 16.+ 31 + 62 + 124 + 248 .

Only a few perfect.numbers have been found.

In the table above showing the actors of n, do you notice that aoge

numbers have exactly two distinct'factors whereas other numbers' have more

than two? Observe that 1 is a factor of every countingsnumber. Do you

notice patterns:for the occurence of 2 .as a factor?. of 3 as a factor?

of 5 as a factor?

Amicable numbers are pairs of.numbers with the following property:

For ea:ch number the aum of all its factors except the number itself, equals

the other number. The numbers 220 and 284 are examples of amicable

numbers.

, f.

9

The factors of 220 are 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 11, 20, 22, 44, 55, 110, 220.

1+ 2 + 4 + 5 + 10 +.11 + 20 + 22 + 44 + 110 = 284 .

The factors' of 284 are 1, 2, 4) 71) 142) 2840 4

+ 2 + 4 + 71 + 142 = 220

These are the smallest amicable numbers. Another pair, found by Fermat,

is17,29 and, 18,416: I

167.
.1.
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Claas Exercises 2

...13. Shaw that 28 is a '. .

- .,14. Can you find anothe4 perfeq number' p such that' 8000 c is < 8130 ?.
.. , .

.

15. When the sum IF all ?actors of a number exqept the number itself.is
,

..

not large enough to mske.a perfect number, :ale sumi.s.said to.be
4 4

"deficient". Sums tallirge to make a Perfectnumber are.said,t9 be .

"abUndant". lnUcate Which of.the'following Aumbers have deficient
%

.
.

sums and which haVe abundant suma,.., . .
.

.

. .
.

(a) 10 . -(b) 16 (c): 20' (d1 36' .

1%

41

. -A

a.
,*.

the,properities of prime numbers have.Challengediftathematicians

throughout the ages. Euelid) thlfamous *eek who wrote ;the first geometry

illgxtbooks calied)the.Elementa about 300 was able to prove that there

are an infinite number of primes.
: .

Eratgsthenes) who lived about 25 B.C.r and is famous for hia.indirect

measurement of the diameter of e earth) also.studied primes. He develoied

a method.Calied the "sieve o Eratosthenes" for finding primes by,sifting

out composite numbers. method uses"the fact that every second counting

1 number:from, 2 is co site al-idles a factor .2; every third counting.:num-

.

ber from:. 3 is composite and hait a factor 3; every fifth counting number

after 5 hab afactor 5, and. so orth. Tb iind the primes leas than or

equal,to 100 'by this method) firs ist in order the counting numbers f1-om

.1 to 100. Cross out every second nmber after.the prime 2 %ince these

v.

are all-composite numbers that contain'the prime factor*. 2. Next cross out

every third nuaber after the prime 3 sinee theN all contain the prime

factor 3: The nuMber 4 ilas-sarendy ban crdssed,out and is therefore

not primet The next number not crossed out isthb prime 5: Every fifth

nuaber after the prime 5 is then crossdd out. -This eliminates all eom-

posites that are tultipiles of 5. In like manner 9, and 10 have

already been eliminated-as composit ibwhile 7 .ana 11 are found to be

prime. The table should now.look the following. Frodhour work with

factor pairs) we inow that every composite nuMber 100 or less.wittCa

factor greater than 10 has a corresponding factor less than 10. All

composite nuibers with factors less than 10 have already been eliminated.
0

168 1 8
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2bus,pall eaqpasite numbers in Ahe table-have been:crossed out; only the
..

prhnes equal.to or'less th 100 and the,numbei I remain.

.

.

SieVe of Zratostheies for the nAmbers frpm 1 thrOuglr. 100: -5.-
.

(:)

0 at° 0
is .0

. .

IC :Jr _leer .

.'r )e -. ,... or 6 4,2er

2e 2te , u . ..2x .. w. Of. .,25r 628- .0- _or

8 .!. ..32"3 .3.3"°: .31fr -74r @ i38' ,28. .1.W
. .9)4:8- .w..x

40 5.e.. .i..54r "x*. .e 2.5T- .is-
. (DI fie 'fir' :fie frx fie 0 Ar. frif .7.er

3, g : . .7 4r "I i 6.1# . y,r 0 i @ Acr .

Le .ge a .. fti( frf. Jle kr Re 41(83 ,er
Ste ..X' .9Je ,sil,x se .98/ :..Sef ,

**
Req4embert 1, is not dprime number.

. While this 'method is useful in Iodating primes equal to or Ass than' .

1000 it cannot be used to locate all primes. Indeed, some 2000 years after
1

Zratosthenes mathematicians hive still not found a method for finding all

primes.

Number Theory is possibly the oldest branch of higher mathematics. Part

of its fascination over the years has been the.ease with which problems may.

be ,stated. Nhny prOlems need only some knowledge oflUrithmetic apd of
1

primes to be stated. The solution of some of these problems may be found

easily at this,level; others require greater ingentlity. Some, thoughisimply

stated, may.reqUire mathematical 'reasoning and techniques of the highest.

,order.
A

A very elementary theorem to prove isa the one already given:

Zor whole numbers m and n the product of their

4.

9

least common multiple and their greatest common lractor

is equal to the prOduct of .m and n.

At.the othenextteme is the paoblerg, known as the Golbach Conjecture:. .

4

Avery even number greaterthon 4 'may be written as

the aum of two primes. 1
,.,

'

. Though some progress has seen made on this problem, it has resisted

a complete answer for oyer 150 years. .1t is still only a conjecture.
0: .

.. N
. I.

p
';';V -'.169.
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b.

I

.

An evenNder,prOblem dabine-back* leatt to Euclid concerns..the
. . e

the.known perfect numbera are'even numbers. No.one
. e -1

findingan odd per:fegt number no1..has.anyone been able
. .

..:.

pe3ifec't numbers. All

has eter succeeded in

to show that'therlyre no odd perfect.numbers. lIt is clear Ulat no'Fime is

a perfect number. While it is not Trite so apparent, the Product of two odd
4 ,

primes,cannot.beA perfebt number. Still harde

1

to prove, but true, is that

the product Of three odd primes fs not a perfec number. This is the,sok of
.

. informatiorithat'has been collectea on thZe pl.oblem, but is.stlil a long'way
a 1

s e

from a solution.

.
Class ExerciSe I

Many mathematicians have tried tp prove that:
.

'a

1

f

There are no integers x, y, and z for which xn + yn zn

if* rk> 2. (Known as Fermat's Last Theorem, it has not been

proved.)
1

16.. Using your knowledge of the Pythagorean property, expeAment with
. 2 2 2
x + y = z by finding replacements.for xl.y, and z. Try some

Ji of these number tilples in x
n

+ y zn with n ..3 or 'n = 4.
n-

Are you successful in- finding some that work?
. ;

7.5 Positive Rational Numbers - Role of,Facturs

We pause-long enough to see hoW the factoring of composite numbers

may be used to improve the mechanics of opprating with-numbers that are

expressed in fractional form. The mechanical aspects of addition leave

room fOr variations. Our motivation for addition of rational numbers

essentially depended upon finding a common denominstor whichis a common !

a
'multiple of the denominators. The common denominator psed to add and

was bd; in some cases this is thesmallest common denominator that

may be used.
.

Let us consider several examples..

3 2
Example 1. To find + we note that both denominators are prime numbers.

5 3

The common multiple, 15, is also-the least common multiple. Thus:

353+ 2 . 1.1
5 3

4. 2 .
T 5

9 10
"\ 15 15

19

15' 1

17012



°. 0
e

A%

° 4.
. .

Examplei To add A. 3-33.

r

we may use ad a common-denominator
A

:-..
.,, .

-24 X 18 w 432.. The =all. 432 -is a common multiple of 24

.
.

-, and 18. Folloving the method Of txample 1,-.we. have
.. .

5 . 5 18. 5 24`
. .

. k .T 7.g. + . 1-8. N
* 50 120 s

. 1731-2- + EP^
A

. .
' 210 .

.
.. .

-4-7 : ..

.

4

0.

.0.4% .
7 '.

' .. A 4uickobservation indicate's tizat.since the nuMerator anddenominator .;
4.- . .

iJn 0 and .20 thefraction can be reduced: .4..
.

.. .

, Ratherthan usipg this relatively large nuMber, '4321:.-as a*.common

5.matipl e of the deAdminatorstof -§4. and we can simplify our computation.
. .

....,.

using the-least common multiple of 24 and- 18... cause both dOnOMIpators.

are composite numbers ife factor the numbetto determine their least common

tAbiltiple. :

..

... ...
24 . 2.- 2 2 3 .= 23 3

3.fl = 2 ... 3 3 2 32.

:The .1.c.m4 of pli. and 18 'is ,,!23 .

+ 12g a-

.

-'

. 3.' 4,.

. 3 Z-
.

2
3 = s8 9 *= 72

1/ 20
72 72

72
4 0

Followlmg the equation method givn in.Chapter 6, we may add the

nuMbers, i andIg as shown below. .
5

Jit- s. .
.

.,
.

5
..

Let x =. i ,and
. y .1.7

Then 24x =
1

and 18y - 5 .

4Tossuggest the distributive law we multiply the first equation by, 48 and
,.. 4 %

ithy.sedond one I)/ 24 as shown at the left. We may just as Well multiply

the first equation by 3 arid the second by 4 as shown at the right. In

either case, the value for x + y can be found. The decond method, util- ..

izing the least common multiple, simply gives the result in a more simprified

form. .

N.

..

1

I.

A

47
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72x. r---2s

435y -120

-7

1.72y = .20

,....'435x + 435y
. .435 (x y):

7-= +.

210
120 '72x 4-723r.

"72 Cx

=

,111

15 + 20
35 q.

4 210x + y
475 .1

.

This lElst met11od-1s not .auggestgd for the seventh grader.- It is
Igiven here to eniphasize Tin- how rationa1 numbers CM* e treated through
equations. However, the simil ity of this-,method wi 'first should he
apparent.' .

, 7' 11Exupple 1: Last we fIid t sum of 'Wee .addends: and

24 = 2 2 3 = 23... '3

36' = 2' . 22 32

-72 = 2 2 2 = 23 *

.

The 1.o.m. of 24, ,36, 72 is 23, 32 = 72 .

7 il' 5 7 11 27§. N 3 F 2 72

21 22
72 + 72

48
72

72

48The reader, looking at the sum ;.7,-2- , feels inmiediately that .We can

reduce the fraction. A quick check of divisibility *reveals that both 48

and 72 are divisible by 2 and' by 3. However, let us use another
procedure, We determitio.the ,g4eatest common factor of 48 anci 72.

.48 = 2 2 2 2 3 = 2
4

3

72 = 2 2 2 . 3 .3 = 23 32

The cf. of 48, 72 is 2 3 = .

48 24 2 2
72. 7E. 3 3

.

This fs the second time in the same example thatlwe have had the opportunity
to rename a, rational nu4ber.

It follows,that

k t.
11 .2
T6 72 3 fr



a

P4,

4.
, .f, .

.

. It ls not always:possible to repUcdthe resUlts as was aone in Examp1e-3.
,

IL. 19 %.--

Looking at ,another sum we competed, and- ) we proceed.in tHe same.-
15

. .manner,
: .

, -
. . )

?. 35 = .5- 7 72 : 4, 2 2Th 2 . 3 . 3

' -

.1: A greatest common factor.for. 35 .end, 72 Is 1._ Hence, Ihe'frection ;--3A-

cantiotbe :reduce* .

.. I0
i

$
i I

,

Next, w e- examine 19 and 15- in the same way.

19 = 19 1. ) 15 = 3 5

.-

The. greatest co.o.n factor for 19 and 15 is 10 since there are'uo
. . 4 .

common primes in the'complete.faciOrization of these tWO numbers. Hence,
*

.

the fraation T5-.1cannot be reduded.
.

.

.

.
,4. o!,

Two numbers containing no'common primetactors are said to'be relatively,

19

prime to each other... If two relatively prime iumbers serve as the numerator

and denominator of a fraction, then the fraction is idid t9 be in "lowest

terms" and cannot be reduced.

Prime.nuMbers, complete factorization, least comMon multiples, and
.

greatest common faciors apply4o the study of counting numbers. The positive
. :

rational numbers can be defined in terms of the counting numbers. Henceiii

is not surprising to find that we make use of the idea of the least coMmon

multiple of .countfng nuMbers in finding the,-"lowest'commowdenominatorwhen

adding fractions. Likewise, we make use of the idea of the greatest common .

factor of counting numbers in "reducing fiactions to-lowest terms"1. The

'purpose,of this section is to 'illustrate the role of factors and multiples in

operating with the poSitive rational numbers. °-

Factors and multiples play a role in all four of the fundamental

operatiOna with the rational numbers. The use of least common multiples
.

evident in subtraction -with rational numbers0i just as in addition. -For the
4 4

operation subtraction with rational numbers, we cite-the example

50

75

=

=

2

3

5

5

5

5

=

=

2

3

2
5

.'52

The 1.c.m. of 501 75 .2 3 52 = 150 .

4 4 4 3 4 2

50 50 3 -4 75

12 4

150 150 150

9 3

-



!text; we eXamine and 150: for.their. g.C.f,

-- 4 . 24. 2 =
.22

l.50 2- 3 ..5 5 = 2473

. i .

The g.c.f. of. 4, 150 is 2 .

e 4 2 . 2 2
1

-
HPnce, . .

, t

50 75
-0. V

.\
,,

;
e'

The moat common.warto add rational numbers, when theY,are iàni as
4 .

.fr ctiolidwhose denoMinatora differ, is to rename them WIth the same.denom-

inator. '1Xficieemy in renaming these mumbers is achieved by Using...their

leiet commbn multiple. kowever, this will not necessarily yield the ansWer

_in simplest forth. Thetecidea in,renaming a rational number in simplest,

fraction form is the use 8r the greatest common°6Nr of nuMirator and

denominatv., .

I 5,

t.

.
Class Exercise.

17. a. Combine asAndicated, using complete factotizatións ab- needed..
5.

.3 77 4
b. Check the result for common factors in numerator and denominator.

Write
)

in set.notation )
the'set of factors for each denominator in

.
,

(a). What is the union of these three setsf Compare this answer

. with -.'he factors determining the 1.c.m. used in (a).
..

9.

0-

174
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1!

InswerlailtrC1aakaer9ts.es

.."

2. a.

"7"--

3.

. 1i. a. 3

r

.....
p.

70. 14; 28

x = 28
2x = 28

Gskx = 28
^9. :

2?.3, 18

. T4.

, 1 -7x = 28
114.x =

28x = 28'

.

a
_; (

.

4

a. .

4.

. I.) 2) lk) 8, 16, 32 .

,)
4

c. lo 51 25

Er. 6

a. 26 = 2 13

b.. 210 = 2 x 3 x 5 x 7
c. .1/431.7= 11.7 x 1 (prime)

6. 600 =. 23 X 3 X 52

7. a. 24 b. 70

8. a. 16 b. 4

9. 24 = 23 x 3 , 90 = 2 x 32 x 5

1.c.m. = 23 x 32 x 5
= 2 X 3

10. 1 ; pq

175
c,

C. 3

4

A

v
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.

11.. 576 g.c.f. = 4 .

576 x 4 = 2304
P -

6? x 36, = 2304

12: a. . 3, _6,-9) 12, firsi bell

. 5, 10115, --- secon$Vbell

:They Arike togetiler again Jai 151minues; that..Is, at

.12:15 okc1ock.,* '"

-b. 6, 12,,18, 24-, 30, - first .

(115, 30,4..4.. \, . --- second toq11 .

ser*e;together, again,in '30 'minutes;

12:30.otclock.
It

1".

c. 1.0 rk pf 3, 5 -= .15

1, c ,m. of 6, 4 = 30

N

13. 28 =. 1 +

14 e128 = 1 +

4 + 7 + 14

-htis at
%*

2.+ 4 + 8 + 32 + 64'+ 127 + 254 + 508

, 1016 + 2032 + 4064

15: deficient: 10, 16

abundant: 20, 36

1 . Some examples are:
,2

3
2

+.4 . 5

5
2

+ 12
2

= 13
2

10-
2

+ 24
2

26
2

.t

n
.znx y

n
= n > 2, has intrigued mathematicians formany years.'

41,

Vo number triples have been found which make xn + yn zn true

for n > 2 .

17. a. 3 = 3 the 1.c.m. of 3, 77 ,

2 2 5 22 7
77 117 21

21 = 3' 7
?Ili 6

% 231 231

6

176

21

2

is

3 "4.

3

5

7

11

11 = 231

77 . 3 21

2_31

11

231 231

,



b. 203 = 29 7

231 = 7 11 3

g.c.f. of 203, 231 = 7
203 29 7 29 4

Hence, zra= -

a. A = (3) ; B = (7, 11) ; C = (3, 7)
(A U B) U C. (3, 7, 11)

1.c.m. of 3, 77, 21 is 3 7 U. = 231

*

4

The qnion of the 3 sets is the same' as igthe set of factors used

, ,to determine the 1.c.m. .4
hi,

.

4:6

r

4

I.

I

;

. .
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Chaptei Exercises

1.. Find a coMplete factorization of each of the folloiting:

(a) 39 (c) 81 (e) 180 (g) 576

(b) 60 (oa) 98 (f), 258 (h) 2324

n..

.FiridAhe least common Multiple (1.c.m.) and the greatest common factoi.

(g.c.f.) for each pair of numbers.

(A) 6, 78 ' , (b) 14, 1c5 (c), 37,-41

Copythe following iable flor counting-number N and Complete it
I.-

through. X = 30.

N. Factoi* of N Numberof-Factors Sum of Factors

-
. 1 :1 1

2' 1,2 ' 2
. c 3

3 ?-,3 ''' 2 4

3 7

5 1,5 2 . -6

6-- 1,2,306 4 12
.

- 7 -.1,7. 2 8

8 i,2,448 4 15 s

a. Whi.Ch numbers represented by N in the table abO4e haye

. exactly two factorgh .

b. Which numbers N .have exactly three factors? .

;

c. If N = p2 .(where- p is a prime. nuMber), how many factors

does.. N. have?

d. If N = pq (Where p and q are different yalme numbers),

how many'factors does N have? What is the sum of 4ts factors?
k ,

e. If N = 2 kwhere k -is a counting number), how many factors
4.,

does N havel'

4.' 'a. Is it possible to have exactly four composite numbers between

two consecutive primes? If so, give an example.

b.. Is it possible to have:e.xactlyfive consecutive composite

numbers between two fonsecutive primes? If so, give an example.

9

178

4

"i 14.1,
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I.

Given the numbers 135, 222, 783,. 1065. .Without dividing

answer.the following questions. Then check your answersrby dividing. .

*a. Which numbers.are divisible by 3?-

11.. Which shuMbers are divisible by 6?-

c. Which.numbers are divisible by 9?

d. Which-numbers are divisible bY 57'

e. Which numbers are divisible by f5?

f. Which numbers are. diviaible by 4?

6. 112 tulip bulbaare to be Planted in parallel rows in a garden..

Describg allADossible arrangements of the buAs if they.are to be

.planteOn Wpight rOws with an equal number of bulbs per row..
;,

7. l'en tulip bulbs are to planted so that there will be eitZ five

row with four bulbs in each row*. Draw a diagram of this
/ .

--
arrangement.

8. Which of the fo],loi.iing numbers are divisible by 2?

c. 1111-
six

a. 1111
ten

b. 1111
seven

d. 1111
threc

0

-



Chapter 8

DECIMALS, .RATIOS; An PERCENTS

ntroduction

-

BY.the time that a youngster reaches the seventh grade, he .should'have

been exiosed to the fUndamental operations with decimals.i. Quite often he

.will be familiax,with the algorithms but not witlitheir rationale. Thus,

IteAmy know holt to "shift" decimal points in division, but itilljuave no,

idea why he is dOingAlo.
/I .

Coneequently, the first objective in presenting A unit4on.decpriale in.

..-gradeseven is. to.revieW the fundarkental operations in terms of their-basit
..

meeningegild raiiona140 This:proves'to'be a.fion-trivial task, inasmuch as
.seventh:gradera ali too Often'teel thAt they know everything they.should or

.

wieh to know about deoiMals, at leastinsofar as the mechanict ar% involvedi

TiLey do not lodkAiith favor upon what they consider tobe a review ofelemen

taty mathematids. .It will,:tfierefore, take "salesmanship" to.cOnvincethem

. of,thepportance of understanding what they'are doing.

A second major objective for:teaching.a unit on decimals is that the
1.

110v4J,,opment of the.set of ied1 nUmbers, together with its properties, is
4

best accomplished through a discussion ot decimals. In Chapters 5-7 we uct

have developed the n4ber system:through the set of rationale. In this

.chapter-and thp next.we fhall use decimals to explore some of the properties

of'the set of real numbers.
p. 0,

There are numerous sobial applications of decimals and percent&:that

can be introduced by the teacher, although most texts noW tend to.place lest4,

emphasis on-such applications than has been the case !An the past.-
V

.We should note here that various textbookd differ On the language that

is u decimals. For example, although some teXts refer to

"decimal fractions, this terminology will be avoided here.

.8.1 Decimal Notation

'--"The notation commonly used fort decimals is merely a matter of convenience.

Actually,,we could have managed if decimals had never been invented, but it

would have been far more difficult to compute than is now the case. We also

need decimals to help satisfy the demands of the real world.: Thus, ihe exper-

imental scientist does-not work with numbirs like A and %/"" but rather

181
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with such rational appi67310115ris-4 these numbers as 3.1416 and 1.4142

The history of the 'developtIleg(;..of ,fract ions is. an interesting one. . The .

,>. .

ancient Egyptians, for examplerote all of their fradtions as the sum of

unit fractions: that.is aatractiona with 1 as numerator. (The only

.2
.exception was the fractiph. - for which a special symbol was used.) Fbr

a
example, they wrote:

tWo-sevenths as

five-sixths as

1
w +

1.
-§ +

1

1

int-ead or.

instead of

2
-
7

56

The 9h14d-Papyrus has a set Of tIlles that show hoW to express ma
:

nlefractions
,

in,terthof unit fractiOns.

.1.11.a sense, our study of decimals begins through an extension of.this
. ,

1 Thet is, we now wish tp represent every fraction in terms or a

special set of fractions, nathely those with denominatOrs that are powers of

ten.

if we cc:insider the set of unit,fractions with'denominators that are

powers-of.ten, we can 'see that decimal notation i merely another way of

haming the numbers represented by these fractions. For example, we write:

1. (one-tenth)

1
= .01 (one-hundredth)

100
...

..

..:-.

i sii

-.001 (one-thbUsandth)
1000
,

t:Z)
It is important fer youngsters to see that .and .1 are two differe .

10

1
..

names for the same number; only their form is different. Again note that
.

.

Tie could have.gOne along very well using the fractions forms; the decimal

notation is merely a convenience and not a necessity..

1

.It is well to provide seventh graders with an opportunity to write-
.

decimals in expanded form, making.use of powers of ten and exponents. They

have already done so for whole numbers and now should do likewise for deci-

mals. .For example:

.
372.4

.

(3 x 102) (7 x 101) + (2 ).< 1) + (4 x

3.146 = (3 X 1) + (1 x + (4 x 7.6) + (6 x T00-5)

= (3 x 1) + (1 )( (4.x-17) + + (6 x.-17)..

10- 10 10J



The similarity between thi's last expansion and the corresponding decimal

interpretation shown-below shoUld be apparent.

4 3.

.1

.04

.006

=3x1
---

=

.

1 k- .1

4 x .01

6 x .001

-3 x 1,

= 1 x
10

4 1. x
400

6. x
l000

3.146 _

.Recall that tha value Of the one's place tan be written as a loower of

-ten using zero as theaxponent.
..

.4 10
o

= 1

_Ihus, if desired, we- may write

1 1 t

(5 X 10°) + (6 X -7,37) + (7 X.--71
10.. "'

We can-useexpanded notation to.help us express decimals in fractional

:form as follows:
. 1. 1

a. 0.23. = (2 X Tu)
k3 x 100)

2

I5 loo
20 3
155 loo

- ID_
1C10

1 - 1A41
b. 0.3146 . (3 X IT) (1 X 100) +

(4 x + 6 x
l000

1 . 4 6
10 * 100 * 1555 * 10000

413000 100 40 6
10000 * 10000 * 16-0-00 * 10000

*

3146
10000

t-

Again we note that we merely have two different ways of naming"the same

number. Furthermore)..we note that a number written with one decimal placei

represents "tenths," ne with two places represents "tiundredths," and so forth.

For better classes this is a good place tp introduce the concept of a

negative exponent. Consider, for example, the expansion for 0.3146:

0.3146 = (3 x 10-1) + (I x 10-2) + (4 x 10-3) + (6 x

-183
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v4t, \'

\.

. .

. Here we note that

10
-1 1-. ; 4.\.\?, 1

10
-3' 1

10 ; 1,6

.

1r..-'.1-..--l';

s.i.o 10
3 10

In.generall 10-n. = where n-.' 'IA Whole nuMber. (Indeed, it is true
n 1

for any integer n.)
10

\,
\.

With this last definition we have nogOen a meaning to any Anteger as

an exponentl)pe it pisitivel zero,,or negatl.4e: 'Njhe familiar rules for CCM-

puting with-exponents. can'now be extencled to''inclucle.all integers as,exponents.:-

Fbr all integers a and bl
4

a b 6+b
n .x la 4 n

a b a-b
n n = n

.'7111"11::*1.4%

This is also an excellent opportunity to extend a Vudentta und.erstanding

of decimal notation by considering other base notations ea wall. The pattern

is the same3,.... however, instead.of powers of ten,-we use!powers-ofwhatever

base has be6temp1oyed, Here.are Several exemples of expanded notation in

other bases. In.each cage the numerals in the expansion are written in base

ten notation. However, we should be careful not- to call the numerals:on the

left "decimals" since this would imply base ten.

243.23 = (2 x 5
2)i(4 x 51)4(3 x 1)+(2-x 1.)+(3 x 4+0 x .. s

1
14.fi.

. , 1 N , 1N
.4632

seven
= 0 x --r+ ko x 7) + 0 X -7).+ k2 x -TvI 1% 1' 1 %

7

We can express these numerals.as base ten numerals merely by completirf

the indicated coMputation.

.342five = (3 x41) + (4 x jL) 4-- (2 x 1-)
. 5 5

2
53

4

5 25 125:::-v

. 97
125

Since
97 776
125 1000 '

we may write:

.342
five '776ten

184
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Clas's Paercises

Write eaCh of the following In expanded notation.
.

274.58 3. 32.41

2. 94875. 4. -.0416
swien

Write es a numeral in base ten notatida:

.43iive. 6. 32.43iive

7. Write each, of the following as a power of 2 using negative exponents.
1 1 1' 1

(a) . (b)- '(e,) CO1
(e)

In the following figure ti,aint P indicates' the midpoint of the

interval frOM 0 , to 1.. Name the coordinate of this point with a

numeral in:

(a) base two

(b) base four

(c) base eight

(d) base ten

8.2 Operations with Decimals

Normally one should expect seventh graders to know haw to add, subtract/

multiply, and divide Ational numbers written as decimals. In grade seven

we wish to provi opportunities for- the matntenante of skills. At the same

time it is impo sint that we stress basic meanings and understandings.

\ In this 'section we vtew briefly the manner in which the funda-

mental operations with decimals may be treated in the seventh,grade.

114

Additign

The distributive property is needed here and should be reviewed first.

Regan that this property states that for all numbers a, b, and c, we have:
4

a (b + c) b + a c

41,

Now suppose we wish to add two numbers written ip decimal form; for ,

example) 0.23 + 0.64 Certatnly the seventh grader will know that one needs

to "line up" the decimal points and add, but may not know why we proceed iii

Ir"1.

it/
34



1

this manner. We can.justify this process by-eXpressing the numbervin

. .fractional form and then using the distributive property.

.0..23 . v 23 xl-vd . and P*64. =-76 64 ^.100
. .

Therefore,

0.34+ o6 = 123 x.T1070 (64 x At)

(23 + 64) x 1100.

87 X
100
.1

=

87
100

= 0.87

We then show that this same result can be.obtained far more conveniently
. ais

by Wriping one numeral below the other.

.
1

0.23 .J In this fort4 we are adding the nuMber in the yri place in
1

0.64 the first ad end to the nuMber in the pe in tlie
IC

0.87 second addend, and. so on. That is:
& 2-

'

*.

0.23

0.64

=

=

(2 x 5:16)

(6 x

+ (3

IP

x. -4'-
100)

+ (4 x TA05)

0.23 + 0.64 (2 x rs) + (6 x 17-0) + (3 x 100) + (4 x
100

r = (2. + 6) x + + 4) x 1001

= (8 x ) + (7.x y53)

8 7
l0l00
So 7

+
87

100

= 0.87

Note how the distributive property has been used twi

have justified the addition in th'ib manner:

0.23 + 0.64. = 23(.01) + 64(.01)

.01(23 + 64)

= .01(87) = 0.87

We .puld al so

Note that this latter justification *plies that we know that the

product .01.x 87 is equal to 0.87 . .However, this can always be expq.ained

186



*
by returning:to fractional notation:

1
.01 X 87 = 1C; .87

100

= 0.87

When regrouping ("carrying") is involved, we can justify the usual

process as follows:

Procedure: 'Justification:

15.75 p.75 + o.5o

+ 0.50
740--

1 .25 ##

Stibtractiop .

The subtraction process can be justified in much the same manner as

.addition and therefore peed not be explored.in.great detail. For exampld:

0.82 - 0.37 = (82 x -1-) - (37 x -1)
100 loo

(82 - 37) x

= h,5 x 1
100

45

= 0.45 .

Again, the development makes use of the distributive property.

Using fractions, the rationale of the subtraction.process can be illus-

trated as follows:

#.
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.

Watiplipation

.7he

the Ude o

.is merely a

well using o

0.3,X 0.25

Notice the

.

0.82

v: '
- 0.37 .

7 .1 2

- 7
loo

7
16

. '

2

4. Tad +.100

12
+

10 100

. I-
10 100

.

+.2._ 4o

100 100 100 loo

cess of m4tip1ication with decimalamay also be develOped thrOugh

ractions. ,Again, it is important to realize that decimal notation

onvenience, not a necessity, and that we could get along quite .

fractions, Or example, let us consider the prOduct

n ractionfa form:

0.3 x 0.25

rm

(3 x Eyx (25 )( ;5)

(3 x 25) x (x 45)
0 1°

, 1
= 75 x %--T)

. 104

= 0.075 .

use of the associative and commutative property of multiplication

in going from the first to the second, step.

37
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When we see multiplication of decimals.liorked out in fractional form-

-we begin to-see why we add the nuMber of deciMaI Places:in the two factors

in order to find the number of .decimal places in the procluct.,'In the weced-

ing example we multiplied a number expressed in tenths by'one expressed in

hundredths. In fradtione1 form we found the pr8duct:.

1 1 1

1 ^ 3
10 102 10

This suggests the reason for the usual rule of adding the nUmber of decimal

places; we are; -.in reality, adding exponents that are poweraof-,10. At

may be helpful to see this process using negative exponents.

0.3 x 0.2 = (3.x 10-1) x (25 x 10-2)

-1 -2
(3 X 25) x (lb .x 10

75 x 10-3

0.cr(5

We need to be carefUl, however,.in our treatment of zeros. 'Thus,

according to the precedIng discussion, 0.4 x 0.75 produces a product

axpressed.in thousandths.

0.4 x 0.75 (4 x ) x (75 x.156)

= (4 x 75).x (A. x
120-'2)

. 300 x (---)
103

= .0.300

However, we usually express this product as 0.3; 'that is:

0.300 -
1000

, 10

= 0.3 .
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Ciiii-Exereises -

9. Find the BUM 0.45 + 0.83 -bY7-yling the fractional approach giVen in

this section.

110% Fihd the difference '0.58 - 0 29 ,by.using the fradtional
'

.

11. Find, the product 0.23 x.0.45. ;bkAuil.iaii'.

(a) a fractional approach;- -. ..' .-:' :,. -.- ... . ...
A... . , ...

(b) negative exponents. " .., $ ,, ., ,,,.. v .- .

,::: ,.$ -4."A?'-)- alti :-:'.1% Y

Di ,

ec.-; r ., ;-k s .

!, ,..*. "-
.L .

The approach to diVipion with decimals should &lab be builtupon:the

assumption that the seventh grader lies been exposed to.the topievbut needs

a fresh look at the rationale of the process as well as practice with the'

operation.... We .may begin by assuming that the- student knows how to divide .

with Whole nul4berg. Therefore, if we.are able to legitiMatelw convert a

diviiion problem that involves deeimals.to an equivaletit one involving whole.
% .

numbers, then we shall be in goOd shape. Consider, for example, the quotient

53.75+ 0.5 . Written in.fraetional form we haVe:

53.75 + 0.5 0.5

100
.Now we multiply this fraction by

.53.75 100 53.75.x 100

0.5 100 0:5 x 100

.pyrp
50

Thus, our division problem is reduced to one that involves whole numbers
1

2
only. We diVide and find our quotient to be 10T-

2
or 107.5

#

drr.

107

0.5153.75 5015375

tQ
375
0
25

53:75 4 0.5 107 = 107 5'

190 n
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From our knowledge of mOtiplication of decimals,we can chedk the division'
.

by verifying that 0.5 x 107.5 = 53.75
%

.0

We then podeed to shorten this process somewhat by "shifting" the

decimalpoint so that only '1.1e diyis8r is a Whole number:,

0.5153.7, 5 1537.5

S.

This ls legitimate in that we are really multiplying both dividend and
4

'divisor by 10. That is: A
s

10 237.,
10 5 '

Now all we need to juatify is the location.of the decimal point in-the quotient.

We do so.by noting that when the divisor.iea whole mother, then.the 0:yid-sod'

and.the.quotient must have the same tuMber of decimal places. (This 41011ows

from-the fact-that.the produA of the quotient and the.divisor _gives the.

dividend.) Since our.revised dIVidend is expressed,ln tenthSi then theiiquol.

tient.must also be in tenths! 'Hy placing the decimal point of the quotient: ,

,directlyebeve that of.the.dividend, we locate the decimal po4it oc.the quo- :

ient automaticilly in the Correct glade.

As with multiplication, we need to be 'careful with zeros in the diviaend

When locating the decimal.poifibusing the hetCgd!just given. .For example, if

in the previous, example the divisor were 0.4, then we would have *

\
- 134.,375

0.4153.75 4 4 F537.500 "'

Here the quotient has the sane number of decimal places ai the dividend only

after zeros have.been aifixed to the dividend. a

An alternate explanation to division, with decimals that you, the teacher,

may appreciate is besed upon the equation showing that the product of the

.

quotient and tkie divisor gives.the diVidend. It parallels closely the first -

'

method showd above.

"111

0.5 r53.757 0.5n = 53.75

7

/44ltiply by 100: 50n = 5375

5(10n) = 5375

Divide by 5: lOn T 1075

However, this answer 1075, is ten times asilarge as we wish. There-
.

pre, the quotient must be 1075 +10 ;- that is, n = 107.5 .

.
EXplor4ion of the division prodess in terms of exponential notation is

also .revealing. For eXample, note how-we may divide 0.125 by 0.5 :

1
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36 0.25 .

3.
A $

Ee.re.10 a good place to- give special attention and.emphasis,to.estimatiOn

.0f.answers. 'This hould serve-to. prevent many errors.in location of,decimal

ts. .The.yo er who recognizes.that 21-.75 + 5. is approxillately.4,

th&n.reaiizif that the-decimal point An the.quotient should be located
. . .

ad 4.35 .

0
This'eOmpletes our discussioi.on operations.with-decimals. 'In the.nixt

chapter we willfiodk. again at deoimala, and see how.they can be used.in devel7

opihg:tho set Of'real numbers.'

"Class bcépcise s

' . .41h
. f dipL. . tile Auotient 0.65 4 2.5 by...:,

,'.. . .

: . (a) . the equapiOn'approach'as given'in this section;. . .

. .

,

(b) use of an equiimlentprOlemInvolvng a divisOr that is a whole
._ .

...,,--
.number, C-

`,-- -t

8.3. Betio and proportion,-

.A ratio is used:to compare.two numbers.. When we. speak of the ratio of

two numbera, we are referring to their relative sizes. Thus, if two numbers
r

are in the ratio of 2 to 3, the first is two-tfards as large as the

second. If the number of elements in two sets is in the ratio 2 to

-then every-two elements of the firsitcOrrespond to three.elements oflhe

second. .This ratio it; sometimes written-ai\ 2:3 . The ratio indicates a

dence between the numbers and 3. How many other pairs of
.

nuMbera have,this same coriespondencel Sone Of them are.,-

4 And 6

6 and 9

20 and 30 ,

24 aad 36

192
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Indeed, we have an unlimited choice of orgered pairs of numbers that have the

same correspondence or ratio. .in general, any ordered pair of Vile form: 2k

and 3k, k a counting number, are.in the.same.ratio, 2 to '3.. Noiice-
that we refer to these-as "ordered" pairs of numbers. Changing the orddr of

the two numbers compared changes:their ratio. Thus, while 4 to 6 repre-.

sents the same ratp). as "2 to 30--6,,to 4 does not. The only case where

this dOes not ilappen is when a number iS compared with itself. For example;

40 to 400 70 to 700 and 257 to 257 all represent the same ratio.as

.to .

-Since.Many ordered pairs of numbers may be in thetame ratio, it is

common to express-them in "reduced!' form. This requires dividing-each nuMbe+

by the greatest common fact Thus, ratifoth as

1 o to 4 0 ".

400 to 10

. 800 to 20

16o0 to 40

are usually written as 40 to 1.

Tde frequently use ratioi, which .,are comparisonsbetween.numbers, when

-comparing quantities sUch as distancein miles and time in hourat Fdr example,

using the figures above a person who travels 160 miles ifi. 4 hours averages

tee'same rate as one traveling 400 miles in 10- fiouis or ZOO railed

20 hours. In each case the ratio of the number of miles traveled to'the

number of hqz...spent traveling is 40..to 1. Usinghis ratio0'it is likely

that each will describe his rate as 4o., miles per,.1. hour or .simply as

4o ...*ph.

.IA the fornula d = rt, we find tha't r. equals the ratio of d to t

where again the-variables represent only. numbers. Thus, we write
- 4

r = .

7his indicates a fairly common practice of using fractional notation to rep-

resent a ratio. In general, the ratio a! to b (b 0) is written either

a:b or- . Every rational number can be thought of as a ratio. This again

emphasizes the interpNipation of a fraction as an ordered palr of numbers.

If'we have two pairs of number% filich represent the same ratio, guch as

2, to 3 or 4 to 60 we may write

or

23 4:6

2 4

u
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.Sudh a statement of the indicated equality of tvis ratios is called a proportion.
. 6

.. k How- ,Fan we tell if two ratdos are the same? *-For exam izple, do ,and
8 .. 6 1. 3§- represent the same ratio? 'The ratio of -R-

. lc
is-the same as 1 1 number

8 3-
in theNrst set for eVery 3 .in the second. 'The ratio .T.2- is the'same as
1if, 1 .member in the first set fojhevery 4 .in the second, Clearly these

ded6Abe different correspondences and we 'conclude that, 4 arid 8 do.not
32

.... .

represent the same ratios.

,- Treating ratios as rational nuMbers we can compare them using the

. property: *-

= if and only if ad =. bc.

In.the'example we find, 6 x 32 i.18.x 8 'and thus conclude that the.ratios
6 8 .

are not equal (T5 / O.

We are often confronted with fdinding the fourth medber in'two pairs of

nuMbera which name-

the ratios 3- and
.5

replacement for d

-

-the same ratio. For example, for what value of d: will

.be the same? The problem becomes.one of finding a

that makes the following trua: .

_
. 1 5 d

The solutiqh can readily be found from the corrsPoriding equation

3d 5 6 .

You knoW of the many applicat>dof proportion and we will not dwell on

them here. 'Proportion is'also an excellent-way to approach percent, as-we

will do in the hext section. As some simple proportion problems let us

solve the following:
°

s
.1. If the ratio of department head's salary to a teacher's salary is

1 to 10, what'increase could a' teacher with a salary of 47600
,

expect if promoted to dePartment head?

Solution: Here the proportion is

11 s

r-r5 =.7013.

Using the condition for equalgt have

10 s

lOs

a

=

=

=

11 7600

83600

8360.

Thus, the increase is 476P.

4
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sr,

2. If the ratio of the football coabh's salary to /it teacher's salarY .
_ ,

is 115 to :1004 what increase could the sane teadher expect if

Assigned as coach?

4.1
Solution:

1121 _ s
100 76816

loos . 115 7600

s = 8740

-Thua, the increase is 41140.

The-important point here (apart.from the salary problem)'is the method-

of-solution. It is a general method of solution'and is appliedmn all

woblem situations of this. nature.

Class EXercises
,

2.. YOu.have just finished Chapter 7 ih a book of 14 chapters. What is
.,:

.

the ratio, of the chapters finished to thetotal number ofxchapters?

What is the ratio of chaptera remaining to those finished?

14. Find N in the following proportions:

4 12
15

2 N
(b) =

-(c) 11 -1
. 5

6 N
(d) =

2 5

4
1 . If the ratio of cats to dogs in a certain city is 4 to 3, i.e., y

3

how'many cats sae there to go with the 3663 dogs?.

In a caTtain city people.are fond of
*mv

a ratio of 3 to 2. (sometimes- 3

much of the second ingredient should

a drink made of two ingredients in

to 1 or even 4 to .1).- Ha%,

be used to go with 32 ounces of

the first ingredient (using the 3 to 2 ratio)1

8.4 Percent

.0ne of the important topics-of junior high school mathematics.is percent;:.

Yet many stUdents find.dt either confusing or just plain boring-. Part of.this

reaction has come from the teacher's lack oeknowledge concerning the rela-

tionship of percent to the rational numbers and mathematics in general. The
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other part comes-from attention to applications of percent.valu ble to the
4.

adult bixt.stdply not Ineaningful or significant to the junior hig school

student.

The recent approach to the`t-padhing of.percent focuses more attention on
,

percent as a way of comparing numbers,*as a form of a ratio, as a form of a

rational number, while minimizimg:the usual attention given to applicationd.

.There-is nothing mysteriouspboutlercents. The woi-d "percent" means

hundredths.The symbol -iv is used for convenience-and offers a short way

saying."times " Thus, 48 percent means
100

48 1

48/1 48 '..1oo -0A

4;,..
'As eoratio -48/4 Compares 48 to 00-. Othei..ratios such as 24' to 50 and

12.to -25 aFe equalto the ratio ..48 to. 100 and herice may a1s8 be ex-

pressed as 18%. While the pdrcefrnotaliOn is very. comion and frequently

Used to express the ratio between twonumbers, it is not used directly in

-Calculation. To compute with 40; the percent must first be eximeased.

:either as.a.fraction or aS a decimal. To.,exprpss 48,g as 0_1:amplified fraC-

tion, first write it as a fraction.with denominator 100. Then by use of the

greatest common tactor in numerator and denominator, siMpiify the fraction: '

48 .12 4 12 4 12
48 X = ird

".

To expresi. 48,g as a decimalYfirst express it a8 a fraction With denominator

100.

)1.'(1
48jg .48.

9
1

.To represent a fraction such as z, as;a p4rcent we need to find the-

number c such that
c

loo
. -

We know that we-can rewrite the aboire proportion as the equation
,

1 100 = 6 c. .

aince 6c ..100,. c.. i6 . Thus,

1

100
= 16473..

.

a: '
In general, any given ratio, IT I can be expressed as a percent by-find-

c
ing the number c such that a = c

'

The expression means the dame
1

i7 TO loo
iv .as C -

10
or CA

0 .,
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This development illustrates the role of proportion in percent problems.

Mafiy new teXtbooks inoluding'the SMSQjlathematics for Junior me School'.

present percentsexclusively through the ude of proportions. This generally

..helpa to Make thesubject clearer to the. 'Student. However, students need to

master and memorize maay of the,simpler percent conversions at the junior high
-

level. This requires rePeated oral drill and reviei of'the,decimal and percent
.

forms of rational nuMbers like

,

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

In A 6 / /. '12 20 4o-
ft

°, As we insist that students medOrize the multiplication table as well as

-4Enow how to multiply, so should we require the.student to memorize basic

equiValent forms of peicents, decimals; and fractionsai well as know how to

ydolvepercent problems thxough proportions. .

In the past, many 7th grade books have treated percent ingreat detail

by classifying all problems into three cases.. The "three caaes" of percent

have been.overddne and in moat new books'this treatment is either .reduced or

not found at all. All-"three cases" day be. handled the same way; by writing

a proportion with one denailnator equal to- 100 and finding the.ml.ssing

number. Ekamples foll.ow to illustrate the 'Procedure-

1., If 28 out of. 140 transistors failed to meet the specificationefor

fleat.sensitivitir; what.percent of,the transistors are defective?.
.

Solution: Since the total nudber is 40 and,the nudber defective

28; the.proportion is

28 c

so that 40c = 2800

70 .

Thus-.70% axe defective:

is

2. If:Janice needed $70 for a cheerleading outfit.and earned 92% of

the total by babysitting, how much money did she earn? -

/

Solution: Here we know hoth the percent sand the total, so that our

proportion is

tind

a 92
7 100

92 70
100

v a = 64.40

Thus, Janice earned 464.40 .
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VA:

In a box. of ballbearings, 11 areirejected by an insPector as being

faulty*. If this representd 44 of the total prod.uction, how many

were produced?

olutio this esise we.know the percent and the part or number.

rejected, so our proportion is

ii 44
b TU5

...um
b := 25 .

Experienced teadllers will recognize each of theltbove problems as one of

the "three cases"'of percent. Notice how all three are.treated the same way

through the use of proportions. Withexperience students will begin to short-

cut writing the proportionOut at the beginning this approach is a simple One

for the w.leents to master. Much pf the rationale Xor this work has already

been done in.the treatment of ratrbnals and decima1s, so that most of the

material is not new.

Oneahortcut in writing the .proportion is to replace:the percent c )
(100

by an equiValent decimal or simplified fraction. This can be easily done

once the students have developed pkill in recognizing the relationship among,:

the percents, decimald, and fractional forms.of rational numbers. This short-

cut replaces the propOrtion witti.tfie familiar formula

p = r x b.

.

ThelyaW,e ,p, r, and ,b represent numbers:

r is the.rate or percent;

b ,is the.base or number on whicka rate is applied;

p --is the iercehtage or part of the base determined by

the rate.

Notice that the term "percentage" has a meaning quite distinct.from

"percent".

Again percent problems shotild not be classed into three cases but all'

Solved directly from the same formula, = r x b. In this form the three

eXapples:just given are expressekas follóws:

1. p = r x b -

' 28 = r x 40:

r = 701:

2. p=rxb
92

p = you x70
p = 64.4o

7198

3. p=rxb
44

11 = x b

b = 25
i4



If the'student is first introduced to the solliing of percent problems

through.the Use of proportions, there is less chance that he will have

difficulty. identifying the percentage amd the base properly when using the

.z equation-form.

Class Mcercises

*
V

17. Write each of the following as a percent:

1
,

(a) c
(c). 41.6 4 \h:.

(d) -47,
410.

. ,

(b)
. 2001

25.

. 18. Find the-fraction which corresponds to each of the fo1i6w3fig percents:

(a) 3'4 X (,) 26%

(b) (d) 5.12,5%

19. Changes are often given in terms of percent in order to provide Et's.

standardlor comparison. Thus, teris such as "an?.ncrease of' 25,1"

or *"a 141 decrease" are encountered. Students sometimes have.-

difficulty in setting up the appropriate proportion. The change in

either case is expressed as a part of the Original quantity. Thus,

1

salary Of 44.40 per hour reflects a log increase over a.salanr

or 44.00 per hour.

If a person receives an 8 .11 pay cut during a "retrenchment" and

. later receives an 8 I; increase, how *does his final: salary compare

with his original shlary?

20. It a book is printed by a photographic process which rduces tiT

original by 15 /41 how long should. a segment be if it . s to.be

'in the finished book?

Students are frequently troubled with perctnts less than I Land

greater than- 100%. If percents-have beemintrodnbed as another way of

representiv6 ratio or fractional name for a rationai number, then students

shOuld have little difficulty with these special percents. Indeed, there

is nothing special about them; .they carry exactly the same meaning as per-

cents from 1 1g to 100% and they are used in operations in exactly the

:same way. Recalling the definition of percent, we can write.
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J....,

3, 1

100 7 200

1.22 ..
3.5ox 20. 7. =

Writing a numeral such'as 3. or as alercent posep certain problems.

Primarily, these are problems of-folmin'hotation-rather than anything else..

-1 -

.Thus, writing 8. as a percent gives

1 c

Cr

c = 12-1 .11
2

1
123.

14,
We may write 12-gn, or

0.125 . The last form is probably

A similar proble91 arises when

or

a

, Which fs ftwkward.and clumsy, or

the mostcuseful for.calculations.

we write. 1- as a percent.

1 o

TZt5

33
3

Zero again we have alterhate forms.for expressing the result. We may wkite.

I .

331-X IL .331 02'
3 1 100 1 3 ,

.333 ... 'es the resulting percent. More.

attention will be.gAven to repeating decimals like ..333 in the next

chaiter,

This chapter has dealt with seVeral topics, some of which appear.in air

.,.seventh-grade bodk,whereas others are found only in newer texts. The discus-

sion of ratio and percent Was brief, being related:to the previoud work on

rational numbers and decimals. Piesentation of these topics in the classroom

is probably best done with the same approach, rather than.treating them as

coripletely separate entities that are neW in all respects. Using th'e student's

baAground in these areas makea,the topics easier to teach, learn, and recall.

, N4141.
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Answers to- Class Exercises

. (2 x x..10 (4 x (5 4. (8

(4 1) + (0 x ) +..(8 x + (7 x.-1-E)
10 10 .10

(3 x 5) +.(2 x 1) + (4.-x + (1 x
' 5

. (2 x + (0 x ?.?) + (4"x ..4) :4- (1 x i" (6 x
7 7" 7

6. 17.92

. 10
1+ (5. X )

0.5a4

(EI)' 277 (b) 2-1

(a) i..two (b)

0.45 + 0.83 =

m

-10. 0.58 - 0.

11. (a)

(b)

r.:

274 23

.2 (c) .4four . eight

(45 x 1-6) + (83 4x )

(4, 83) x 100
x 14-0

128
100
100 28
100 +1.755

1.28

(58 x ad) - (29 x 14u)

(58 - 29) x

29 100
29 1!

100

= . 0.29

0.23 x 0.45

(a)

1 % n. I
7. (23 X 2) X (45 X 2)

- 10 10

--.: (23 X 45 ) X "1-.2 X.171t)
10 10

11035 X 4-
10

= 0.1035

0.23 x 0045 . (23 x 10-2) x (45 x 10-2)

. = (23 x 45) x (10-2 x 10-2)

= 1035 x 10-4

0.1035

201
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12. . (a) 2.5 2.5 = 0.650.65 .n

250 n =. 65

1000 n = Q60

.26

(3) 25

.26.

11757
I.

13. ?, to 2; 1 io 1 .

14. (a).5 (b) 14 (c). ( )

4884

i ::
16. 21 oz . .

17..

18.
?

A

3 .

r1.

(a) 20%
......

(b) 4%

(a) i (b) 4.56
i

(a)

(c) 'D-.

, 5o

19. The salary will drop to 92% of the original

increased by 8,1 or an additional 7.3611, to end

of thekoriginil. As.an eXample a salary_of 41000

A with an 8jg decrease. To increase this salary by

.
- 8;g of 492p or 473.60 so.that the final.salary

..

(d) 5000%

(d)
, 00

salary and then be

up as' 99.36

would be 492(41

8% we take.

is only 4993.60 .

9

4

ft
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Chapter Exercises

1. . Write eanh of.the folloWing.in expanded notation.

(a). 32.785 (b) 42.341five

2. Which of the following statements are true?

3.

*.

(a)

kbi

(c)

-1
3

0
7

-3
5

0

=

1

125

(d) = 2-5

, 3 -4
'() e 3_

-
< 3

(f) > 10
4-'

taing the fractional altifiv.en in this chapter, evalUate
I

each of the following:

(a) 0.27 IF 0.14.7 b ) 0.14 x 0.37

Find N. in each of the follawing proportions:

(a) i 7
(b).441.-

5. If two triangles hams-the same Shape, we say that they are similar.

We define similar triangles to be.triangles with corresponding

angles congruent and corresponding sides proportional. If. A ABC

and L, EF are similar with the ratio of correSponding sides 3 to

2,, find all sides if- AB = 6, BC = 12, and DF = 10.

A
' .

Write each Of the following as a percent.

-(a)4'ld .(b) 1 (c)
1 1.

(d) 100
(e)

1000

-7. Let A = 15 and B = 20 .

(a) A is what percent of B?

(b)4113 iswhat Percent of B?

Cc) A ia what percent of their sum?

(a) 13 i what percent of their product?

(e) Their difference is what percentaf their product?
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Chaptv 9

The Real NuMber System,

IntroductiOn

This chapter will.complete our development of the real number system

as it should be seen by the junior.high school student.. All too frequently,

students at this level fairto see the comPlete picture Of the real.number

-gystem and hence enter into algebra-with certain gaps in their background.

. . -

.9.1 Reviewing yroperties_ of thaRational'Number System

. In the past charters we ?lave develoried the properties of the rational

number system. All solutions 'to equations of the form bx = a, a and b

counting numbers, are positive rational numbers. With their. opposites
.j

(negatiyes) and zero, they form the complete seyof retional numbers.

Likewise, we noted that every rational,number can be named by a fraction

in the form g where k and are integers, q A 0

You alreaay have observed the familiar properties for rational numbers,

which may be summarized as follows:

Closure: If a and b are rational numbers, then a + b is a

rational number, a b (more commonly written ab) is a rational number,
a

a - b is-a ratipnal number, and .13 is a rational number if b A O.

Commutativity: If a and b are rational numbers, then

. a+b=b+ a, and ab.b a, (ab ba).

Associativity: If a, b, and c are rational numbers, then

a + (b + c) + b) + c, and a(bc) (ab)c,.'
. V

Identities: There is a rational number zero such that if a is a

01-'-retional number, then a,+ 0.= 0 + afiAut. There is a rational nuMber 1

such thei a 1 =1 A = a.

Distributivity: If a,

a(b. + c) = ab + ac.

b end.' c are rati6nsi numbers then

Additisva-inyersd: If a is a rational number,then there is a

rational nuMber (7a) Auch that a + (7a) O.

Murtiplicative inverse: . If, a is a ratilonal number and. a / 0,

then there is a rational number -b such that ab = 1. '

Order: If a and b are different rational numbers, thigat

eitlier a b, or a b .

53
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9.2 Repeat.L.n4 Decimals

tab ut look.onee again et the-usa_ofAecimals inArepresenting rational

numbers. The counting numbers, which form a subset of the set of rational

numbers, axe expreseed in decimal form simply at

1, ?, 3 4, 5, 6, 7, ...

Other.positive rational numbers written in.fractiOnal form can readily be

, represented as decidals. If.a fractiOn has a denominator that is.a power of .

ten; it is easy to,write the fraction as a dedimal because..our decimal system,

.of notation is &wed on powers of-ten. For example;

0.3 . 0.37 la . 0.253
10 ,,1OO 1000

the denominator of a fraction is not a power of ten, the fraction

Aan often be changed to an equivalent one whese aenadinator is a power of.

.1
4ten. For example:

1 125
5 10 iosay7

4
1

On the other hand, a fraction.like 7 cannot be written with a c..nitim-

inal.or that is a 'power & ten.aild a numerator that is a coUnting er.
.

To show that this aannot 1-.)e donel.suppose for. a moment we assume hat wa

can ;trite such an equival44 fraction. If such 4 frAction does exiat then

we wetitd have twp ways of.naming ihenumber one-seventh and we could write

where a is a counting ndmber and n indicates the power ok ten. Using
c

the property that if TD- then ad . bc, we get

lOn = 7 a

.Now 10 can be factoied as. 2 7,-41, =
, .

k we'can jgote .

-;
1 2

n
5
n 7 a .

!

'n59.n., g Thus; ;, .. i

., . .
,....,

The expressions on tile left and the right of the equation; repres4t two.: ,--!'.W.4'

factorizations of the same Number. One invol/es the prime factor..-7:. the
Other does not. But this is impossible since the Fundamec tal Theorem of

Arithmetic hays that a number has exactly.one unique prim

Therefore, we conelude tila our original assumption is fal

// cannot be expressed as a fraction.with a denominator that

ten and a numerator that:is a whole number.

.. N6

..54 20 6
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1 "
4

We can, of course, express in decimal.form by_dividing te numerator:y

1 by the denominator 7. We already know that at no stage in the division

.can we have a -0 remaindet because this.implies that we can W
1

rite as a

fraction with a. denominator that is a power 91 10. Therefore, as we divide,

thsre are only six tepeinders posdible, (10 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). As soon as one

of these nudbers wears for a second time, the sequence of digits in the

quotient will repeat.

.:142657t
7 1.0000000

7

28 .

3.4

6o
56
'To .

35
50
49 .

7'

et-

This is the same as the 4

first remainder.

At thid point the nce of digits 142857 begins to repeat itself

in the,quotient and will contiriue to repeat indefinitely. The quotient is

usually written .in tWfollowing form.
. .

`

;.?

I
= 0.142857142857

7 .

Thelpar (vinculum) over the sequence '14285771ndtcstes the set of digits
;,

that repeNts. The three'dots' indicate. that the pattern repeats indefinitely.

Note that the sequence of digits started to repeat in the quotient as
; 40

aoon as one of six possible remainders appeared for the second time. This
i.,

$ 4
does not imply that all possible remainders must aPpear. Consider, for

417 2
.

expmple the.decimal,representation for . Here the set of possibl4r 11

.remalnders contain; ten elements; however, the repetition begins after only

two of these remaindera are used,

.1818
1112.0000, 1

1 1

8
20
11

2

11
= 0.f81.7

88
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Other examples of tbis notatioh.for repeating tkecimals are' given here

9+9' = 001001

The symbolism adopted for repeatiriglecUals can be used for allAecimal..
. _

expansions.-of rational numbers...Fbr example, we maywrite

o.6
.5. .

= =

.
Ir this sense we can then say that every rertional number can be expreased

as .a repeating decimal, often called a periodic .decimal. Setae of these,. 'as,

1. -and rri above will repeat Only zeros.. These are frequently 'Called
5 0 .

. .

"terminatingr in the sense that- the repeating4zero need not be written in .

the decimal. 1.

-How can we tell when a. fraction P. can be written as.a fraction with

a-denominator that is a -power of ten? These are the fraction's that. have

terminating decimal forms, that repeat zeros only. We start with the rati6nal...

number 2. p and. q relatively prime. That is, let 2 be in lowest $rms.
. q

First let us note, intuitively, that if a fraction has a denominator I

that can be written as the product of a power of 2 '..and/ot a power of 5 1..

then a can be expressed as a power of 10. Here are some examples: t

i. kat = -:-13--- 2- -
123 552 (2

5,275..
) 103 22-100023 5 5

_2.
173 173 . 692 692 .64 L 692

25oo
22 . 54 a 5

li. 4
( 5)4

)0000

In other words, ,we can multiply by 'appropriate opowers of 2 and1.5 in order

:to pipduce a denominator that is a power of 10.

In general, we wish to see which rational numbers 2 can be written in

the .form 'where N and K are counting number's. Let us assume we

10

have the following:

k
10K

Therefore, q N = p 10K

p 10
and N =

Now since p and. q are relatively prime; q does not divide; pp

mist therefore dilride 10K. But the only possible factors of 10K are

numbers that are powers of 2 or 5. Thus we may con61ude that the rational
s .
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E . can he :tten as a fraction with denominator that is a power of
. A

10 if and only if the denominator q can be expressed in the. form

q .2m .5n., m: and. whole %pumb.ers..

.

-

Class Exercises

Give the next.five digits in each of the following decimal expressions-.

.(a) (c) .11331331 ...

(s); '.412534-T5. (d)

2. Which of the following are true statements?

-(a) .37737 = .177 ...

(b).,:::37373. < .377 -
(c,) 377377-:. .= .377377 ...

., (4)' 3737 . -?. -..377377

Using'the notation of this section, express eachbf the following in

:. decimal form.

.. (a). (b)
3

(a.)

1F. .Which of -Ole following fractions can be exppessed as "terminatifig"

decimals?.

(a) k 11
(b)

101
.300 (d) igg

t

'kr

_We have seen that every rational number can be written as.a repeating

decimal. A related question is whether eVery repeating decimal names a-

rational number.. Certainly, there is no problem if the debimal expansion-
.

"terminates" (repeats zeros)'. .For example:

0.23 = '0.7156
715623

:loo 10000

Fbr decimals thatilave sequences of repeating,digits, not all zero, other

methods are needed. 1

One method for expressing S. repeating decimal in fraction form uses

the clever technique of .subtracttng out the repeating digits of a non-term-

inating decimal thereby producing a terminating decithal that can.easily be

handled. This mani-pulative "trick" is illustrated in the examples that

fbllow. .

4
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' Let ,. N = .4545r5-

First Multiply N by 100, and thpn subtract N from the product.

100.N =

=

ON1.

a
99 Is' .

99 N.= 45

99.

_ .2_
7' 11

k . ,.

Note that mUltiplying'N by I0 fehas e effect of allgning the rppeSting

'sequences of theAecimals in N and .100 N so that they can:be suheracted
,

,

-to give zero in each case. The example shoWe that .

..4545t5,.
- 11

.As another example, let
-

N = .123123 ...

First multipliby 1000, -and.then ,subiraat as before. This givesa new ,

decimal where the repeating sequences ire zeros. Do you see why 1000 was

chosen for the multiplier here?

_Notice that the repeating zeros found by subtraction have not been.vritten in

'this solution. From the example we see that

41
... SI.123123 ,=

1000 N 123.123123 ...

N i .121123 .1.

999 N = 123

.1123N=
999
43.

333

-Finally consider N = 2.475056

100 N =..247.505056

- N = 2.475056 ...

99 N7= 245.09

245.09
N -

99.

5,9 210



*
47.604

24509 ft.

This can also be liritten as which is clearly a rational number.

:That is, we have shown that 2.475 ... is the name-of. a rationalnumber. aL
.

'The method just deaCribed is found in many junior high schoa mathematics

, texts. While-appearing plausible.at first glance, a closer.study should

: reVeal that a very fundamental assumption underlies the_technique. Indeed,

can we really multiply and subtract "infinite decimals in this manner at

all? We would like to say (actually we assume) the emswer-is yes.

Other metliOds are available for expressing repeating-decimals in,fraction

-form. They too assume certain,,prdperties regarding computing.with "infinite"

decimals. One involves the use of decimal forms of unit,fractions with
A

denominators one less than successive powers of ten: Forexample: -
.

1 1117.g

' I.

= . caolTif

1
= .001001001 ...

1
F .00010001....

The pattern in these decimals should be apparent.,
a,

To write .4545 ... as a fraction we proceed as followsi''

1.

, .....= 45(.0for ...)

= 45 t -§14

45

99
5
11

The technique will work for any.number of digits in the.repeating sequence

of the decimal. For example:
"re

.123123 = 123 (.001001 ...)
I

1
= 123

999
123

999

333

This method treats repeating decimals essentially as infinite geometric
A

series. This, of course, is exactly what they are.

45 45

loo
1002 l0o3

123 123 123

Iwo
10002 10003

21T

.123123 -

5 ,t)
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.The exampleaof this section suggeststheefollowing copclusion that we
. .

. .

. _
.

.shall- aócept as true.
.

. -.A

so

Every'rational number can beftxpressed-as

a 'repeating decimal, and eVery repeating

'decimal nameo a-,iational number.

Class Exercises

5. Write the.folloWing products as repeating-decimfs if .N = .29

(a)- l0 2*N .

(b)' lOO.N. (a) 7 N

6. Write the following differences as repeating decimals if A

and B =
r

(a) - A , -(b) lOA B.

Express each of the fallowing as a rational number in fractianal form.

. (a). .2727
't(b)

.l3513

,:,..

8. (6:) Express each of the following al a Vaction.

.90 ,.. . .490 -.'..
,

(b) On th basis of the results found ln part (a ), ii3 it,trre that
p

, ..
.90 .... . ,l Odd ... a

4.

0
and

.499§ ?

D .

(c) Does.every terminatirt decimal-have a sdcondporresponding decimal

form that-is non-terminating?
I.s

9.3 Irrational Numbers

ir

In ouediscussion of the ppsitive rational numberts we noted that they
,

could be defined as the solutions to equations of the form

bx = a

where s and b are counting nUmbers. Thus
4 # k

2x = 6, 5x . 9, 7x 4

all lisve so1utions that are positive rational humbers.

Let us turn our attention to another-form Of equation. What is the

nature of the solutions to equations of the form

G 0 212



A 44 .x2

. .

".".

where k is a. counting number?
.

. What valups Of ,xmeke the sentences .

x
2 .2

=.21 .x = 5, x
. 2

= 7'

true? With these.questIons-we open up an'entirely new area of %nvestigation.

'. -Can x2..= 2 be solved with a rational nuhber? That is, J.S. there a
4

a
rational number I- such that

b ..
.

.

,

:

,,,.. i 2
(13) = 2 .. 9-

-Before answering this question, let us.consider sorne appropriate

. remarks-from nUmber theory.
. \ .

...

. Let p be a Whole number. The number 2p. is then-qn even number.4
. A2 2

-Likewise, its.squarls (2p) = 4p. . is an even number. For any whole number
,

1

' q, :2q + 1 .is an odd number. Similarlyvits square,

124 + 1)
2

-=.1- 4q 4q + 1

s an mid_ mimber Muai-we have establidhed the properties that:

(1) If a number is even,-then tEe'square of the number"is even..

(2) If"a nuMber is odd, then the square of the numbellis odd.
P

. Likewise, we can'establish two additional properties:

(3) If the square.of a number is odd (not even), then the number iS

odd (not even).

(4) If the square of a nuMber is even (not odd), then the number Is
. .

even (not odd).

i

(Those readers famWar withlogio will note that the laet.two properties,

*Ne the contrapositives4f the first twO, and hence must necesparily be true.)

We will now use these four properties-to investigate the miture of the

-solution to'the equation
-
x
2

= 2.,.
q,

a
-

.

.4

Let us assume that x
2

= has the rationalnumber E-its a.solutfion.
.0 r .

.Arther, let us assume 'that t-', iiii in reduced form, 9where a and b iare

relatively prime. This occurs when the greatest common factor of a and

b Is 1. In.other words, a and b have no factors In common other than

If a eolution in the form a- ls found for the e9uation x2 = 21 then

a
an equivalent fraction - (a and.b relatively prime) always, exists.

. .

2
_Thus, assuming that = 2 has the solution x = we. get.

,,

v.
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0.

a

2
= .2b

2 2 : 2
We see tha

2
t-a is,even, for a r.2b ,or

4
property (4) just Mentioned, this means that a

'Since a is even, we mayWrite a m c,

this-in.mind we may also write i2 =.2b2 as

2 !' 2
2e) = 21)

2
4c

2
= 2b

2c2 = b2'

e
leads.us to the eonclusionithat dince

.2.

is. of the forM 2h. From

.is even'alio.

c a..-counting number. With

2
c is even

2.
must be even.:

However, if b is even, b is even.
. ... . I

,Prom our assumption that x2 -.4 2 has the solution iti (a and b having
,

no factors in cohmon), we are forced to tonclude that both a .and b are

, even.-.But this is impossible, since foi a7 and b to iDe even, both must
.,, ,

-have the coupon factor 2. Thuslwe can ot47.conclude that Oui assumption

was false) the solution to x
2

= 2

is not a rational number.

cannot, le written in. the -foilm
a

and .

We'heed-anumber other Aan those in the set of rationalnunaers for 4
-

sOlution tO x- 2. We airee to wr4te.one solution as if such that4the
0

nUmbgr ig his the property that

, e<lf)2

(From our study of negative numbers, We-see that -IE is also a solution to

2 =
2 since (-47) Cif),x ( IE)

2
.)

0

ThigInumbek, 12- ;is an example of an. ii'rational

whicliyoufliay recognize as

x
2

= 3,

While these are irrational

them.

1/7

solutiona tto
2

= 5, .x
2

x 7

number. Others are

nuMbers,.we can make rational approximations to

For example, to make a rational number approximation to 1-f, we proceed

as f6llows.
f

O.



4

.
,.

4.1 1: .< -< 2

:< < 1.5 \

since (1.4)2 = 1..96 and.(1.5)2

..1441 < "12- < 1.42

since-(:1.41).2 = 1.9881 and (1.42)2.= 2.0164. !

< < 1.415

tontinuing this process we can approximate the.value of the irrational number

between two rational numbers to the nearest ten-Millionth, ..as

1:4142135 < '< 1.43,42136

.' oft
Since (1.4142135)

2
= 1.9999982358225, we have a rather good.atproximation

'

lcioriallY, we can. repreant this approximating process on the ratAnal..

number-line.by enlarging sections buccesslvely, as needed,.to shoF the finer

subdivisions.
."

Rational

;title

/
po!'?/

3;*4

1 1.i 1.2 1.3

r .

hi!

C

. .. '`.
e '%. %

1 1 . 4 1 .. ^.

11 .
4.0...

1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0

/1.414..
40

t 'so.

4 1.42 1.44 1.46 1.4 a.50
1.41 1.43 1.45- 1.47 149'

4.

We notest. this poiny that while 11-q is an'irrational nu mber, it does

: correspond to a particular point on the number line if we think of the line

as a continuous set of points with no gaps. This is readily i114strated

Using the Pytbagorean'property. P

.

.
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Apparen44,there are points on the line that do not.correspond to .

In fact there sae infiniltely many

named with rational numbers. Each'

rational- nuMbers. This is indeed.true.

points on the number line that cannot be

corresponds to an irrational number. 8

;

Class EXercises
-

Every counting nuMber n 44ither even 4. odd. If n-is even

I.

we may find a whole number p such that *

n = 2p .

n isiodd, we may 'find a wholenumber q SUCh that

n = 2q .

(a) For each n listed:in the set ( 2166, 18, 48 )1

-find.an appropriate p.

( ). For each n listed in the set 3 7) 33,'59 L.
find an appropriate q.

By the method of SqUaring shown in the text, verlfy_that
c,

1.732 .: < 1.733 .

40.

s /-

V.

r

. -

In the SMSG Introduction to $econdary School-Mathematics, Volume 2,
2 .. -

there .appears a proof that the solution to x = 2 is not rational.which is

based upon the posSible.cases,of.oddness and evenness for a and 14. namelyi

/,41) a even, b even; (2) a. even, b odd; (3) a odd 1 eve
.

and"

/0) a odd, b odd.

Another interesting proof
4

may be shown with base 'three

numeralS.. Base three numerals

.end Only in.the digits 0, 1,

or 2. If they end in 0,

their squares end in 00. If

they end in 1, squarei

end in 1. If they end in 2,

.their squareslend in 1. Hence

the squares'of;any agmber

(except CI) written in base three

ends in 00 .or 1. The extended

multiplication table for base

64

Extended MUltiplicotion'Table
Base Three'

x 0 / 2 /0 // ' a 21, li 22 /40
,

a
.

a
,.

,..

/ 1
. t

4

.Z //
A

.
,

/0 /AO
.
//

.

. /2/

/2
.

22/
4'

I
0 '

20
_

PM

21
,

/2//

02
.

24M

/DO
.

WA
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three Iliudtrates this property. I 0

before; We assume that x
2

= 2 has asolution x = (a and b

riatively prime) and therefore a
2

=,2b
2

. Pirst; consider the case when.

the base three numeral for b. ends in 1. From,- a
2

= 2b2 we see that
. 2r

the base three numera4for a mUit end in 2.

-2 2 ,,

. 1 a = 2b = 2k_ 1) = 2
. .

A
But thid is impossible since no squares have.base three numerals endihg in

the digit 2. Hence the assuMption that'the numeral for b2 ends in 1 is
4

false: We tonsider the only other possible case: the numeral for b
2

ends

, in the digits 00. 'This time beCause. a2 = 2b2. we see that the numeral for
2

must end 1-2in the digits 00. .

* .
a
2

= 2b
2

= 0 0) = 0,0.

4

Ndw if the numeril for b ends in 00; the numeral for b ends in 0...
..-...- 2

Likewise., the numeral for a ends in 00 :42ii hence the numeral for a--

ends in O. But every base three numeral ending in 0 is divisible by

three (10 the.). Hence.% and a both are divisible by three; they have ..
...----4 re ,

e
,

a common factor. However; this is a contradittion since'part of our original
k

assumption-was that a and b ,are relatively prim* .

.

2
Our only conclusion can be that our original aseumption that- x. = 2

a ,
-has the solution x = k.t. and b relatIxely prime) is not true. The

solAion to x2 = 2 is not...a rational number.

2
'In this dection we have.shown that x = 2 cannot be'solved by-a o. 0

'rational number. We- gaveone solution the name ": and called it an irra2.-

tional number. (Recfal a secoac.l.solution to ,the same equation is I which

is also irrational.) Other similar sehtences have,irratiOnal,numbers such

'as, 13-1 /5; and IT for solutions. There are many other types of drratiónal
22

numbers,. One very familiar irrational number is n . When we use or
.1

3.14 for n ,in'our computations, we a.r e. only using rational number approx-

imatiOns to the irrational number n. Still other examples of irrational

numbers are given here.'
P

-n, 2 + + ! (IW

In the next section we will learn more about these numbers that are not

rational.

40 V
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9. . Real Nuzbera

We haVe learned that various kitds of questions may be asked with

.

counting nuMbers. Magy of these take the-form of open number sentences such.

as 5x 75 that can be solved with counting nudbers. GtheYsisuch as
0

'3x = 2., are answered with positive ratiotal nUMbers. Still others, like

.2x = 30 can be answered only with irratiotal numbers.

The seventh grader: should be faMiliarwith the.countihg numbers and

the positive ratiOrTl.nuiberslt the eighth grade he will leirn about

the irrational numbers and will study negative as wellas positive numbers.

Attenticin will betpaaced upon these numbers-and their properties and .how

they develop.into the-set 9f real nuMbers.

f .

In the smsp text Mathematics for Junior sigh School, Volume.II, a

Chapter is devoted to the real number system. We will give here,some of

the key'ideas presented in the chapter not because theiyelongin the
%

i seienth grade, but because theSeventh grade teacher should have this

'background. One ofvthe primary objectives of the junior high school

mathematics program is to show students the developing number system from

the basic countingzumbers to the'real- number systeM... Granted, this can

onlybe.done informally at this level. Yet(it is essential that students

begin to pee the relation between the completeness of the real tUmbers and

the continuity of points on the real, number line:.

We approach our studyof the real numbers through the use of decimals.

Seventh grade youngsters are often hasty to assume that all decimal repre-

sentations are hames of rational nuMbers. Such, Of gurse, is not the case.

We need to explore the set of decidal expansions that do not repeat; that

is, that are not periodic.

5()

4



We haNe already encountered an exampleirof an trrational.number in an.

. earlier section when we discussed I. Although ig is a bona-fide number,

izt has a deClialexpansion that.is non-periodic. ,How:do we know that the

decimal expansion for, If! does not repeat? It has an infinite number of

digits;: we Couldnever hope to visUally check to see that it has no repeating

_sequences!. Recall that we exhibited kmethod forrepresenting every repeating

decimal in fractional form-and concluded that all repeating decimals named

iational numbers. .Now -If cannot be expressed in fractiqnal form as we

haNe already:shown. ,Hence, it cannot be-expressed as a repeating\lecimal.

.That:11, the decimal expansion for If does not repeat;- it does n t term-

inate:c Indeed this is what distinguishes It from the class of numbe s thai

we have been discussing thus far. We now can define rational and irr tibnal
.

numbers in terMs of their.decimal representations:

A rational ntimber Is any number that has a periodic

(repeating) decimal representation%

An irrational number is any number that has.a non-
,

periodic (nOn-rePeating) decimal representatibn.

The system compospd of both.the rational and irrational-numbers is the
4 .

real number system. Every real number is either rational ofirrationai.

If the decimal representation is periodic, the number is a rational number;

otherwise) the number is an irrational number.

Each pf the followingiis the name of a real number. Can you tell which

J. .ones.represent rational nt41bers?

. a. 0.1231

b. 0.2578

c. 0.3720-6 ...

I a. 0.10110111011110

e. 0.213213321333,.

The first three decikals on the list are names for rational cumbeA;

they are ieriodic decimals. (Recall that7s. decimal such as 0.2578 can be

thought.of as repeating 'keros thereafter.) The last two (are obviously not

periodic and therefore represent- irrational nuMbers. Both have a pattern.

to shoW you how to continue,to write additional numeralo in the sequence;

but this pattern does not consist of a set of repeating digits. All five,

decimals, however, are representations of real numbers.

219
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111

A:detailed study of the decimal representation of the set dui real numbers,

together with the properties of the real nuMber systeM1 does not norMally 0

occur until the.eighth grade course. It has been included here in order to ,

.provide you,with a brief -ovetview,pf tilt development of our number Systek.

The set of real numbers is now said to be complete,. Every real'number

corresponds to a Apint on the number line, and every point on the number line

Corresponds to a real number.
if

One ehou/d not infer from the above illustrations that all Irrational
.

.
numbers have decimal representations which, yhile nom-repeating, do exhfbit

, patterns. The digits An the decimal expansion for /E have no pattern.

.*

. 1.4142135 ...
. ,

.

Likewise, the decim4 expansion for g at no-point exhibits anything other

than random ordering ofdiets.
4

= 3* 14159 26534 89793 g846 26433 83279 ...

It is with respect to this latter point that the set.of rdtional numb4irs

differs from the set of real nuMbers. For each rational number there correk

ponds's. point on the number line,but there are points on7the numbgx line. .

that do.noi correspond to Any rational number. For example ,@ is not a

rational number, yet can be located on the ilumber line.

The set of real numbers, at-well 49.13 the sets of rational and irrational.

numbers, are dtid to be dense. That is, between arty twoddistAnct real

numbers there is always another real number. Indeed, between any two real

numbers there gre infinitely many more real numbers. For example, consider°

the real numbers:

A

6 b. 2.345534555 ..: (irrational)

a. 2.3145345 (rational)

To a cate a real number betw eeNthese two we need to have in the fourth

decimal ace a digit between. 3 and 5, that is, 4. Thereafter, by our

pattern, we can locate either a ration'al or an irrational number betwen

the two.given numbers. Here is an example of each:

, ,

a.. 2.3453' 45T5

rational .: 2.3454 34751l ...

irrational : 2.3454. 5445444 ...

I. C.
b. 2.3455 3,655 ...

Can you find others?

4? 1.e
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Class Exercises,

qv

4, 11. Classify each of the, followieg

(a) 0.185185.
L.

( 'b)4, 0,07000777,.

c) 0:112111221111222 ...,

as rational or irrational:

(a) 3.1416

(e) 1/U

(f)

14 Write the ned'nine digits in the decimal expansion of the:real

.
given in parts .(a)1 (b), ancl(c) of the preceding exercise.

13. Write a decimal for a rational number between

. . 2,365385 000

A.

.o.7255725,

numbers

2.384-5UW ..:. nd

leite a decimal for an irra-Oional 146MbAr between- 07254T-52 ... and

tk
15.Order the 4011owing real numberafrom smallest to largest:

A

17 1 172 .

.343443444 ...; .34474....., .343343334 ..., 575 ) 3 )

Prdierties of the Real Numbek System

. We have presented,

nuMber, systems from the

bers. %his Material is

in Ch4ters 5-9, a development of the properties of

set of counting.numbers through the set of_real num-

normally developed in far more detail than given here,

as part of the mathematics program Of grades 7 and 8 It is important

c :0 have youngsters see the overall structure.of,the number system, to-

gether with the'properties of the various subsets of e et of real nUmbers.

It is equally important, howeyer, that opportunities be proaded for practice

'of COMputational skills at this grade level. Neither of these aspects shou/d

: .

*

be neglected.

In summary ot these last chapters Ne present here the properties of the .

.

real riumber system.

Property,l. Closure

-(.9.)- Closure under Addition. The realNnumDer.system is closed unc/er

. 7

the operation of addition. IfY a and b. are.real numbers then

'a + b is a real number. .

Closure Oder Subtraction. The real number system is closed tridei.

e operation of subtraction (the inverse pf addition). ,If a

-and 'b are real numbers then a - b is a real number.

221 .
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(c) NClosuxe under Mhltiplication. The real mmmber system id closed

under the operation ,of imltiplidation. If' a' and b are real

numbers then a b Ls a real mmmber.

(d) .Closuxe under Division. The real number system is closed under

Ythe operation of-divistam (the inxerse of multiplication).- If

.a and b are real numbers then a 4. b (4hen b h,O) is a

real number.

The operationa.of addition, subtradtion, multiplication, and division

on real numbers display the properties which we have already observed for

rationals. Theee.maybe summarized ai

Property 2. tommutitivity

-(a) If a and b are real numbers', then a b = b'+ a.

(b) If a and 'V are-real numbers, then a b = b a.

6
.property Associativity

(a) If al b, and: c are real numbers, then a + b + c)

= (a + b) + c.

(b) If al b, and c are real numbers, then (a..b).c ..a.(b.c).

Property 4. Identities

. (a) If a is a real number, then a + 0 = 0 + a = a. NZero is the

identity element for the operation of addition;

(b) If e..is a real numbery tben a a = 1 a. One is the

identity element for the operation of multiplication.

Property 2.: Distributivity

If al b, ahd c are real' numbd'rs, then aqb + c (8..1)) +

.Property 6. Inverses

.(a) If a- is a real number, there is a real number ta), called

the additive inverseof a such that a + (-a) = O.

(b) If a iB a real nuMber and a L 0 there is a real number

b, called the multiplicative inverse of a suckthat

a.bl.=

222 )
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0.

Order

number system is ordered. If a and b are different

real nuMbers. then either a or a . b.

Property 8. Density

The real number systeM is everywhere densa. Between.any two distinct%

- numbers there id alweyet another real number. COnsequently,

between any two real.numbers.me find as many more real nuMbers as

lee.ifish. In faei We easilY see. that:. (l) There is always a

rational number between any two distinct real numbers, no matter

how close; (2) There is always an irrational numbeX between any

two.distinct re7a1 numbers, no matter how close.

The ninth property.of the sifted of real'numbers is one which is not

.*.shared by ihe rationale.

'.Property.9. Completeness

The.real nudber systemis complete. Not only does a. poia on the.

..nuMher line correspond to each real number, but conversely, a

.real nudber correspondato each point on the nuMber line.

.1
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Answers to Class Exercises

1. (a) 27272 (b) 41254 (c) 33133

2. a

3. (a) 0.333

(b) 0.714285714285

4. b, d

1

5.

6.

7-

8 .

9.

(a) 2.92929

(b) 29.29fq

(a) .1117

(a) 111
1 1

(a)

(a) 1 3, 9, 24

(c), .01015r ...

(d) .153846157476

(c). .50513

(d) 1.4555 ...

(b) 1.88S ...

(b) 5
37

(b) yes

1, 3, 16, 29-

10. 1.732 < 'T -< 1.733

.(1.732)2 < (iT)2 < (1.733)2

2.999824 < 3 3,003289

U. (a) rational (d) :-rational

(b). irrational (e) ration

(c) irrational (f) ration-Si

12. (a). 185185185 (b) 077770777

13. Answers will vary: two possible answers are

2.3841187 , 2.38473845

14. Answers will very: tw6 possible answers are

15.

(c)

(d) 13131

(c) yes

111112222

1

3
17
50
172

0.725450550 ...

.343343334 ,

.31111344-

0.72548548854888

.3434-jV ..$ 0 .343443444

y

S.
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'Chapter Exercises

1. Write the decimal ex7alrofor. each of the following rational numbers:
2 .

(4 IF
(b)

9
(c)

.

(a)
99

2. Give the next five digits in each of,the following decimal expansions:

'(a) .3535 (p) .353553555 (c) .355355

3. Write a rational number in fractional fOrm for eadh.df the following:

. (a) 0.1212 ... (b) 0 (c)

4. Classify each of the following.as either a rational or an irraticinal

nuMber.

(a) 16 (b) (16)2 (c) -/T -(d) g g
5. Repeat Exercise 4 for the following:

(a) .1717 ... (b) .171771777 (c) .17117

(d) .171171117 . (e) .1700.5

6. Which of the following numbers is the largest? Which is'the smallest?

(a) .43 (b). .4347 (q) .434334333 ...

(d) (e) .43443444 ...

Write two decimals for (a) a rational number and (b) an irrational .

nuMberbetween 0.3453415 ... and 10.345334533345 ...

8. Write the decimal expansion: for
1 '2 4 6

' 7' 7 / 7 ' 7 ' 7
Try to find a pattern that recurs in each of these representations.

1 12
9. Repeat Exercise 8 for the thirteenths from 573- through .

10. Between what two consecutive counting numbers are the following?

(a) < < (e). < <

< 1175 < (r)

(c) < lif < ( g ) < <

(a) < /Tg < (h) < <

(
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. Solve each equation.

(a) 3x = 91

(b) x2 = 3

(e) 11.2c = 96

(d) 28x = 1 ,

(e) 15x = 75

(f). .14x = 70 .

(i) 31x 7558

0) 19x=98

.(k)' 7x =_231

(1). 8x2 = 232

(m) 11x =.176

(n) .11x =175

(g) 8x = 63 (o) x2 = 13

(h) x2 11 (P) .2c2 = 5

Classify each solution as a counting.vpmber, aational number not

a counting n r), or an irratonell number.

a

414

A.-

226
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Chapter 10

NON-HEZRI0 GEOMETHY0.I

More a ,moreof,the bapic concepts of geometry are being introduced at

the juhigtr gh level or even earlier. Thip is not to say geometry is being .,

. treated its a ductive system in grade seveit ;but that these students are

-learning many of the fundamental ideas of geometry. Several keasons'exist

'for thistncreasing emphasis on geometry. Many topics in mathematics-are

'being introduced earlier than previously was the case; geometry is one of-them.

The demise of solid geometry as a.full course in its own right and the in-

clusion of much of iti content-liar-the tenth grade geometry course has made it

difficult to introduce all the three-dimensional conceAnand study them in

any depth in the time allAted. The study.of geometry introduces a new element

int(*) the junior high school years which.in the past have been primarily con- ,

terned with arithmetic. Junior high school students enjoy geometry and easily

learn many of the concepts which have a "pay-off" in the future.

k Seventh and eighth grade books today, including the.SMSG Mathematics for

Junior High School, Vblumes I and II, include many topics usually :kit encounc-

tered until grade ten. They study the relationships between points, lines,

and planes An itpace; angles, triangles, and polygons; parallels and parallel-

.ograms; basic ideas of measure and congruence; as well as properties of solids.

This chapter, and the next, will tgreat many of those aspects asoometry

411111Pich do not depend upon the concept of distadce or measurement. Chapters 12

and 13 will introhuce the idea Of measure and Use it to enlarge the study of

geometry.

You are aware that parts of geometry &re not concerned with distance or.

measure. This aspect of geometry is called non-metric because of its "no-

measure" property. An examination'of non-metric properties considers points,-

lines, planes, geometrical figures, and shapes in space. 'Such a study enableS

on

us to accomplish the following:

1) to introduce gelimetric ideas and.ways of thought;

2) to develop more familiarity with the terminology and notation of

"Bete and geometry;

3) to encourage precision of laaguage and thought;

4) to develop spatial perception.

P-4 _
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10.1 Sketching

In order to discuss and "draw pictures" of what we will be studying, let

us-examine a few techniques of representing surfaces and shitpes.

Representing points gives us little difficulty and representing_lines

becomes bothersome.only when we try.to look at them in perspective. Solid.

figures, in.general, are notdifficult to sketch with a little practice.

Suppose we start by drawing a-box. We may consider/the following rec-.

tangle ABCD as a representation of a box. This is the view from "head on."

A

I. /

If we think of rotating the' box, or equivalently, moving to the right and

standing up so that-We look down at an angle at one corner of the box, the

sketch looks somewhai like this:

Further, if we think of this shape as made of toothpicks, tinkertoys0.or rods

instead of being solid we would see the "back edgee and the sketch would

resemble this:

4.
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Since we now seem to have created some sort of.an optical illusion, where

4.it- ::'nQtelear!which is frOnt or .which is back, we make the "back lipes"*.or

!,111...; neu dotted to° differentiate.thelfrom the others..

Air

IJ

0,.

a

:

Class .gicercises

1.. "ketch a cube (a1;efaces are squares ). Show hidden lines as dotted.

2. AlPing theifigure above:

(a) Sketch only the top of the box.

(b) Sketch the bottom and left side.

.(c) Sketch the,top _and right side.,

(d) Sketch the bottok and both sides.

411,

Below are same common solid figures with their-names... Sketch them,

without tracing, on a larger scale.

tetrahedron right triangular right hexagonal right eirCUlar
prism

right circular cylinder

.229
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10.2 Paints

;,.three intersecting planes

Let'ue return to our discussion Otpoints, lines, planes,,and spece'and

consider some of their properties and relationships. As Mentioned beforel-we

ourselves to those aspects of the problem which do not.concern

"meesurOment.'1. .

What do we, Mean in mathematics when,we use the word point? This is one

of the words or terms of mathematics which we use to name an abstract concep

or idea. We do not try to'define a point but rather discuss its properpai\

and characteristics. 41e then use this word to define other terms.

Note: 'The problem of aefinition in mathematics is not.solved by a/dictionary

;

approach. When we attempt to define any :Ord, we Must use otherviords.

These then-,.also need definition; which requires still more words. In.
.

attemptingto define ail words in'this manner we ultimetely will have
.

to use a word that Ne have previoubly defined. This then gilies us what

' we call a cirdular definition; i.e., defining word A in terms.of

word B and wqrd B in terms of word A. Auch circular.dafinitions

are of no valhe, foeunless we 'Can get outside the circle by somewhere
to.pointing to the actual-object, we are unable to do more thiin use one

word for anotherv/riMagine yourself vith_a French dietionsrY,

Inowledge of the \French language, an4 a French wor4 for which you wish
_

.the meaning. Finding, this word inGthe French:dictionary only gives'you

no

oiher Frenah words which in tdrn are

For this reasonl in mathematics

'lrimitive", or "undefined

nititions of other words.

word,

1

defined%in French words,

we agree to accept

rde and then use these

some

to frame

and

words as

on.

the defi-

Students find it interesting to take a

find its definition in he dictionary and continue looking up

23A18
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iey words until they find the original word used. EXamples are easy to

find. In one dictionary point, is given ad a "narrowly localized place

ng a 'precisely indicated position." The key word.in this:definition,

s t n, is given as "the point or arei occupied by a'physical object."

The same dietionary defines length'in terms of dimension, dimension in

*%. terms of extension, extension as the act of' extending, and extend as

,"to stretch.out te.fullest length."

Because of this problem of-definition we will not attempt to define the

terms point, line, plane, or space. We will, however, state formally same

axioma, here ealled properties, which willdescribe these geometrical Objects.

Udling these "proverties" or axioms, it will be possible to learn more &milt

lines,,and planes. Recall that in Chapter lryou did not know what man

of th;k1ments2and.operations "really" were, but from their definitions aá

:given in tao.ps mach information about their behavior was deduced.

a.

9

A. point mig:bt be described as a location in space. But this leads us,to

the circular.definition mentioned earliei, for we will use the term point in

our definition of space. The idea of a. point is suggested by the tip of a

sgarp pencil, by a dot on a paper or chalkboard, or the-period at the end of

a sentence. Allthese are merely representations of points, and not points

thetselVes:. The smaller the dot or period, or,the sharper the pencil,,the

better the representation. We.usuallx represent points by dots and label th

with capitaltletters.
0

-f

10.3 ,Sets of Points

We may think of space:as the set of all points and examine certain special

subsets of spacel setsorpoints which are. the'elements of.geOmetry we

wish to examine. 'One of the first of these. is a line. By line we mean a set .

of points with certain properties. We will use the word "line" to mean.

"straight line." JUstas a point was represented by the tip of-a pencil, a

line As Apresented by the edge of a ruler, a string stretched taut-between

two points, or the "line of sight" of the surveyor.,

: Although at tpies werefer to a portion of i line, we must:be careful to

make it clear whether we mean the entire line or not. Later we will introduce

some notation to help clarify this situation. Again,-as with points,.our marks

on paper, chalkboard, and the like, will be only.representations of lines. We

Will often label lines with lowe4case script letters as line i ',4,116 or An,.
.,

.231
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One ofthe simplest- and most basic properties of spaCe ie represented by

*the uniqueness of a line drawn through two points on the-chal4board, or the

fact.that two pieces of string stretched between two points follow the same

path (as far es AySically possible). Unique, as used here, means "exactly

. .one."
, :

Property Through any two different points in.
space there is exactly one line.

Another method of labeling,or naming lines is dependent upon this

property. If A and B. are -any two distinct points both on a line, or if

a.liae passes through the.points A-and B, then we use the.symbol AB to

denote such a line.

15

If thrde or more points are contained i4 the!same.line, then we say

such points are collinear. Thus, points A, B, "and C on the lirie below

are collinear..

When more than two points 6n &line are named) We have many ways for miming
.i ...s. -00- ...ss- .44. 084..

the line.. We might name the line above as AB, AC, BC, CA, and CB. '

. , .

k-
Cla s Exercises

4
4. With two points only one line is "determined,".while three non-dollineat

points.determine three lines. Four points, no three of which are col-
.

.- linear, determine how many lines,. Five points? Can you discover a .

formula which will give the number of lines determined by n points,

a' no three of.which are collinear? Complete the followihg table:

Nuilber Number
of of

Points Lines

2 1
3 3
4

5

Three points-three lines

232



-AnOther basic concept of geometry is that ofee plane. Like the line, this
1 .

is also a set of points in space with certain properties. Intuitively,liwe

think of a plane.as having the property we liave in mind when we use terms like

flat, level0.even) and smooth. We willattetpt to make this "flatwee moTe

precise a little later.' We think of the surface of the chalkboard or our

.paper as rePresenting a plane surface. If we yish to represent a plane,in-

- perspective with a sketch, iie-draw only a,portion, as.with a line. We ibdicate

a.plane by_a_figure like that below-and label. it with a lower case'letter as

Shown. Remember, although the picture appears to be.bounded, the-plane it

represents continues n ifidefinitely in the directions indicdted.

The flatness of.the plane and the straightness of a line suggest that if two

points,' A 'and B, of a line'are in plane m., thdn every Point of the line

through A and II lies in the plane. We may state this -formally as a second

.basic property of space as follows:

Property 2: If a line contains two different 13oints of
a plane, then the line lies in the plane.

This property may be stated a variety of ways. We may say that the plane

contains the line, or that every point Of the line is a point qf the plane, or

that the line is a subset of the plane:

Recalling Property.11 that exactly one line is determine.d by two points,

'we may wonder about points and planes. Given two points,.how many.planes are .

deterMined? Since,these two points will determine a unique line we are also

aping-howrmany planes.contain a single line.' If we think of the hinges of a

door as the two points, and the different positions of the door as represent:-

ling different planes, we. see thatrany number of planes may pass through.two

points or equivalently through one line.

\
0

1

33
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S.

just as there is ciavoneposition. for thi.doOr-Vrben it is closed, i.e.,
se

.

. the two hinges and ihe latch deteknine one positioni'three points will deter-
.-

nine one plane. Considering the same twe points -A and* Bwith a third
.101.

point ,C not, on ABhen on*.one plane, labeled p in the figure below,
0

:cOntains all-three points.

9

sY

Yç
This is another of our basic properties-and we statelit formally.

I.

Property Any-three points not in ihe same straight line
are,in exactly.one plane.

t. .

... .We see fram this property t-at three points not in thb same strhight line can

be usel to name a plane sinCe they locate exactly one plane. liWthe figure
-.

. ..

plane p. may.be amed plane ABC. . 1
. . .

This propert also explains the.2..eason for the stabilitY of such things .

'as tripods and three-legged stals. You may illustrate this by demonstrating :

0

the ease 'of supporting a book ,(plane) withthree fingers (points) as contrasted
4

S
with two fingers (points). 5

ft

.
St)
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k c . ,0

7 . ':' , -, '.-
..

'"......eiladetlercises

How 'Many planes are.determined by the ends of the foiir legs of a table?
Does this help..explain- why-the le'gs of a table =IA be the correct le

..
/in order to. sit steady whereas a- tripod always sits steady? Must the leis

o,

5!

of ir 'fable always. be4 the same length?

:

of tiries and Planes 4

Sinc elements of geometry are sets 9f points, we have all the fpre-
isriouslit detined. properties of sets at our disposal. .In the chapter on ,sets,

#the 'term .Anterseqion was defiued precidely,;and w agretlethit ,whenever we

used -.thid Word. it .wiould have exactly the meanitig given in the *definition. :

;This 14 what we do Crithall tethnical ;worfls in mathematics, Once : they have '
.

been defLred they- will elwayi; have the SiZe meani..ng Ind be used in the Same

; way. Sometimes; however, a technical word in mathematies, carefully deAned
, -

in- one way, may also be an everyday word Used in a aOmewhat 'different sense.
Such a ,word iS intersection. When used. with ise-ea, intetsection means only One
thing; the set of. all elements, common to two seta.: ,This, is .the Meaning given
edrlier and WM continue to be the meaning.'Of intersectim of -sets. From

this definition-we also developed the empty- set, which, we define.d to be.
the set 14th no 3.ementst Thus, the. intersection of two .disjol.nt sets the

eiapty set.
-In everyday usittge we qten speak of a "street intersection" or "two. paths

f_intersecting.' Ahis naning is similar to the "pointS in common" definitiM
given aboye, but in everyday usage if-two qreets do not meet we say they do

. intersect, rather than say 'their /Intersection is thelempty set."
. . gometry and. the language .of seta develOped as-two different 'disciplines

at two different times. This helps explain .the use of .the same word
.

different way53,.. If We :IceSp. these 'twok.uses of*the word in mind, Pthen
- '

'oent like te rollowink is -metiangful:

Iftwo line4 dcrnot interseet,
the ..empty set. :

ALthough lie will try to avord stet
usua..liay be clear from the, usage, t

I.. '

diff.erence arid alert to the:possibilities of
-

their .intersection is'
fl

ri.s of this type, and the meaning
-

teacher should be Aware of the,.
confusion on the part of the

in two
a state-

.

siUdetit.

11

4117

. ,

*.;

11.

.

4
.

#

1
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Two Linet
1.

%

,

-

'What possibilities exist.for two lines in -space? If they intersect,

.(hy this-we meanthedntersection is not the empty sset), they .have 4t least

oipoint in common. What if they have twospoints in common? Then by

Property llthey must hal:re all points in.common, or we say they are coindident.

Note; intersati/on.i.e_not the...etpty,seelie...inthe same .

plgne. Why? The pOssible'arrangemehtsofiro different lines iva

be described three cases.

-Case 1. x.and *;01,'f intersect 'or-...erlid is the point P and not
if

the empty set.

-1 intOrsecting lines

. 13. .

-Case 2. -e and, 46 do not lnterseCt and'are;in'tile salle plane.

(.z.n.= Such lints are said-to be parallel lints.
4

pstrIllei

.1

Case 3. /and A do not inter and'are not in the same plane. .

0) Such lines #e said to be skew lines;

skew lindb

36 f



A Line and a Plane

A.little thought will'reveal the three possible arrangements-that bay

exist for a line and a plane in-space. Property 2 tells. Us that if.two or\

more points of a line ate contained in's( plane,, then-all.Points Eire.130 con-

tained., and thel.ine lies ooMpletaiy in the plane. Nothing, however, prevents

a line and a_plane from having one or no points in (gommon.. In the former we .

say the line:intersects the planeand itn the-latter we say the rine is parallel

to the plane.

"No Planes -
7

7

.If.we consider two planes, Vie possible. riplatIonship is that of coincf-

tnde. Let

coincident,

usiconfine our attention to two different planes, i.e.0.mot-
1#0

ind ask what possibilities. exist. Either their inersectiOh is

empty, so thatlwe say the planes are.piiralleloor the Afitersection,is non-

.

eMpty..

In the latter oise otgir intuition and previous efforts at sketching prob-

41y led'us to expect a line as the intersection. Can We:Ma s conclusion

.

P.
more plausible by using our previously developed proRértles7-

A

qf A and A3'. are distinct potas bOth.coiltainea in the intersection
.

'-of m and' p, then by, Propertisi they ere contained pi. exactly One line,
'

#
- ,

.,

say 2 .' BUt since* A and ;A are both in plane m, Property 2 tells us
t

tbat line.
.

2 is in m.
. #, .

. .

.

I

P37 Si- r 4
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; The same reasoning puts i in i)lane p. All this seems to add weight

to our conjecture that the intersection is a line. Note, however, that we

-have assumed the distinctness of the.two points A and.S. We have not
-

really proved that the above conclusion is true but let us accept it.as anotheY

basic property of space, just as we-did.the previous three.. w

Property. 4:- If the intersection of two different planes

is not empty, then the intersection is a lihe.

This property forces the mathematical concept of a plane to agree with,-

oUr intuitive concept of plane. Without PrOperty 4, we have no mathematical

reason to rule out the possibility of two planes intersecting in a single

point._ This, of course, contradicts 'Our intuitive notion-of two planes -.-

.intersecting.

Clads Exercises

6. liow.many examples of intersections ofplanes to give straight lines can

you see in your immipiate surroundings? The intersection of two walls? i

A ceiling and a'walg The edges of a desk?

Find sortie examples around you of i;tersecting lines and planes.

8. Consider the line deee ned by'a point on the light switch and a point

on the pencil sharpener. es this line intersect anything inside the

room? Outside the room?

Consider the plane determined by a point bn ttie light switch, a point on
. .

the pencil sharpener, and,some third point in the.roqm. Is'a single

plane determined? Where does this plane intersect the walls of the roam?.

Where does it intersect the ceiling? Does it ihtersect the instructor?

Is anyone decapitated?

10.5 :Segments and Unions of Sets

We uSe the word 'between" n referrinqoto points located in certain ways.

How are points:arranged when we say t one point is between two bthers?

.With people seated.around a table it i 'difficult to sey who iS between wham.

Is Nick-between Sue and $rian, or is Sue t"167Brian and Nick, br both?

9

0
41R)
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What about three.pants arranged 46 shown?

---Can we agree that allY

uatigp of this nature

If the points in

..A

Nick

Brian

e

one of the points is between the other- two?. In a. sit-.

!lbetween" does noit seem to apply..

question are on'the same,lineas. A0 B; C0. and D0

1.

then we have no difficulty inoUr use of the word between. We sky that B. is

between A and C0 (or .A and D), C is between'. B and. D. (or A and

111) and.both B and C are between A and. D. Thus, when we say one point

i betwedh two others, we are implying that the points are collinear.

We May use, the above idea when we wish to speak of a portion of a line.

. We call Ue set of points consisting of ir and B and all points between

A and B0 segment AB .ahd write it es AB. Note the.difference in notation

between (segment)..and AB -(line).

Another item we Wish to recall fram previous Work is the union of two

sets. Remerdber that this is the set of all elements belonging to at least one

of'the two original setsa In the figure above the,union of AB and BC is '

AG. This concept is.usea in the following class exercises.

a
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-Class'Exercises

10. .Examine lihe PS.

I.. 0

4

Name two segmehts:
;

(a) whoseintersection is a point.

(b) Who.ee intersection is a segment.

(c). Whose union- is a:_segOent.

(d) whose union is two segmenti....,

(e) whose intersection is emPty.

Row many eegMents are in the fig4re-in EXercise 10?

. :

12. Simplify the-following by referring to line *C.

C

(a) unre-
(b) ird

(c) U
(d) KEU

(e), A nm.
(r) .A .

(g) (ran56),
(h) Bn

13. Draw two segments AB lend .CD so that .ABr) CD is empty but

.ABflCD 1,s not emptyi

10.6 Separatipns

A point oh a line separates the line into two parts- Eech part is called

a hekf-line. .Thus; AB is separated into two half-iines.bY' the:point C in

the following-diagram. Notice we have three 'subsets of the line, the two

halfnlines and.the point of separation.

A C

.We speak qi the half-line containing A or the half,line containing B.

.A half-line togther with its end-pOint is called a IaL. iThus, the union of

point C with the half-line containing point B is-a ray, write.en ã.

Note the notation used and contrast.it with the notation used for line and

\



line segment. In the latter two cases ordermade no difterence. ThuS,

.and V both denote the same line, CD' and DC name the same segment.

Order, however, is important when considering rays. Als- and do not 'mean

thesame ray. -The first letter names tlie end-point while the second letter

hates some.other.point.on the ray.. Ray Th starts at A and contains 13;

ray EA' Starts at B ana contains A.

A similar situation holds with a line in a plane. The line separateethe

plane into two half-planes.. In the following figure, line i separates plane

mjinto the two half-planes containing P and Q, respectively.

SP

.1.in; .2 .belongs to neither half-plane, but forms the boundary of each. Note

that the line divides the Ilane into three subsetp, the two half-planes and k$

the line itself.

Space is saarated intO two ha aces by a planeJjre again we say

that the plane belongs to neither half-space.

lib

'r
Class Exercises

14. Draw a line containing thethree points P, Q, and R, with R between

P and Q. Use the diagram to simplrfy the following.
.

(a) n Rn-fg-
.

(b) U:R4 (e) pfli .

( c) YRURQ
. ,

4
15. If points A and t are in the 6arne half-space formed by plane 'in in

,

space, what posAilitias exist for AB- E im ?.
. .

(

10.7 Conclusion

What major.N.eas have .0 Coverea-in thi§ chapter? We have looked at

geometric elements as ideas and seen ttlat we do not:Put pci1r4S, lines, and

plans on the.belaxda but only representations of such ideas. We have seen that

'414(11

,16

'71
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only some elements.of geometry are defined, whereas same are.left undefined.

These we use.as our building blocks to develop more complex ideas.

We have seen. how-points, lines, and'planes in-space are related. 'We have
.6

discussed the intersections and unions of these variouS geometrical eletents.

In the next chapter we will continue this approaceand use these basic

elements of point, V.ne) and plane to develop other geometrical figures.

Ghagtet EXercises

1. Sketch two planes, m and n, that intersei in.line 2.

2. Given two sets, one with eight elements.and one With twelve elements,

..(a) what is the maximum nutber ofelements in their intersection?

The minimum?

(b) -What is the maximum nuMber of elements in their:union? The minimuM?

3. If m and A denote a plane-and a line., respectively, draw a sketch tO
e.

''show each of the following situations:

(a) mil i = 0
0

(b) m n i = 2

: (c) mill =point A.
6....- ---.. ,., .

4. *If m, n, and p denote planes, draw a sketch to show each of the

-following: ...

-(a) mi
eN
In . line i (0. ran nn le . line i

(b) mll .n .... 0 (d) mnnn p = point A

5. How do a ray and a hhlf-line differ?

6. How do 11, AB, 1 and A211 differ?

v

I.

.0

I.

a



Consider the.accompanying.sketch, and the lines ark planes suggested by

the.figure. Name lines by a pair of points and pl4nes by tWee points.

40

Nank the following:

. (a) A pair of interSecting;planes ,

(,b.) .A pair of parallel.planes
.i'

(0 Three planes that intersect in a point

(d) Thre planes that intersect in alLine ,

.(;) A air of parallel lines

(f) A pair of skew ltnes

(g) -Three lines in the same plane:that intersect in/ei point

. (h) Three- lines not in the ea& plane, that intersect in a. point

(i) Four planed that. have exaetly one,point in common.

#
8. How many planed are determined by a line and a pc-Yinti MUst any.condition

be placed on the line and point for the answer to-.:Fe unique?

2. gour houses, A, B, CI D are on the same street with two boys living

in house Al three in B, two ii C, and two in .D, aebhown beloW.

2 3 2 2

A C D

9

VT the boys form.a club, at which house should meetings be held in order

to minimize walking?

VP
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-Answers to Class Exereises

Other orientations are posdible.

Yl

W

.Number.of
Points

_
...,...., ......:4. ti:

Number of

..
Lines .

..,.. : ,

..

.
1

. lr

4 . 6
, .

5
-

10

_ ....,....6.7,..:...,-.4, _, I 15

:.

N : IN(N-- 1)
2

<61c

.

- 1. di

Since the ends of any thrge of the tabl determine a plane, a total

four planes_are possible. The thrdb points of the tripod determine-
%
only one plane. The ends of the table legs need only lie in the same .

'plane, and t4us.not necessarilyabe the same length. 4.

6. AnZwers will-depend upon the- situations. These qu'estions are designed
7.
8. : to help you visualize lines and planes in space.

9.
4

41y.
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I.

10. llemera1 apsweta are lassiO1a%
. o

'4 (a) 70,7 'and Tri

(b) ';'W. and -4-4

.0): Ili and

6

L22. ,(a) B

(b)..

(a) i4..
(d)

(d) Tel .and ITS

(e) .1)Q and Ird

v

14. (a) irg (d) R.

(b) 14- 0

(c) .
I.3

Either one point, or the empty set.

c.

-

e

eil"

v

0
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Chapier 1-

NON;KETRIC'

'11.1 Angles alakd Triangles

You are familiar-with the terms angle-and triangle-. Bow do we
/

-:use theillewords in geometry? .We define emgle as the union of two rays wtI the

*same and point, not.both on the same line. 2rhe common end point is caled

:the vertex of the.angle and the rays.pire.c.alled tbe sides of the _angle. 'Thus,

in the figure below, angle ABC , written'AABC, .4% composedof the rays

Y-1

. -

definejand

end, gr with point in common-.
'ow

7

L. ABC = 33A u BC.

In the sydbol "A:ABC " the letter in-the middle aIwys-names the vertex.
*

de:AMC and I.CBA, however, both indicate the same angle. Notice that the

angle ia composed of raysvnot segments. Afigure,such as.the,one showh

below is not, by'our definition, an angle. .

. 4

. c .

The figvre does, of course, determine-an anglein that-segment BA 'suggests.**

ray BA and segment BC suggests ray Ir;--Thewrays, then, give us an

angle as defined.

An Antultively simple.aspect of an angle "is the "inside" or "/hterior"
. ,_ .

of the. angle.:. Probably every student could point to the area or region we

I
have inriand when-we use such a word. An angle divides a pl e into.two

-regiobs'and in-some sense of the word wilmean the smaller of h e two regions.
. . ,

Describing sUch an tree in terms'of our previous ideal inv011ies the careful

247



use of langualte, ifve are to say exactly what we mean and .nothing*else:'

Becall that a line separates a plane into two regions. Thus, given a situseo

.tion Ake the one shown,

I

!).

. we May use points of the plane to identify the'two regions, that islathe

two half-planes. Let P and Q. be points suclii tiiat the intersecUon of the

line 2 and PCI\is between P and Q. Then P and! ql are on opposite .

Aides of line, ,- By the term "P-side of line I ", we mean the half-plane

that contalgps the point. P.

In thewfollowing figure the horizontal lines indicate the Aside Of

A

---"7"7:"."-ft"411.
, .

,In a similar manner, the vertical lines in the following gure indicate

the C-side of lg.
/

-

4

With &se .ideas we are now able tO describe

Given the angle ABC,

Ot.. 248
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interior of an angle.
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411.

.

, the 'reit BA and 'BC determine the lines..BA and BG as shown.

, .
v\

,If we again refer to,the of:r. and the C-Iside-of la, then the

intersection ofthese two regions, doubly shaded, is what we'mean by the

interior of.C.ABC.

!%

A

4.

Forma11y:1 we say the interior of.4ABC is the intersection of the A-sicle

*of BC and the.. C-side.of: 'AB.

1^-

Still another Way of defining the Ulterior of an angle is to take any
eiew. .. ...Ow .

.. *point, M, on .BA _and any point, Non BC. These two points deterMine"
. ,

- ;.-
. .

i
..

.
., a segment, MN, as shown:

. ,

116

,

Ilk ..!**

. .

.. .

We may define the interior of .4.ABC to be the.union of all such segments

with the exception oftheir endpoints. Why are thete definitions of the in-
- .

.....

erior of an-angle mit the_same 4f we includeglite endpoints Of the segments?..

)
,

.

.

4

249s 4,
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1

,When. we Consider two intersecting lines,

.

# # . , ..we'. see %bat the resulting rays form four angles. We .dall ia pair till opposukte
Jr. . . .

. - . .angles, 'such as .G...BPC and .4. APD, veitical anglés. Notice that their
:\ fo. . . , ionlo

$ ides, form tWo-pairs of opposite" ran. ',The figure also bOnt'ains arrother
pair. ot vertical' angles,. .4... APB and .,A Cl1D. .,

. .
i :.

...

I dr

1.

1*

Triangfe4 I. f

Three win-collillearpoitits, A, HI. and 4Cp Will determini th
.ments, AB,- Ac," and W. The uftion of these three segments3s -ceiled2.

*it .

`riangle, ABC. and is. writteh ",6, ABC". The segments .are called ..sideft of the
. .. . .triangle.....The points A, Bp and C are called vertices (plural of vezteX.).

and. angles ...e. ABC, .G.,..BAC and .4. ACB determined by triangle . ABC ! arei .
A called the anjaes.of the" triamicle. , .

-,-- -..
AI . . !... .

. -

"".

;a ABC 7iR U UM

#

r .

Notte carefully the deft:cation. It is the union of begments, -not rines 1m
< .

rays. 'Although the; segments AB and. + AC determine the rays AB and 'V
"and. thus determine the angle BAC the segments themselves do. not foini- the .

angle. Thisjs Why we sa'y that a triangle.- determines 6i. lobates three angles,
4 *

Mat that the "angles are not themsellies part of the triangle.
_ ,

A triangle also. separates a plane. into two region!' which wecall the
interio and exterior of he triangle.' Here again lie, hav,e three aubsete of
the pl/tte, ,the trispgle; its interior, tand..its exterior. We may use the

. *inter of the 'angles of a triangle to define, the interior of the -triangle .

The* three angi,es determiried, by ad ABC each have- interiors as shown.

1.

k5 .9 7

. , .
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By using the intersection cat. these three ses, we mard fine the interior.

as the intersection.of the interiors of he'three angles of
1

t

-

; .

the tria le.

4

.

A

B

Thlq definition puts the point P in the interior of the triang,le shown

above, .since# is in the interior of each.of the angles. Point Q is

.

not inthe interior of the triangle, although it is id".the interior of.
_

:BAC. If a point is in the interiOr.of two angles of a triangle is it in-
the interior ofthefthird angle?

.

A diagram like 't...he one below may help students understand the meaning

of the different definitions given.

S.
1

\

You may-alpk students to shale regions such as i4terior A ABC r) interior

A ALT, or interior AABC LJ in rior ADF. Or'you may ask them to
.

Identify the points in thd union and intersection of sets of.pots as
..

follows:.00
.04. ..6- .

, . w

a. AB n 4 ABC .tm (E)

p.. Z ACB r) BA ... (poidts A and B)

',. c. - BA ri BC'
"I

'Cpoini BY

d. BA-Lj BF . (7)

e. .b...ABC r) interior LI ABC , (if ) A

,

2$1

A

4*.

%EP

.4
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.

Ow! Exercities

1. Define the exterior of an imaglii and of a triangle. (Make use of the

fact that the interior has beeit defined in each case.)

2. Refer to ihe figure below.

3

Describe the.set of points i

a. 6. DBE (1 .0.EaF.

b. ..d.BAC (l BC. .

c. thelinterior of ailDE ri FD.

p") (11/ fl 111'5) U ( fl 5).
s. "Bic n- BCA.

INOter Exercises 3-5 refer-to thel'olldwing figure.),

3. Name four pairs of vertical angles.

4. Name 'three half-planes.

5. What is .e.....DPE 11 2_EPF?

4

11.2. pimple Closed Curves

Are there ot1e2't4,

.//'.

a

The word 11.curve" is anothei Itoed whial we use in both everydarlanguage

and in Our mathematical language.' Like many other worda, the two usages do.'

not agree in all IlegPects. Below are some representations of curves.

I

2452
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.

- A plane curve is a set of.points, all in orie plane, whiah can be rep- ..

resented by a pencil drawing nide withaUt lifting the pencil from the paper.
v 4... and trianglea are hotheexamples of plane cdrves: Note that a straight

. .

. -
l ne is alscia curve. It ip this technic sage that does not agree with

. .

our general usage where curve is associatedAlth the concept of changipg

directien.
.

; .

.0-

Curves'madA up of line segments are called-broken-line curves.
. .

1 i *

-4 I,
Thede are often encountered in the giaphical'repretentation ordata where

they.are called bibien-line,graphs. .A curv41 w1ich can be represented by a
0

f.ge which starts.and stops at the same point
.
is a closed curve., FUrther-

if the curve itasses through no point twice, then it la called a simple
.

closed curve.: Notice that. a linple closed curve does.uot nlcessarily halm

a "lice" shape, but only that it is closed and dAs hot dross itself.' In

the examples.below, ail'are curves; (a), (c),Amad (d) are closed curl,*

(a) and (e) are simple closed curves.
,

4

, (a) ( c )

,

A!.Troperty of simple closed curves, that seems intuitfv421 óbM ous,.

is that suah a curve -separates the plane into exaqly two rOgion giyiha

.2three subsets of the plane, Any two points in the interior, a hada A and

13 in the figurelelow, May be joined by á broken-line.curve hatdoes not.
(,-

cross,the simple clod curve% A si4e5 staement holds or the exterior and

the points .0 and D. Also, thesegment connecti9g.any point of the interipr,

P, with any point of the exterior, Q6 must interdeat e curye-at least once.
. ,

-000- This informatimn ill contained in the Jordan Curve eoreM mhich states that-
,

a sipple closed curve separates the plape intq e ctlY two regions. ,

. . //
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.

.

.Ure refer'tothe.curve itself asithe boungry of the.interior or the'

boundary 'of the exterior. TheAterior ii also Called a region;,:the union

.of the'interior wlth.its Sound-styis called a closed-region.

lie.mey use the concept Or-simple closed curve-to'restate the definttion

Of a triangle more.concisely.- "AL triaagle is eisimple cloiOd curvey4ch is

the union orthree segments.!' . .

.

41hereexe-0.0 coursex,many-kinds of simple 4lpSed.curved. One important-

group of these:0 which includes the trianglevis the set of polygons., A

polypin ig a siniple cleSed plane curve composed of the union of line.sevents.

As with triangles, we refer.to the segments of paygons as sides; Ile sIgle6

determined.bithe.sides'are called the angles of thdOpolygon; thwertices

of the angles are called the vertices of th6 polygons Polygons are either .1

convex or concave.

convex j30,1Ygon concave polygon
4

A polygon is said tO be convex if each of.ita sides lies in the
p.

boindary Of'S,halfplane which dontains the rest of the polygon. If We think

of extending'any one side then the remainder of the polygon will be contained

in only one of the resulting half planes. .

POlygons axe classified in%several waye;. one of the simplest is by the

number of pides. Polygons with four sides are called quadrilaterals; polA

gods with fives' sides are called pentagons.. A rew polygons with their name

. are listed below:,

S.
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.

. 4ther'polygons have names, bid aueh names are Beldam used. A ifroject

many studenta find interesting is to discover names for..s.a.many polygons'as

poSsible, explaining the word sterna... .
).

.

. . .

.

.,
. .

A segment connecting any-two non-adjaeent vertices is called a diagonal

'. of the polYgon. Triangles have no diagonals while quadrilaterals have-two.

'Name ..

-Triangle !I,

'Qnadrilaleral

Pentagon. .

.

Nexagon '

'Heptagon' .

,

Octabn

.

: Nonagon .

,
...!.....#

Pet .1.... 1

-
Number of sides

1
7

)

0111111p1M

.. 3

'4

. b 5

6

7.

8

fit'.: 10

...1
.4

q

.

..

..

s

Prom the sketch below yi sec; that a pentagon has five diagonals',
,s 1

14

. Class Exercises.

/.i

. .

IP*

.

a

6. Complete the fpllowing table and fi.hd a formula for the.number of

. diagonals in a politen of n sides, n > 3 .

t
,
'Number of sides

.

.

Number of'diagonals
..-- ..-

.

: .

.

,

r
$.

3

6 -

7'

8
1

n -

-

I.

,

.

.

:
.

.

.

...

.

,

.

%

.

,.
.

.,

4.

,

I

.

.

.

4

.

.

.

. -

, a Ilk

4

.

.

1 .

11,
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, 1

4.

7. 114,/ many siOple 4osed curves 4n1kou find in the figUre below?
40.

s

.
7 t

What is wrong with using the term "curved line"?
-

9. Identiflv each of the Igures below as cae of the following: ,

..., . I

a. closed curve, not ple

-b. curve, not closed
. . .

7:

. ,

e. simpla closed curve
. .

4IMM
. .- . .

814
Alr

i . . 4

. 10 0 Are P and la in the 'interiort pr exterior of the curve below?.
..,

.. .

1

041,

What connection does the Jordan Curve Theorem have with the problea.

in the 4inteduction abput the thwee houses and the three utilities?
, .

12. .Mnst,the diagonals of a polygon always lie in ilknteriorof.the

Polygon.? 1

11.3 .Transversali, Paiellels,' and Parallelograms

When ttio aims; in a plane .are both interseetea :by a third line, then
. .

.

the third line is called a transversal. Such a situation Is shown below

*Ntere line t is the transversal.
4

p

1 3
25
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.. Haze the aigles have been iden ified by the use 6: numerals written in

the interior of the angles. This is use of numerals t4m8 we have not

encounteeed before. TheY axe being us d'ai labels i(names, much,as a Soci4
._.

Security number, room numberslior-atel phdhe =nibs-roan hp ustefits.a name.
.. .-me

Mrany.of the pairs of angles tome bys. trans Ifriart encountered so

often.tiat we give them spemdall.a.nemea. Pal a eeuch as 1 ind .3,

4
are,called correepcnding angles. Anglest arealso correspending.

`.

angles.: Do you-see two other pairs .- $, sponding angles?

. Anglessechas3and.6 alternote-interior engles. Ow
,. $_.

You see anirationaleliebind sudh a mane? ' .

: When two pal;Aeorparallel Lines intersect, the flpre forniedby the

resulting segmenti'is-called a parallelograh. AL paxag.elogram is also definede

.as:a quadrilateral whose opposite,sidetlia On pejoeliellines. (liereOprosite

meansTaniAntersecting.) 'We write G7400 for parallagram ABCD..
) ,

, - i . '

4

B.

In thetfigure above segments Mc and AC are diagonals of 4:NW. .

ParallelOgrams and their properties will be considered again in'ehapter
_ ..

C.

oliSs.EXercise

.000. t.
257
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S.

13. Using the filexeabove
P

nMe.
\

a. four-pairs of, corresponding angles
. .

\ . .
. ...

.
-.b. two.pairs qf alternate-interior angles

.

four pairs of irertical angles : i ,

If 12? and 4 are parallel and,mi, m2, andTEI are. parallel,
'

find a -parallelogram which is-parpially- in thaflateri,t of another

parallelogram.. --Mow many parallelograMs can you adn the figure?-

How many diagonals? Triangles?.
. 4

.

11.4 Solids

I

We-have examiljed,many sulasets of the plane, such as lines, angles,

triangles, and polygons. There are variouslither subsets of space, mot
.

subsets'of a plane, that we will considel-. IS we use our lInea and planes-

. -as building blocks, a variety of solid4.baibe formed.

.By Property 5 ofthe last chapter, we know that any three non-collinear

pointt determple a uniqAp plane. A fourth point not in the plane of the 2frst

'three will determine a space figure called the tetrahedron. *We. may define

a tetrahedron as the union of the four triangular regiona.Agtesrmined by fOur

points in speoei,mot in the same plfine. In thrahedron-ABCD tbelow, the four

points A, B, C, and D are called the vertices,- the segments ABI, AD,BC,

BD, and CD are called edges, and the four tTiangular rezions formed are

Called faces.
Al

105
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4.

'Tlie tetrahedron is an example of a class of-three.dimensionarobjects

known as polyhedrons. Other representations. ofpolyhedrons.are.shown.belOw.'
4

IA

\ 4

rJUst\as polygons separate the plane, polyiledrcins separatespate. Space

is.divided into"three Subsets, the interior of the:polyhedron, the exterior,

4).

4

r

and thepoiyhedron itsatf.

' / !Pplyhedrons.of the.type.'shown,-.are called simp3e polyhedrons:and heve
.

an interesting relationship among. Ihe'vertices, edgep,-ana faces. If. you

.
-. .

w111 count thein in each of'the precedingligures, 35u will find that the...,
,

.sum of 'the numer of.vertices and faces is two more than the AuMber of eages.

Thrs relationthip, V - 'E + F =.20- is knovin as Enlerta formule. Irda,-fact
, .

.

., ievery surprdsing, and students find it interepting to verify with various

solids. ....

,
intuitive prootof baler's formu1s. may proceed along the following

lines.. Considerwa polyhedron and removei0Vface'leav1ng the edges and
i a ..

vertices unchanged. Thus, It orfkinally V -.E + F is a constant, sfy n,

tilen removing loneace gives V - E +7 = k,, where k = zi - 1, and now we

wish to find -k...251' we think of the polyhedron made of libber or dome very

deformable plastioo.we may open it Out,about.the.missing face so'that a plane)
J .

..

'surface Miade of polygons results. Although these'po4gons may be shaped .1
,

-r differenily than the faces of the oiiginal.polyhedron, they will be tiie same.'

in number, and,they will have 'the same nuMb,er of vertises, edges, and faces.

Thus, Vie numeridiil value of V - E + F .remains unchanged: The argument in .

. 4

the following paregraTin is applied to thecube as a speTiC example. Notice
%

however t)ilat at no step-does the argument/depend upA any special properties
4

. 1, .

A
orthe a4be but appUes to sitple pOlyhadra in general.. J

\ i

'

o"'"
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I.

* 4.
a.

.
Removing a, face and."opithing out" the .eube resulte in the following

. .
'transformation. We in effect remOve the "top" and. "flatten .outV the remainder.

.

,

to giv e the plaqe ;1gur4:t BCD shoWn. Notic,0 that .although th-e shaie,charige,.

the number, of vertices, .edges, and faces remains the same. The is1uq..4
-*/ F.- 4is ti1l k.

I

I.

4

I

;
. . ? .

. A B -.
. Iv4
If we drali diagonals ipleach polygoh to subdivide the polygon into '

triangle's,. the value of V - E + F remains unchanged, for each diagonala . # .
adds one

I
edge and one face. Adding a. to ,each oi4 E andp F. does not. .. . ... .

affect thd total' ler -"IiE + F. t

I.
D

a

?P.

, Any tri angle 3,iket kA,13F which- has only !t5fitesideexposed to ttie "mit-
-

wide" may be removed _try deleting side AB.

i .11

.141

-

+9

Va

met

*If

4
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: * .

. . * . 0 1

ft illk
' ; r

, This ypeoM lonoet, not change W - E + F for we

ileft E and V 41-1.1j)ea npya,lsO remove 1C4 CM1). apt B
A". ,

is:all 11P.s.
following: /0' °, 'D4 4. .

:
C

.

:..

: .

.

v.

J
'"' ru

.

A B
.

Deleting a triangle each as A AMP, by removing Ag arid AF., alsO

leaves .y E + F unchanged for this 43.ecreases V by 1, E by 21 and-
.r by

have decreased

to give the

. .

.0ne or the other of these twa--methoda off deleting tripnglee may be
-

.

carried out until only Is. single triangl% remains. The vilue, !El of '
V - E.-111P has still pot: chasged ahd at this point we resort to coditting...,;7*.T.,

?.e.

. H G

Here we see that V = 3, 3 and F = I so that V - E+F=k 1,

and sinde k = n 1, n = 2. Again xleall ihat te same result would occur
had we .star,ted with any simple polyhedron other than the. cube.

^ Sometimes this fbrmula is referred to as Descartes' formula since

sesms to. have precedea Euler in discoveriqg it. The ninaber of' vertices d
. .0*

races of any simple Polyhedron, is two more than the number of edges.

4

.

'Other Solids
II a

..1

s. 4

..
Yott are familiar with cylinders and prisms like the ones shown below.

.
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V
V 111.1

est
ft

dicamples td"' spec ial...fait-As-Of geonietrical solids-to be cpnsidered- in

a

4 -

.

4.., .

more-4
. . .. . -

f

Wily!students who1pOnt4,mie to'studrmatheiMatiCa. Inetead of treat-
-4-

, . .

e

Ang.eadh.indlvidual.bolid as u*Alme, mathematicians pse gitneraijand broad,

definitions io en44mpails flole:categdries.: yHere'weili indicate fl.lirmore '

-.-.. , .

. .. generak,develoEment of 4linders and prisms? -. .,
... . 0 ge ( O. e. 4

0
.0

. e ;et us exwine howsuch solidsl.may.be formed.
.. . .. .'

,
. . .

?. Cspivider au.siiiiille closed curvesin-a plane and a liple tot parallel to -
-.. .

.

a

. , the plane:

4
I

.
. '

: s

. .
It s-

;

die

.11. All lines 15arai1al to.tle ot4ina1 .lihe and. passing throUgh-the eurve will
4,
form wha called' e syiindri cal sef ace .

. / .

-..
-.

.1."

44,

.

't I

Notice first that the use pf the word cylindrical does not,imply circular

in cross-section. This is at-Archer common word used in a broader sense than.

we normally use it. Second, lke this surface,is made up.ot lines, it er-
.

tends indefinitely in both directions. The definition hereincludes the case

where cross-sections are cii:cular, such as repredenteVDy a cardboard mailing

\ tube. In ju ior high dchool most examples will be,special cases of. themore

general defin pon given above. Future work however makes it convenient to

have a general definition of this nature.

The eimile closed curve that gives the surface is shapp could be a

polygon, but the surface is still called a cylindrical surface.

262.
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-. .
.) ...

.

. .

. 1 -

.
... .

fit

I.

f'
Air

-

a.
re..

p.

1,

J.
. .... '- '

S. ,

j,' When twoirparallerplanes iniersect""such esurfelbel thatroltIonof'the
. ,

. . .

surface between the plargea, together'with.the.a'egAoni cut from tWplanes,
:. ..

forms a prism. If the Cross-sectionAs.not a p9ligon but dome otAer.cloded

. .

re,

411

t-

. .

-

Curve, we get what is comovly daiAled a ee.inder.t:.
. .

Uther aefiditions of

enclopre.sometimes gi'venprisms-and cylinders thtt.use the concept.of cbrigrU
,$)

in geometry bookit.) '

.

The polygons in the two parallel planes' are calledla6s. -lorislils are

dften classified by their bases. -Thus, we have triahgular prisms4 hexadonil ..

5.

Other classificatIons axe possible,and some will b& taken,up.leter when we

:consider volume-and are#.'

We may aYso treat the familiar cone and pyramid shown below as special
s.

caaes of a more general classification. .

Sc
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111

4

. -Staftingyith a

tlane, end al; lines

as.shown.

4
.

A

.
.

'simple closed cur46 in a planet, a point .g, not in the
4

through thetpopt andthe:cuiv41 -a surface is generated

p

1

Such a surface is called a conical surface.
.

Notice that again we are using a wordaiin this case conical, in a more'

general sehse than is usual in everyday language: Common usagtrot conical
. .

implies circular, aAhough this is not the case with oui..,use in mathematics.

The general case above, however, certainly includes the cohomon conceptionrof

a conical surface as a circularocone. This occurs when Oa simple.closed

curve is a circle.
,

In the followingeketch.the simple closedcurve ia shown eta a polygon..

a
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4Actually,. the conical luxface continues indefinitely in b oth directions:
. - .. . .

Jt &Insists of twp .pieces with only 'One Point in common.. .Thes e pieces -are
. .

caled
/
naves?. The second nappe, not shown An the 'figure, ()Lours inverted

and aboye the pdtrit P.

... ..'-' .e.

I!
°. If the intersect:ion of one of these i:lait as and a plane is a polygon,

. - )

li then the Kesultpkg dlosed, silrface is Called a rwraraid. .11.n. the figure above ..

-we see pyrami:a PABCD. The point P is-oalled the ezi.c if the pyrathid,
. e. .

-.polygon ABCD is cal,led thd. base of .the pyramid!' A ttetrahedroniis also an .

r 4.
.

.

.

_example of a pyrardid. The familiar circular cone is formed when the inter-:
I

riection iris riOt .0 polygon but a circle: Like priaths, pyrathids are classified

by their .baaei3. 'Zile tetrahedron is saletiiangulai pyramid. 4 *rectangular
. .

,

1,4

A

and hexagonal pyramid. are shown below.

6 -:

//

The cofistruction of cardboard or stiff paper models of many- of the,: -
/ (

above prisms and pyramids is instructlonal for Students and they find It ,t /'

t!'

very enjoyable. Some patterns are given in th( SMSG Mathematics for J Or

High
. 7

School, Nrolurftes I and II. These olids may be used in cou4titik

edges, yertlices, and faces., in yerifying

ful in developing space perceptions.,

Class EXercises-
er's formula, and axe ye* ylelp,

I,/ y
/

15, If a plane cuts a pyramid. between the, apex and the basel,.,that portion

of the,pyramid which does not inClude .Nthe apex A0 called a truncated

.p rramid. Skch a truncated pyramid with a.hexagonal base.

- 16. Sketch` the pattern for a triangular priam.

17. toes a cylindrical surface separate space intà two, subsets?

- 18. Does a Conical . surface separate space intoi.t1964.ikrbsets?

. .

4'

.
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. .

There are a variett of side trips in- geometry that- are n'n-ruetric* in
14

nature. Many of tilete 'are of -a puzzle nature, and although they can-be cast*
.

in a humoy4s *vein, they es* impOrtant on another level: '.'e
.

:One of these problems ,that is related to the. Koenigsrg BrIdges problem
_ . ..

is
.

the following:
1'

. . , t .

- -:. Draw . a cont inuous line :outt ing each' segment eicactly once .
: , .

. . ...It ., ..:

, .

,

.

,

.

... ...;

This .seemS to ..bi Iii.7.1.siiple-Alfroblem arid indeed it is. ckiinp. le6tc, strata;
-.

.,.. , /

howeqr, itS soli.41..dn is-elusive.
..

.. i ...

P.- ik ' , .',I..- . - .4

. , .

./

. . .

first effort such as the following.. .

. , . -,

r;

c,)
seems:tO need Only a,Iittle change to be.successful. However, such changes

alwayS seem to require other adjustments. Studdnts find this:problem very

challenging and,enjoy seeking a solution. Actually, a solution is not pos-*

sible as may be shown-by treating it as'a.unicursal problem. taink of each

croSsing of a segment as a pathi and let, each region shrink to a point. If

we ,letter the enclosed regions Al B, C,':1), and .E, and the exterior P
-%
then drawing.the required line is equivalent to tracin&the figure below/ :

without ltfting yourPpencil and without retraci4 a spg46nt.4 Then it Xecomes::
, . .

a network which may be examined for odd tind even vertices. Points Ail 13,..L1).:

and P are all'Odd. Recalling from the introdudtion. that no pattOrn witeniore

than two odd vertices.can be traced ire-conclude.t11 problem is iMPossible.

!

p 4:100

A
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?
A lie larobllect that:contrhdicts many of4bUr common notions about':

'4 '; sUrfac and edgesii-is the NbebiuSStrip. This is made 'from si striWof

ape, gode into-;:a.loop by evil* 416.-end.a. towistibefore fastening.

.

t

< 14.
.

A C

.

Ir. you4attempt to color,"one" side oS the Nbebius hrip, you iill-dig-
.

.cover that # haa,only one sidej Also, following one %age owill show Oat it

on4r'a single edgel A still more surprisingl-esult occurs w en.you

(ar students) attempt to cut into tWo pieFes aIonethe dott line. You
s'

will also find itinteresti g..to inve tigate What happens when you cut one-.
.4

thir40Of the way in ?roim ne edge. A lundxj4wspaper, a roll of scotch

tape, and a pair of 5 ssors will provide man interesting questions about
4

a Nbebius Strip.

nother prob em that is easy ,to pose and has been-tackled by mathemati-

cians:without s ccess for many years is the four-color, map problem. pie

problem is t following: "What is the minimum number of colors necessary

to color-a isp eo that no two adjacent countries:have the same color? It ;

is easy t drawa map that will requlire four colors.

-r OEM OEM; al ME* MO MID 4WD IMO 4WD MID a PD

' t

gere ngmerals have been used to designate colors. P

,It is generally believed that 4 colors are sUfficient to color any
0

map, but as yet no proof of thib conjecture has beenogivene Neither has

snyone been able to draw 4 map that would require more than 4 colors:

Foiloging are soMe maps and'a way of coloring -4;he91 with 4, or fewer, colors:

267
0.
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a .

L. A

J4,ioP high,,,schbol studints enjoY drawing such maps and. attevtio
Or less., 'play disc% 'efijoy _Challenging yo'u to tam',

cadr:them iii four colors
.

/ _such maps... ..11.1ith alittle

.
A discimaion of this

diiproof, 4provides a 4-good

between proof in general,

. .

practice;jyou aus, color most mapa in. a few minutes.

problem, which at .present has steither.Proti,04.i
d

opportunity to exp:Vre with, students..the, ference

arid drawing cohclusirs by exaraining cases. 4,

Arhe fact that itlb seems possIble 'to color all maps we may;draw does not imp-3.7

that we will We able to so cOlor all maps in the fut,..tre4. IOU mey East; dis-

cuss ithe importance of a single counter example; whfch is sufficient *to pror

a statement false. Such a discussiOn will help to iliuminate the statement

attributed to Albert Einstein regarding his theory of relativity, "No number

of observatione will ever prove me correct: a single observation may prove

me wilonit."

1 I

11.6 Conclusion

In this chapter and In the preceding one we have lookea at aspects of

geometky that 'were not
-

dependent upon measurement or distance. Thus, many
,

of the geometrical facts familiar to You have been omitted. lie have seen

06 equilateral triangles, no congrUent figures, no rectangles, no right

angles,' etc. The next two chapters, however, will consider many of these

ideas.

Neither have we established a theorem-prdof sequence that you undoubtedly

recall from your study of geometry. Our objeptive in seventh grade is not

to teach deductive- geometry or to develop an axiomatic system, but rather

.tb provide the students with enough backgroUnd so that their forraal study

of the- subject will proceed more easily. In 'grade ten or -wherever formal

.

W". 268
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5., .
.., . 1 ... . -0 4

..:,-:,....?.00,131e,ry is encountered, a careful logiCal s'iudy 4 the. last twO chaptere
. . .

the next Ipwo) will..be .underbalten. At that time a careful distinctiat ...,-, .

..1 iletileen axioms -cald theorems will b-madet... An'axioavqi statement aCcepted

as t;ua vitt:tout proof, has 4 the eons- position as an unieftned. word.-I.

-Theorems. are statements that axe established., as true -by prdof; using axioms.,

definitions; undetineci wOrds`,..enti i;evionsly established t eorems. ..They

.k.oug4r correspond to our ditinitions made from. undefined rds.. . 2,..
. Ne .

;
It is important to consider careftAly'the space over whish.our axioms.-

' ere meaningful. gor example, how watld our geothetry_differ if .we limited..
1 . . .

...our "space".to a circle and 44s intex.lor Alliour axioms+ could remain

unchanged, bu'; the *sults Would be5.qulte4differe13t: points wonld .still be . .
. 4 . 0A 4 . .. . .

i po int it , but' would all be ilocited on Vie . circle or: its intetisor. - inetead of "

lines- extending inaefinitely, they' wo4d- stop* the' circle. km would

"rw " and "-angles" differ?. lIf "parallel" lines are still defineds as,hon-.-,
inter cting, how do they,loa in Our new space? 'What cad-we .say .abbut

1: .

quadril teral with, its yerbices on, the circle? Is it a "parellelograml :

"parallel",lines a "parallelogram"

/
Do every two intersecting lines form vdttical angles? You might find it

interesting to speculate about the differences between ,auch a limited

leometry and the one we .are in the 'process of establishing:. -

You will en,loy reading Flatland, A Romance in Two Dimensiions, by

Abbot: This is.= interestinllend.amusing book describing a world of

two dimensions peopled by geometfrcal figures. The hero is in jail for

claiming to have talked to a mysterious voice from some higher dimension..

4 I

V.
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Clgess Exercise

I

beloi,'I
,)

litart Ln

:V"'"'""
19. .a. Is it possible to walk in the.house N4t11 the floor plan

a

1101,

.. a 1

passing>,Ibrough.each -door exactly once..? If so, .can you

any roan?

4

1-

.

.b. AnswerVie same

. S.

11:6
questiOns for this- P1

.

.

4t

)
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Chalter_.Exers.taes

0

itecirtw the Tatterna below on .stiff paper and make modgl
4

What are tAeir names?

.

.of the prisms:.
,.

9

Till/. IA
.

2. -Which of the following are closed curves? Which are both clol-and

simple?

(a) (b)

:3. In the'figure beloW iS-.CLABC = ?

4%4 Draw the.following:

a closed.curve whicri is not.simple.

b. a curve which Is not closed but separates'the plane into two

regions.
1+4,

c. a curve-which separates the plane into three regions.

a

1

.
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4

. 4

4 .

Does Eulees formula hol4 for tne foliowing

X. a.
. .

4

AO

. ( II.

'4.

. e

i
.10

. .

4

6. Make. a Ifoebints Strip with two teritilialnstfad of one and 'investigate

: its prOperties..
-t .

Color the following maps as .fei. colors as possible.
,

11,9
4.

272
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Answers to Clads Ikercises
C

----7.71 .
. (.', . . , .4. P.

. ,. The eXterior of an enc.leis the At of all points oithe plpne :that are
...

,

aeither.in the intprior, of the angle nor on the Ingle.. ..
. ,

v , . . , i.

.
The exterior.of a triangle is the.s t of all points.of the plane *hat 1,,

6 I

' I f ' 4

are neither In the interior of. the riangle nor on the triangle. A .

. 7 .

. %. ,A

Otherdefinilions mpy be given., but list be examined, carefugy to see-0.. .

I .

whether they.in4ude or exclude any rdgions.
. i

.
. .A

a. g
j

c. 0 '-. e. ,O, WE
.

I
%- .

.2A
2.

.
'..b. poi ts 21. and C 2..... Point B - f.# AC and point B

...EPF); (GAPD, de...CPF). (400C24e-DPE); (e:AN. ,J21);

AI

,

(there ore other pairs),

4. D - side of BE; 'A.- side of E - side of AF; (there are other's).

5. rE

NUmber of Bide Number

-

al
of Diagonale

,

.

.

I. .

5

6 .

7

8.

.

.

.
.

n

_

.

,

,

.

.

..

..

.

. P.

.

. e

.

20

9.

0

2 .

5-
.

'9
.

14
. .

. .s.

'
..

.

n en.,- 3),

This question is intended pay to provoke same thought n simple closed

curves. It is interesting however to examine numbers of possible curves.

From the Jordan Curve Theorem we know that any aimp19. closed curve

:will bound same interior region. Thus we may examine the possible

combinations of adjacent regions. Except for those that .kave only one

point in common, every combinationof adOacent regions is associated

With a simple closed curve..

0^

4
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p. a *---)l
.

"

p.

a

.0
-#. ,

4

.

... ` :. I ..8 . .

',...c.! . .
..

oP
..-. .

-*. . ( .r..
..s.

. .-.

.4
1 r?'!..

.

I. I.

.

.
e )

14- 4
.

. _- -/-... .

Thus -region-,.1 *Isidetermined.by.a simple cloied-curve,*as Are the'
4 . . . 4

doUble,a6mbination0 1-2 and 1-47. Thi pair 1.:.7 ,is elimi4ated, .

, ..

however, since theg haveonrly'Orie point-fn.common an&wroUld notthere-
. 1 .

... .
-

fore reault fromr simple closed curra, The folloelg combinations df

three reglons ale result tirom such ourves:.. 1-.2:-3,'.1-2-7, 1:4-5,,,1-477;14-4

Analyais of this nature, t.aki4g.scilvantage 'ofsyetry wherejossOlt'
..

441 reveal.that there are 63- stMple closed curveskcontained in the 4.
. -.. .

.

P.

p.

originalifilgure.-..

8. The word ,"line".xas,uped.only with.the connotation of straight; thus *.

the term ".cUrved line" is probably, a ciontradfc*n.

9. s. the "star"

'b. the line segmont, the "ploon"

.C. the "dog" or the "bone"

P is in the exteriOr; Q is in the interior.

U. -Before the last utility has been connected the other.two have formed

a simple closed ceve4with one house In tlae interior and one utility

id the exterior.

5

12. No.

13. a. Z-CAP, 4!...ABE

, GEBQ,
PAD, .Z..ABE

QBF, ii. BAD

b. CAB, .Z.-ABF

de...4 BAD, ABE

274

c. CAB, z_PAD

4e..CAP, 4e..BAD

4!2ABE, .4!:QBF

,ZABF, ./LEBQ

$
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4

. 1

11 i..4117' DEW is partial4 in OACIL (other answers'are possible).

There trenine parallelograis; thlee diagonals. and seven triangles.
-.

if
P

.4. .
,

.

4.

411

Vs

a

r

17 r..- No, three'subsete the.surfAce, its inierior, and 'its exterior.

la., No, four subsets; the eurface.itself an"exterior", 'and two .

.00r-r
"interiors".

nterior

-7-turface

interior

'What we most commonly thirik of as a cone,, however,, doei separate

space into three subsets.

19. a. . Yee. Any.m.th must start.in one of: the robins with five doors

.end end in the other.

. b. Not possible, since more than two rooms have an odd number of

-doors.

%-
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Introduction

' Chapter 12

. MFASUHIMENT

. .In-the last two chapters.some of the non-tetric properties of certain

ets ofpoints were developed.. In thit and the following chapter'these ideas
. .

. 0
.

be related.to the physical world through measurement. Historically,
-'4

wgeometry deiteloped through the.nemis of manto Itieaaure and compare certain,

!physical things in,his environment. .Even the word "geometry" came from words

fwhich..meant !earth measure." ' I
These chapters will not develops rigorOus explanation of measurement

-:_properties, bui will attempt to furnishintuitive ideas of length; area,. and::

volume concepte as presented in the SASG MathematiCS for JUniorne.SchoOl,

:.iibluine I. It is'iMportant tbat youngsters underatand the approximate ature

...of 'measurement, the.deVelopment of arbitrary unitst;or measuring rious 9
:41hYs1cal objects, and the mathematicel interpretation placed On these concepts.

A major point to.be tade in.this'chapter is the fact that.in measuremOt our

units are. completely arbitrary ant altWough we are free to choose a variety of.

! unital-we ultimate4 settle On'the most common standard units-for convenience
.

and ease of communication. Screntists are frequently confronted with measur-

A.ng situation whe t is mor 'convenient to ereate a itewUnit thanconstantly

.. work with-Verylarge mult s or very small parts of,other units. The "light-
.

,:.yeeeland '1UNpet.rom" are both units created to fill such special need.w....:

Sudb.common questions.as "Howtany people went to tyriTall gate?" or "How

mudh meat shall I buyrlor "How fast can a jet travel?" have answers which are '

:alike in one 'respeet: They all, involve numbere. 'Elme of these 4rs are
Ae;41

found by counting, while, others Eire found by measuring

4,

.The question "-How many?" indicates that you are thinking of a set of

'objects and wish.to know how may there are .in thmset. Such a set is called

a discrete set. questions as "HOW much?", "How.long?", "How fast?", etc.,

, arb used to-eigatibe soinething thought bf as all in one piece', without any

breaks. Such a t'h is called a cbntinuous set. Sets of people, hoUses, or

ahimals are diecrete sets; a rope, a road, or a flagpole are all thought of as

. being continuous sincethey are like-models of line' segments; you can count a

number of line segtents but you cannot count the number of,all points on a

1 line segment. A blackboard and a pasture may be thought of as sets of points

. enclosmi by simplevclosed curves and as being continuous. Such sets of points

are not 'coUntedi they are measured.

1 9 3
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e.

12.1 'CongrUlhce-
r

The eizes of.some pontinuous bets may-be compared in various ways. for/ .

.

example, to compare segments AB and tfil lay the-edge.of a piece of Paper
.

-along ZE ana mark6points C and. .D.:

.611.

Tlacethe edge'of the paper along" AB with .point C .on_point A. If D ia

...between .A and B0.AB is longer than CD. If. .D falls on. B, the segments.

have the bame length. If B is betweep C. and Dr CD is Ion erthan

-Of course,-we heed to recognize here that what we tkre really oing is

idealizing this situation. It is Impossible to.draw representations of two.

.line segments so that they both have exactly the same length. This again is
..

an abstract intuitive idea.that should not becom4entangledyith the physical
_

representationk. Studeas should realize the differences.between abstract

concepts and physical interpretations of these abstractions, that the drawings

: they make are only tOlvAP.them interpret the mathematics they study.

Let us.returff to the segments above and consider partiCularly'the case7.--

where they-both haVe 'the samOlength. -When.wewrite- 4 =..2 +.20 we mean that

"10" and "2 + 0. are two names for the.same number. 'When.we write Kr3 =-5, we

2' mean that XE and CD are.twO names for the same segment; that is, the two

segments are the-same set of points. If. AB and CD have tHe.same length

but are not the same set of points, our definition of equality does not allow

us to.say they are'equal. They.ere equal only in size and shape.. We use the

wordrcongruent to describe this lelationship. The.symbol denoting congruence

is " 1 ", ana,we may now write: AB s .CD. This is read: "Segment AB is

congruent to segment CD." If we wish to sgy that the lengths of-the two seg-

ments are the same, we may use the notation "AB" for the length of segment AB,'

-and write AB = CD. Here.we mean that the length of XE is the same as the

length of CD. This use of the word "congruent" is an extensfon ef the use

you probably remember.from high school geometry where "congruent" alMost al-
.

.ways.referred.to triangles. The meaning here is basically the same as with

triangles and is,the same meaning students will encounter when they study

formal geometry. Congrueht means equal in size and shape.

7 1214 \



In working With the above segments we tacitly assumea. the following prop-

ertie$ of continuous sets of points,.whichl,along with one more property

(stated later), are.the bases of measurement.

Mbtion PropertyN Geometric figures may be maved
w

-without changing their size or shape.

2. Comeilsonoperty. The sizes a twa geometric

..quantitiesliey be compared- prdVided these quanti-

ties.have the same nature.

3. 0
Matchin0 Property. Two geometric.quantities have A._

.the.samel'size if every part of one can be madeto..

0 .4oirigide to i part of the second so that no part

of.either figure is.omitied.

).
-These areAmme of the properties that enable the students to-relatythe .

stractions of geometry-to the physical' world, and we should-be a046 that these.

need to be Pointed out to them as the measuring process is utilized.

"" In elementary school matpematicsl.students. make Models and tracings-of
PA

geometric figures'and test for congruence by determinine whether twd.figures

have the same "size and shape" by superimposition. In junior highschool the
1

ground'work;is being laid for a more fOzmal definit16 of congruence that will

.accur in a deductive.gbamely4ourse in ligh School. For examnle, two spheres

.may be "cangrlient", but imposiWonetsphere on another doesn't make much

:Sense. From the idea of superimposition let'us try to move to a'moreformal-,

definitionof congruence.
4,.

Q.

dUlbose A PRQ Can be superimposed on7 b. ABC with R falling on B,

.p,,,on AI and Q on C. Then tAere exists a one-to-one correspondence be-
.

tween A PRQ and &ABC, .each point of A PRQ corresponding to that point

of A ABC which it "covers" when A PRQ is superimposed on A ABC. For

example, the point X would correspOnd t& the point X' .under this corre-

sponaence. But it is not enough simply to say that there exists a one-to-one

correspondence between A PRQ °and A, ABC. Something else s also'involved

.? 279



.

1..1n the notion of congruerice. Distancea.mtist A...reserved. Suppose A PM':

is"superipposed on A ABC as indicated by the ,following diagram.

e.

p

R g

'<Note: The double-headed arrow shows that vertex P of A PRQ corresponds..

-'to:.the vertex A . of A ABC, and that A cOrresponda to P, etc.).

Then for ,sy. two points tzf A,p1A, the distance between them (i.e., the

length,ot-the segment joining them) must be the same.as the,distance bettieen

the two.points of A.ABC to Iakich they correspond. As examples, the distanee..,;..

between R. and X ...must be thes\same as the dkatance..beeen B and, XI

(DX = pc' ). the distance between Q and. P muit' be i.22.-e Oka as tlitilt 'between

C and. A (QP S CA). "These considerationai lead us now tO our definition:. ..

. 1
. .

. .

TWIT) sets of points are s d to be congruent

prcmided that dere is a one-to-one correspondence

between them that preserves distance.

.
d By namiuig our triangles carefully, we can see immediately the coi4espor4..., .

ing parts. ;:.itgain considering the two triangles in the figure, we. may show /'
.

the correepondence as folloVs: .

*AO

Given: A-ABC a A PRQ

p
g g

C

The importance of the preservation of distance for. congruence needs to be

stressed because it is possible to estalilish a one-to-one correspondence - .

126 28°
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.

between two sets of:points tt does not.preterve distance: For example,:

and below may be put into a ne-to-one correspondence in the fo4owing

manner:

S

Draw TA and 76 and call the intersection.of these rays

figpre belaw.

as in the

Now fot any point','Y on E a.corresponding ioint Y1 may be found by

drawing as in.the.following drawing.

Y .

Likewise, for agy point Z on TU, a corresponding point Z' M. may be

located as the intersection of ZP and ES, This is shown i e following

drawing:

goo

281
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1.0

4
.

Tbis 41ows that for each point on one line there is-a unique point on the other

line, and vice versa. Therefore, a one-to-one correspondence between all the

point6 on BS and al; the points'on has beelpstablished, even-though

distance has not been preserved.

With.two congruent angles it is possible to l'et more than one corre-
-N.

stondence. Given, tDEF Z.GHJ,

*10

we see that bolF m or LDEF LJHG. Bemember, as long as the middle

letter names the vertex, tbe order of the letters for naming all angle is im-

material. Also we have not said that &EP equals LW. If we do this, then

we are probably talking about the"measures of these angles as being the same

number and will show this as m(LDEF) =
m(Lqum1), where "m(LpEV)" is a number

indicating the measure of the angle. Here, as in segments, we are making a

distinction between the angle and.its measure. Even though we have' not dis-

cussed "measuring" angles yet, we probably have assumed the following state= .

ment and its converse: "If two angles are congruent) then their measurea are

.equal."

Our definition of congruenre is -ASre sophisticated 'idea than welfwou d

expect seventh graders to accept, but it is the idea for which teachT-- f

these students are laying the groundwork. By cutting, superimposing, measur-

ing, and comparing various models of sets of points, studeres discover certain
1

.characteristics of segmentg, lines, angles, polygons, and solids. .We will

consider some of these in this thapter and the next.

*

Class EXercises

1. Given, the figure with the two triangles

congruent, list the corresponding parts.
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:4.

How would you t est whether

congruent to, )p-01 Does.congruen6'..Ai .\

of angles depend on the length of

.the sides 6f the angles?. Explain. ,

. .
: t

N 6

3. If'the three sides of one triangle are congfterreTespectiveiy to the threec
sides of another triangle,Ao you thinit the twCti;iangles are congruent?'

Explain.your reasoning, '4 o

:

If the t ee A ng1es of Ole triangle tre congruent respectively to the

les of another triangle., do you .khink the triangles are.con..

gruent? EXplatn your.reasoning..

NL
,

12.2 The Watureof Measurement
,

We have said that there are some.setsof points, called continuoas%sets,

which require measuring and foi which counting as dilh is inappropriate. .

swers may be given:in terms of whole numbers or they.may involve rational num-
.

bers, but these, answers arb not'absolutely precise. The aecuracy of the. numbef

'used in the:physical measuremdht process is restricted by unevenness in the'

.obje ct measured, by the measuring instrument we use, anal* our own approxima--

tion to an answer. Therefors,Are say that all measurement of physical objects-

is.approximate.
.

We used the motion, compamisdh, and matching properties.frpm Section 1 to

develop.an intUitive idea of congruence. These three,properties, togethek/k

with a fourth, the SubdiVision Property, are the basis for measurement.'

4. Subdivision Propert5r.T A geometrit continuous

.figure or set may be subdivided. . A

If a segment is subdivided by a point C so that .-01. CB4pthen A

the length of i one half the length of AB.
.

AB.mayle subdivided in other. ways so as toSompare the length of bne
..

Asegment with length of another segment. Suppose a segment is chosen of

any length less han the length of AB; coal the length of the segment:
U n0 .

A

4 I

40
F B

41?-9
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Beginning at a point .A in.the figure above, a segment of length n is'

marked off 4 times so that IN is of length 4n. The. symbol. "4n" means

**four times as long as the segment of 'length- n." It iS said that .the length

Of is aivroximately equal to lin, rather than to .
5n, because B 'falls

closer. to .F thin to G. A. symbpl fcir the.'Words "is approximately -equal to"

is a wavy equal sign like this: . Ye.may.write in symbols AB re. 4n
. .

and read it as: "The length of segment...AB is approximately equal to 4n."

Notice h6w these syMbolblare used:

0 I

IP is the measure,
.

n is the unit of messurement0.

4n is the length..

In the exiMple above, we picked an 'arbitrary unit "n" which we used. to
. . .

measure .73i, but we could have used any unit of length...,-,Man first began com-

paring and measuring physical objects by choosing some convenient unit.. Often

this was some part of his body and was quite satisfactory for his,primitive .

culture. But as tribes and.countried began to trade with each other, a need

for more standardized uhits became necessary, and the'head of a country.udght

decree thatthe."standard unit" would be the distance from the tip ofphis .

1(-

nose to tlfe tip of his middle finger," or some such unit S this.' 'Even today

-the system commonly used in English-speaking countries is based on these priud.-

tive body measures.

In the past, disagreements about linear units became sOcommon that a
. .

. group of French scientists with representatives from:Many countries established

an'international set of measures. This group developed the metric' system

which discarded the oia units and'based all units on the distance from the

North Pole to the equator. The.meter isthe basic unit of length in the metrAc

fl system. (The ueter was/planned to be one ten-milljonth of the distance along

a meridian from the-North Pole to the equator, but recently an international

congress of Scientists defined the meter in relation to the wave length of a

certain color of light.) The tric stemis used by most scientists in the

world'and is in common-use in all countries except those in which English is

the Main language spoken. We will consider the metric system in more detail

in the next chapter. 'However) the history of measurement is interesting to

jUnior high students and can be correlated with social study unitä quite

effectively.

Another aspect to be considered is what is meant when we say an object is

6 feet long. We will adopt the convention that we mean the length is closef

io this number than to'any other comparable one. In other words, we say tat

the object is closer to 6' than to or to 7'k that the "true" length ip
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betWeell 5.5! .and 615'. .The greatest possible difference between the aeserted

length and the "true" length is not-more than one-half the unit usei for mess-,
. . .

t4 a-Uring (in this case, foot)... This one7half unit is .called the .greate0

gossible error. : ir

At another example, assume a measurement is given as 4 ."I'measfred to

the nearest half inch. The real length/ken lies between- 24. " and 4 fl,
and the greatest possiblederror-is -f of

" "
p or r . A diagram may be help-

' 1
ful here. Note that/ye; say the length of each Of the.segments below is,?§4

inches, when measpred.to the neatest half inch.

j

1.

Sometimes the form,

greatest possible error.
1

est inch. Another way

, Possible. eegenents

1
.2.§. ± r in.., is used where the "-±..iadicatea,tht

1

. .. %.,

This ihows that the object was. measured- to-the near--
2

to write this would be-2,,,T- p not changing the frac-
.

.

tion.to lowest terms, althougA the first-method is usually preferr.

The precieion'in a'n.rmeasurement is shown by naming the. smallest unit

-uded; 'Thus in the example above the measurement is made with a precision of

.

one-half inch, or is Precise to the nearest.one-half inch. Greatest possible

error, however, ie the greatest possible difference between the 1 length of

& segment afii 'the measurement.etate3. Greater precision is obtain y using
.

. _

an instrument whode units are subdiladed by fractions with greater denominators:

Measurements made wth a ruler marked in eighths are more precise than thoSe

maae with a ruler marked in fourths. A micrometer is an example of a'preciiidk

instrument whose subdiVisions are named by fractions with denominatois of 100,
i

1000, and-10,1)00. PConstant efforts to develop better precision instruments

are being made by industry becouse of the increasing need for very close

tolerances.
.

4 , p.

We can see some of the raMifications of precision and greatest possible

error when we use measUrements in various computations. Let us say that we
1 3 1

Aleve :two line segments, both measured to the nearest r inch: 2r ± u inches
1 1

am/ iir ± g inches, respectively. We would like to find the sum of.the Mess-

uremente or the length of the two segments when placed end to end. We-could

lay thesesegments end to end and measure them, but suppose we decide to add

the numbers_ 4 and lir We have made some computations revealing the
1

greateit possible error of the, sumu
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Least Value

.

Reported Measure Greatest-Value

4..

..7

Thus the wum I really has'ihe greatest.possible error of -r -audis.not as

precise as ourortginal meamirements. A further discussion ofcomputation with

ibProximate data will be.found *n the.nextchapter.
:

should4note.thatsote problems of measurement are psychological

.in:naturef -For .example,.what does *youngster mean when he says that *age'

is 12?. What dOeS Aiotaen mean Ntien she.says.that she is 39 years old?.. .

. Class Exercises

5. If a length is repbrted as 5rinches, the true length must"be beitween

and . The greatest possible error is .

a. Measure the lengths of each side bf the triangle to.the nearest 16til

\fti,pch and express your answer in two ways.
,

.J

ye

Add the numbers representing the measures. and .indicaie the greatest

posbible error of' thie. sum.

Indicate the meadure and the'unit for each of the following measurements.

a. 3 feet_ c. 24 hburs

d. 16.ouncesb.

.1 3
286



12.3 Angular Measure

Let us recall the definition of an angle: given two diffeient rays

and /76 not on the sAle line, with common endpoint A0 = LpAc. We

need to devise a method for measuring an angle, and we will attacethis essen-

tially as we did.measurem of segments. That is, (1) tile unit for measuring

a segment had to be,a segment; (2).the segment to. be measured was compared

with unit segments; and (3),the measlre of the segment was ihe number of unit

segments into which it was subdieded. Similarly; we need a unit angle with.

which to compare the angle to be measured. The measure of an angle is associa-
.,

ted with its interior. To measur; an angl,e, its interior is subdivided by the

unit angle. r
. 4

Students can select seme arbitrary unit angle and.in measuring various .

angles can review again manprof the ideas.of approximation in measurement. An
, .111

easily obtained and simple.unit angle to use is formed by folding a piece of

paper as follows: '

Fold it'once to make a model of a line-separating wo- lf-planes. Call
&

it AB.

Choose a point M and fold through M so that MA -falls on MB.

Then /CMA is a model of a right angle.

287
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If tyou unfO341.th.4...Raper, d ll. appear* like this,

4

-

. This showi four modeis of, angles, all congruent) that together. with their

interiors fill.the plane.

Refold thelbaper so that you again have a modelof a single right angle..

Now folleoAlat the rays represented.by Alt and aa 1- '

\.)

. r
.

-This prOvides us with a model of anvangle such that any four successive

englei with a.common vertex will'exactly fit,in.the half-plane.

Refold your paper. Proceed to make one.more fftd'as before. You now .

have a model of an angle, eight of which, succevaime/y placed withe Common

vertex will exactly fit on the half-plane and its edge. The piéture below

shows model'of sixteen such angles. Since this is'not a corpon unit, we

might ll it an "octon," since eight fill a.halfAplane.

is

S.

288
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We may use eight of these octonS as a simple protractor. .Each rgy0f the

successively marked-off octons may be as 9ciated with-4 whole number, taken in

Order from 0 to 8, to give a protrac or wii.h a scale on it'suitable for,

use id, measuring angles. It should be qmphasizel that the measure of an angle

. . :Is a number. We read "m(LABC)--4 ¶" ae fThe 'measure of:an angle ABC- .is seven4"

This statement of equality is perMissible since the'measure of angle -ABC is

.a number.

Eventually the pupil recognizes,that approximate i.eadings of 'angle meas-
.

16 . ures "to the.neaxest octon" lead him into a iituation such as shown below in

.which both .L. ai lp (clearly not the same size) haVe a measure 'of 2, to

the nearedt octon.

1 -

The need for a smaller unit soon becomes apparent. The,standard unit of

tangle.measure most commonly used is the degree. Other units are used in-more

advanced orspecialized work but will not be discussed here. The-degree may-

be determined by a set of rays dXawn from the same point on S line such that

they determine 180 congruent angles. These'180 ingles with their interior

form a half-plane and its boundary, the line. Each of these angles is a stand- .

'ard'unit angle. Its measurement is called one degree, and we write it lb.

When we speak of the eize Of an angle, we may say its size is 45° 'However,

if we wish to indicate the measuxe of the angle,,we must realize that a meas-

ure is a numbei and say that its measurevin degrees, is 45. If we lay off

360 of these unit angles, using a single point as a common vertex, then thesei-

angles togeeer with theAr interiors cover the entire plane.

4.

I

02
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'
Even in aricient Mesopotamian oivilization the'angle of 1

o
at the angle

.

of unit measure wasused. The selection of a unit,angle which could befitted

into the plane.just 3o0 times, (as above), Was probably influenced hy their*

calculation of the nuMber of days in g year as 360. In thls book we concern

ourselves only with angles whose measures are between 0 end 180.- Because.

of our definition of-an angle, it is Aot possible to have an angle whose rays

coincide or extend in.a straight line. * 4

us the measurement of angles essqitlally becomes a process oedetermin-
.,

ing ny times the.given unit angle i contained in the given angle. 14hat

we are aasumine, of dowse) is the exi te e of a one-to-one correspondence

between all angles and-all the numbers, between 0 and 180. In fact, this

very one-to-one correspondence is postulated in many new geometry books: The

correspondencela similar to the one-to-one CorrespOndence between allfrints .

_On a line and all real numbers.

Remember that measurement is'only approximate, arid often it-is difficult

'for yotngsters to draw and measure angles precise to. 1.. The markings on a

standard. protractor-are closely spaced, and the widtkof 'the sfde.of a model

of an angle may fill the space between two of these markings. Therefore,
.

When a.measurement' of an LABC is given as 65 degrees, it should be indi-

cated ad': m(,LABC) 65. Protractors of clear plaitic are fevai.lahle and-are

quite effective for demonstrgitionilit the overhead projector.

'An exercise that students can do id-to draW.several angles, then find the

-measures, in."octons," of these angles. Using a protractor, the measuies, In
tdegrees, may,alsO be found.. Students also like to exchange papers and,measure

the an!oles-their dlassmates have drawn.

Class Exercises

6. The sketch shOws a protractgr placed on a det of rays from point K. Find

-the measure, in degrees, of each angle named.

v..

?,90.
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12.4 Classification of Angles, and Triangles

Now that we .are more basalt with congruence and. linear and angular Ideas-
kre, let us..explOre soMe geometrical facts rebited t9 ideas of distance and
measUrement. This section states many definitions already familiar to yon but
are given here for your reference. .Seventh,grade studenta sometimes encounter .

difficulties in vis 07.;ing all of the cases of a particular definitibn... We
-

4

4

1AKE

ge LPKD

h L.
i.

sLracp

Lac "'

.will attempt to point .olit soass,:of these trouble. spots in this section: Agai-X1)

howeVer, Students .fieed to have .an intuitive feeling for the ideas presented-.
here before they can verbalize .them meaningfUlly.-

.

-We may now. ,define a right angre as an- angle whoae measureatent is 90 .aegrees,

.one whose..size -is %less thans,90 degrees as an acitte angle, -and one whose meaisure
moie than 90 degrees as an Obtuse angle. NotiCe that.because- the meaeure

of angle associated with its interior, we.do not 'need to sgy -that tin

obt3tse ngle has si degree measure of less thin:4180. .

Vhen two *nes intersect', they are Agdicular (symbol: ) if one of
the angles determined by the: lines is a right angle. -Line segments einci.rays

are said to be perpendicular if the con-kiidng th'em are perpendicular.
Observe several 6f the' pOssibUldrets below.- gtud.ents Sometimes do not want to
accept the .Ccinditions as ditplayed in (c),.tind (e). Twp pieces of wire, or
even pencils, representing segments, placed on the stagwor'an overhead pro-
jector, w1l often help to make this clear. Alog-

(b) ti,ne # line m

91 3
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(d) Line L L mr

.4

I.

:

(e) n

If two angles have the sa verteX and.,have,:aSconlmon'ray but have no

interior points In colonel% then tiey are Called'adjacent anglea. Ifthe sum

-of.the measures,in degrees,.of twAcangles is 1800'then the angles are called

supplementary angles.: If the sum-of the measures, in degrees, of two.angles :

is 90,0then160.are9ompleMentary anglee. Supplei;ntiry and-comOlementary

angles may be.-adjacent but this.is not necessary. Again,these two terms ire

often conf4sed,..and.stUdents need to see tany_instances,of both before the

definitions are-Well established in their zinc's. The thgliih usage of the two
. .

words. (ae well as the word "complement") is alsoa dittle different than the'

mathematical usage, anii thts,mAY need to be pointed oUt.

-

'.Clase Exercises

9, .If.two adjacent angleth are

formed by the "outside ray

i'iro adjacent angles are
-

supplementery, what can you say about the line
. .

s?

compleinentiryj what cdan:you .say about the
4' . .0-

, rais?

..

C.

Cs
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Again for your .reference we may classify triangles according eo .either

their sides or their. angles..

r

In tiianizle ABC all the angles are acute angles, 'and. A ABC is called

an acute triangle; also. A M..1" with 'the obtuse angle EDF is called an obtugese

tiiangle. One .of the angles in A GlisT is i right angle and the trianile is
4

called. a kglitctriangle.

using Sides of a triangle for.classification, we 'Say that if none of the

. sides of a triangle-,are congrueitt; then the trrangle is ocalene. If wo sides

are congruent, then the triangle is isosceles. If all 'three sides are con-
gruent, then it as equilateral. t `4!

Same of the fpllowing exercises are examples of troiible spots fOr studente

but they often enjoy trying to find a counter-example. Me converse of a con-

ditional statement maycause difficulties (See Exercise 16), but here is-.a

place where logical reasoning may, be stressed to good advantage. .

Clas perci ses 4.
11.

11. Is it possible to have

a. a scalene 'right triangle?

b. an isosceles't.right triangle?'

-C..- an equilateral right triangle?'

li.. an isosceles obilase- triangle?

e. an equilateral obtuse triangle?
1.6

12. What seems to be -true of the angles of -an'equilater t ngle?

413.. What seems to be true of two of the 'angles of an ,isosceles triangle?

-..

If a 'triangle is equilateral, is it also isosceles?

15. Is.the converse of the statement in Exercise 14 true?

293
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:In Chapter 11, names were given to certain pairs of angles formed,when

two lies are cut by a transversal, namely, corresponding angles and alternate

interior angles.- The SMSG text, Mathematics for Umior"Sigh Sehool"-Volume I,

very, effectively leads students through a discovery of the relationship between

corresponding ahglep and showathat when parallel lines'are cut by a tAnsver-

sal, the corres Onding angles are congrUbnt. .J

In the tigure-above, i and .r2 are parallel (i.e:, r1 rl r2 = 0), and

t 'is-a transversal. ,

The twodangles in each pair of cokresponding angles are congruent and

hence equal in measure. Thus, we may writer:.

111(La)

m(Lb)

1!1(&)

eqL4)

m(/e)

= m(&)

= m(g)

= m(LP)

We will not.go through this development but will list this property and

two.othies which will be us ek ih a subsequent geometric proof.

I. Vertical.apg es!li'ormed by two intersecting.lines

are congruent.

II: Two lines in the samaplane and interdected by a

transversal are parallel if and only if a pair

of correalionding angles.are congruent.

Let us now prove, through a class exercise,.the following statement about

triangles:

Thesum of the measures, in laegrees,

of the angles of any triangle is 180.



- .41 yofrA

The proof ls based on the property that if a set of angles and their AnteriOrs

form a half-plane and its boundary, then the sum of thp measures ofikthe angles

is '14

-1

Class EXercise

-'16. Consider.the- AMC and AI and it 0 is drawn.tgrough so

that m(br) = mcbr4 A

Answer.the'questions and use a property'to expla for each of the-

following:
...

'a. Is U parallel to AB1

- b. What naue is-given to the pair Of angles.marked,

.
.x and x* ? Is m(Lx) .

. What name is given to the pair of angles marked

z and

Why?

Why

ra(Ly) = m(brt)

e.-- m(Lx) +.toL(Lv) + ra(Lz)

f. lo(x) + m(10 + m(L) is *the s of the measures

of the ankles of VA triangle. WhY?

g. m(12°) m(Y) m( - 180 wily?

h. .m(bc) In(br)' Lz) :. 180 WhY?

We conclude therefore that the sum of the measures,

An degrees, of.theangles of.the triangle iS-1.80.

ta
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A formal proof of a geometric theorem, usually appearing in tenth year

geometry texts, hdt just been developed.' However, it is iMportant to'note

that thie ahould t,Igt be done with eeventh graders unless a.great deal.of -ground..

work ia.laid and an intuitive development of these 'properties has occurred.

Students need to.measUre and find the ems of the mdasures of theangles of

many triangles. They sheUld cut off twt angles of a'paper model of a triangu-.

lar region and place them beside the third angle and see that the three angled

and their interiors seem to fill the half-plfne. Also)? before these properties

.:ecan be used as reasons in a*proof, the pupils have_to etate theM in precise

mathemaffcal language and understandfully what they mean.

. $n this section we have not stated many of the properties of 'geometric

figures, and we have not given a definition of many of the common polygons.

Some of these are left fOr you ad class exircises and chapter problems. As

yith'much of the mathematics presented at the junior high level, geipmetrio
P

concepts can best be developed by having students use paperand pencil as they

read and listen, by letting them construct models,.and by the teacher asking

leading questions. On the other hand, much of mathematics is quite abstract,

and the students need to be led toward -Mae abstractions as they progress

'through the Junior-high school years.

Clasa Exercised' -

17. Given: a line .r and a point .P not on the line, define- the shortest

segment from, P to r.

18... Define what'im think is meant.by the distanCe between'two parallel linea.

19. In Chapter 11 a parallelogram was defined, but a rectangle could not be

defined. Whrnot?

20. Prove: If twoparallel lines, 21 and i ected by a trans-
...

versalohen a pair of alterna e interior angles, Lc and .

Ly, are congruent,- (Hint: Use Pr pertiee I and II as stated in

12.5. Circles

.0ne of the most common'simple'closed curves is the circle, yet in the

chapters on nonnetric geometry we were not able to give a definition of a
4

circle. Why not? The reason is that we need the concept of distance and

measurement to define a circle. From the primitive iaea that a circle is.

this section.): .4 .
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'.41round," through the idea.that it is the sef of points.at & i'ixed. distance

,.from a given point, students may deVelop the fdilowing definition.
. . .

k
ALeircle is a simple closed cUrye in

a plane, each.of whose points is the.same

.distance from:la fi*ed point in the same

plane callei the center..

-ky we repeat again that the definitions stated irf,this:section are. in-

. .cluaed only for-completeness and hand,y reference. However, some of these

might refresh your memory, as they certainly,are new to many of:the more recent

!'junior high schc,i programs.
. ..

.
. .

-In- the figure below, point -1)- ia callei the center; but, by definition,
4 P

.. the center is .not part Of the circle. The. segment P. is-called a radius of
.

the circle-and. is defined as any segment which jOins the center: P to a point

.'on the circle. The Word "radius" is sometimee useisto mean.the distance.from

the center to Nly point on the-circle. Usage will generally.indiCate the

: correct interpretion for the word. 0-

, .

*4
.

/diameter of a cirole is a segment tha contains thecenter Of the circle,

whOse endPoints lie on.the,circle. .The, relationdhig between the radius and.

4.

the diameter of e circle can be expressed as:

1 4

d 2r, or r

V: a
vial relationship, but it is ilupdrtant latelr in

'oUr developmenirothreas*of circular closed.regions.
%. .

.Ceitain bther sets of pointq often associated with a circle may be men-
, A

tioned.
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In.the figure above, line\.4 contains exactly-one point of the circle and is

called a tangent to circle P The intersection of the circle and the tangent '

:
Ds point T, called the point o0angency. The endpoints of segment MI' are

..'on the-circle, and AB is said to:be a chotd of the circle. By.thivdefini-
,

tion is a diameter .also a chor4 . .

In lepter 101.separationi of linesy'planes, and space were discussed. A .

point separates a line into three subsetst- the two half-lines and the point

itself. A line-separates a plane into.threa'subsets: the two half-ilanesand

the set of points.on the line. Describe how a 14one:separates space into three.,

sUbsets.
s

Noes a 'c.l.rcle separate a-plane into three subsets? ..Yes, thethree sets
ft

are the interior region, the set of points on the circle'itself, andthe ex- -

teriot region.. Does a single point on a circle'separate'the,circle.into three.'A_
subsets? boas :point X, for example, separate the circle bekoOnto threesuh-

sets?

4.;

,a

t.

We see that whether'we. move in a clockwise or a counterclockwise direc-

tion, we will eventually return.to X. Therefore, .s single point'séparates a

-circle into only two subsets, unlike the situatiuu with the line.

Just as we considered parts of lines called line segments, Ne will considei

(s
paalA of circles called arcs.

. In e drawing abaii,e4. the circle is separdted into four pars, or subsets;

the.two points- X -and Y and the two arcs determined by them. If no ambigu-

.ity,results, we usually consider the "shorter" of the twoarcs and.name it 5a.
.1

s.p
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he symbol '71":represento the-word "arc,"

ihen the possibility of copfuSioh ex*sts,

label a point on the arc as in the fig-

.-itre to the iighi. .We.mali'now speak of,-

Arlit without.ambiguity.

.

A t

Y
In working with arcs we often wish to coupare them just as.we compare

. -

lengths orline segments or measures of an1les. Think of a circle divided into

360 congruentmarcs: Ehch such are deteruthies a unitlif arc measure called one

7,..degree of arc. Rays from the center of the circle, passing through 101. end-

. points of an arc, daermine-a central anile. We Uay think ofa degreeof hie

. as being determined by a central angle Which is a unit angle of one degree.
/

s.

.

4

-In the figure above, if the msasuie of
.

70, then the measure of. All in:degrees is

Remembe that arc measure is not a measure

the7two concentric circles belo4:

central angle LAO, in degrees, is

alSo 70, written: m(ait) = 70.

of length. For example, consider

The tl arcs ARB and DSE have,the saue central angle, Lphi.i

ia and fa Uet have theeame arc measure, evewthough the

is Shorter than the "length" bf DSE. The length Of a circle
s

xircumference and this wfil be discussed in.the next chapter,

4,1ne.note of.caution:- Some students have difficulty usingrulers, protrac-

: to e,-*44,:tompasaes for drawin4Ogures and measuring. Although mathemhtics

. -is not .ii*duise in which draftini should be taught, it is essential that stu-

dents receive amp instructiton and practice in the use of these devices.

There-

"length"

is called

11/11k 299
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q.ass Exeteises'
A4P-

2i. Two meanings were given-tothe word radius." What are the two.meanings
*I%

of the, word "diateter?"
. .

22. Define diaMetei in terms of a chord.. . 4A4

23. Draw a circle and an angle,in the same plane'so that their intersection

consists of: a: I point, b. 2 points, c.. 3 points,*

4 pante,. *e. .no points.

24. Describe the.intek.ior of a circle using the concept of distance.

How many degrees in .a quarter-of a circle? in one-aghthof a circle? -

in five-sixths of a circle?.

26. ..Given tlp concentric circles, detonstrate a one-to-one correspondence

between the points in Aiitt and the points 1.4-eib.

12.6 Conclusion

.

*This chapter has.attempted to extend norm*tricgeomeiry by4eveloping the

concepts of congruende, the.nature of measurement, and a brief discussion of.
0

circles. In the next chapter we will continue thiadiscussion on the metric

properties of sets of,points by examining perimeters, areas, volumes, anci

systems-ofmeasureq.:..

SametimAp,the intuitiveand measurement aspe ts of-geometry become bogged .7

down in a dictionary'approach. It is importa hat this be avoided. Students

develop nonverbal awareness of many of these eas before they can state them

foi;pally. Through CliscOvervthey see relatio hips in sets- of pointsland

their interest.and enjoyment in understandin this.kind of'material is aroused.

e.

0

16
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Draw a-segment 2 inched 104g anclAiide it so'that it can be used as a
. ,

ruler ta.dhow a precision of one-eightbjrc

2. Draw a segment. 2 inches 164 ind-,divide.it so it can be used as a ruler
N

to dhow a greatest possible error'of ohe7eighth inch. .

'A rectangle had a length of 5 inches and a. width:6f4 incha's. Ehch

:measurement is given with a'precision.of

a.- Draws rectangle usixig the longest possible segments ;that have these

Chapter, Exercises

measurements.

b..' In.the ibterior'a the rectangle in (a)-draw another rectangle that

has the shortest possiLle segments with these measurements.

4. Eatee ad magy.specialkinds of quadrilaterals as you can..

5.

6.

What do.ycuthink is meant by.a regula polygon?

.,,

What condition(s) are necessary and sufficient for two; circles to-be

.;ongruent?'
.

-Given a circle and a.tangent to the circle.. What do you think the relay.
. .

tionship is between the tangent and the lihe which joins-the center of

. circle to the Point of tangendy?

_DrawAwo arcs whose degree measures are each4 60 but such that .one seemF

'to be twice the *length ofthe other. What sesers.to be true about the

radii of j.ie. cirCles that contain.these arcs?

' 9. Define a spherei

AO. We proved that the sum of the degree measures of the.angles ore triangle

was 180. If a "triangle" ideklrawn on the surface or''a sphere; is this

Still true? Give.a definititn'of a'"triangle on a Sphere: What is a

"right triangle" on a sphere?

. *
t
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...A.ABC.S1, 6 DOC

'BC:74 DC

AC ts EC-

Answers for Class Ekercides

L!t m

m LP

LACB LECD

2.
.L.r/2 LPcat No. The sides of an angle are rays and havemo:lengths.

Yes. Reasons will vary.- (kformal-proof is not required, but intuitive

reasoning by testing.several cases will show that.this-seels to tore true.)

let
51s and 5E Jr s

ii 6
6. a. - AC Z 116 ) AB Ps 37 , .1C 24 4

:The greatest posaible error of the sum will be three times the..great-.

est possible error of the length of.aRy one eide.
..

a. j.
c,:.

.25

Unit

f
.-

.1

7. Measure

V. 1.7 PO .

c . ,2,4 . hour

d.
*

16 ounce it

.. 8. a. m(LA103) = 20

ib., m(/PKE) m 90

c. m(LAKC) m 170

d. m(LFKG) 4 60..

e. m(LAKD)z 70'

.-:.0..

.9: They are perpendicular. .10. They,are perpendicular.
,

llt. a. Yes b. Yes c. No d. Yes- e. No.

12., They are congruent.

The angles of these triangles are con-
.

.gruent respectively, but theitriangles

are not congruent. They are called

similar.

f. m(LBICE) m 70

13.

h. mOKD
i. m(D) m 50

j. m(LP(c) X 35

um,

-

13. .They are congruent.

3021
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14. Yes .No

.a. Yes, by Property II..

b. Corresponding angles.-.Yes. If 2.angles are congruent thei4

measures are equal.

c. Vertical-angles. Yes. Vertical angles are congruent,.and their

measures are equal...

d. Yeredramm so.as to have equal measures.

e. The measUres-in the Sum on.the left- are equal to the measures

in the.sum on the right.

f.- Bydefinitiou.of "sum."

g Property III.
.

h. Twp names for the same number.as indicated in*steps (e) and (g):

y 17. The shortest segment from a coint P to a line r. is the segment

from P rrpendicular'to r. .

18. The distance between tWo parallel lines may.be described at the length
.4

of anx segment.contained in a line perpendicular to the two lines, and

having an endpoint on each of the lines. ,

19. The definition.of a rectangle depends on the use ot a fight'angle which

. Ares not defi d until angle measure was disbussed.

'20. Given: -de
1

11

Prove:
L.c =.

and transversal t.

a. Lc S Lu because.of Property I.

b.
:PC)

because of Property II.

,

c. m(&) = m(LP) = m(LY) because congruent angles have equal measures.

d. . Ly St Ly because angles with equal measures are congruent.t . .,,

....-.: e. Hence ti' two parallel liues are cut by d transyersal, a pair ofg

alternate intetior angles.are congruent.

21. "Diameter". can be-used:6 refer to the length of a line segmentjoining

two points of a circle arid containing the center ol the circle. "Diameter"

.can also refer to the line segment itself which contains the center and

has endpoints oh the circle-.

22. A diameter is a chord ytich passes throUgh the center of a circle.

303
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23. One possible answer is given for each case:

y. .

0

a.

.d.

.b.

"WI
;-

2WP. At interior is the setrPf 11 looints X such that PX < PR, where. o

c.

O.

.is the .center of tOe circle.

25. 90, 115): 300

26. Corresponding pOints may be de:ermined in the following manner: Select

any.point.on at. Draw a ray from 0 through that point. .The ray.

passes through a corresponding.point.on dB.. Thils.may be dpne usirg

points on either arc, and foio any point on either ard a corresponding

point on the other arc may be determined. This e4ab1ishes a onerto-one

'coerespondence between'the two sets of points.

el

a-

ft.*

I at)
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Cbapter. 13

ii.NVINETSRS, AREAS, VOLUMES

. . . - !
4

Introduction.'

This.chaptei%a awentinuation ofChapter'12 in tat we doiscuss the

use of measOementoinlinding perimeter's, -areas, and volutes: Although

there are several wayeof.approaching operations on numbers remedenting

,meesureMents, we Palre chosen a fairly traditilual.ene as described in.the

=wt. section. .

An attempt is:matle to pointout difficulties:that studentS encounter

'in dealing' with sueh topies.as4the approXimate nature-of,ieasurement as it

relates to pePimeters,areeS, and yolUmes, the number and the relation-.

.

ships between the various geometric figures. Fez' example, the concept of
. .

-..*exea is approached by diseussinethe.elosed rectatiular region, then relating:

areas of the regions of other, simple closed4eurves to'this.

--7-A brief diseUssion of other.units ofoeasure relating to weight and

time, along with some.of the problems that studentsmay eneounter in their

11,iture,;stUdies of.mathematiel'andscience,yill end this Ohapter.
-

13.1 -Operehons vithNbirs .atiemisulte.

-Binary operations on nuriberi.have been defined in Chapter 6,. bi.at how

may we .efine an operation on theso called."denominate" numbers?.This has ,

-not really bothered us very mudhl-but stu4ents sometimes..enceunter trouble.
.

bóth in operatineciwith thes einumbers and in converting from one unit to
0

..another. Therefore0'we need to conbider these adpects briefly. ,

,-.1f we have 3 yerdquof ribbowand4 2 yards of ribbon, hows-dO we find
4

A thestetal cOmbined length? We.know how to add numbers, but Itaddiqg lengths"
_

iseomething different4p*We Could sa,rwe have two segments of 3 yarda.and

02 'yards' respectively, laid end to end so that they have 4ust one point in
C

aOmmon. Then we get a segment whose measure-1 in yards, is 5 and whose

length is 5 yardi.
,

Let us reemphasize our tergLinology. Recall that in a.phrase such as
. : 4

f

3 yards- is the length", , we said "3 is thd measure". The measure refea:7-'''''
4

.40 to the number. 3. (Tkie.unit,of meesure is the:yard.) Now *e den apply

arithmetic operations such as addition tothese numbers ealled measure s.
`i,117k(

* .If we'haye 3 yards of ribbon'and 2$ more yardS of ribbon, then we have
. ,

305
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"4'd .

'5 yards of ribbon altogether, because-the sum of their measures is

(3 e F 5).
f

However, ye,:not te very careful.here. For-example0* it 'makes no sense

to.attempfto find he sum Of .35 andy 17 if 35 'is the degree. measure of.

an. angle apd. 17 is the inch measure'ofe. line.segient. We need.to eipsnd

the gomparison Pro;etttoi dilapter 12 which Said-that twp.continuous geometric:.

7 figures or sets of the same kind mai becompsred as to size. .Let-us further

-agree, then, that when we.operate On tWo.numbers of measure, that thel'r_rep-

resent the.saMe !Icind of measureMent"', with the-same Unit. You have already

tacitly.assumed this when.you-did.some of the.exercises in Chapter 3.

, In the:British-American system of.units there.is a hoOletTodge Of stan7
.%

dard units. As an example, 2 feet, .24 inches, and. a yards- areall

:names for the Same length, and we may use.the symbol r=" toshoW this:
2

-' 2 feet .= 24 inChes = --yard. Also the inteirelation among thaunits is

.capriciOus; 12 inches Make a foot, 3 *let make a yard,' 1760 yards make-

a-mile.

It islimportant that students be able to change a measuremelt.fr6m ony

*unit to anotheri.so they must know thexelationships amongthe units. tar

urements in different,units tut treated as if they were in the same unit
4. 4 . I

are often the basis for errors. In other words, reading the names of units-

as well as the nuMber of these unitS, using common sense toideterminewh4i

is the beat'unit 'ttil use for a particular pxobleMond being aware that

5

operations are performed on the numbers need to be stressed with,students.'0.

AS we stated earlier, most scientists and-most Of the'non-English

speakinicountrieS of the world use the metric system of measurement. EVen

t

--.oUr.units are now defined In terms of the metric system, and.moist rulers

that children use in.school today are graduaiedtin both inches-aacentimeters.

6,1:24 common units were originally based:on body measureS ind-developed-

:over aaong periOd of time, whereas.the metric systemyas arbitrsrilk made

'by man with no relation tO hii body. Howeverfr it was related to,our base

ten system of numeration, Which allows its.to handle such measurements quite

easily., Let us compare base ten with the mptric.system..

1 5
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Length Weight ' Volume

Thousand

, Hundred_
-.

Ten

One

.' Tenth
.

Hundredth
..

Thousandth

1000 = 103

100 = 10
2

-

10 --r-'101

.

1.= 109

-1
.

0.1 = 10

-2
0.01 = 10

'0.001 = 10-3

kilometer

_ .

kilogram

.

kiloliter

tectometer

dekhmeter

.iectogram :hectoliter

dekagram

- .
dekaliter :.

, meter

decimeter

.

-: gram

deci gram

liter

deciliter

centimeter

----

centigram

.

centiliter.

millimeter milligram

.

milliliter..
.

. In a manner much like-our,decimal system of numeration, eachltinear unit.

1
..id either teno(or upimes as.farge as the wajaCent unit. Thus one-deAtmeter

(.:4S- the aame length aa. 10 meters. ''The same relationship holds for.weiglit-

and volume.

Theprefixes designating positive powers Of ten are adapted from the

Greek and the prefixes designating negative powers of.ten are adapte,d froM'.
-the Latin. This system.of units allows us tp write.such'a phrase as:

4. kilometers 7 hectometers 2 dekameters 9 metera 8 deciwaters

. .

6 ceqtimetera, in a'much simpler way: '4729.86 meters.. It should be-noted

that the prefixes "deke and "hecto" 46 seldom used. We,included them"for.

completeness.
. .

, Once students understand the prefixes and how the metriC system is
0

retated to base ten, It.thep.becOmes asimDle matter fór them to computewitfl

these measured quantities. For example, suppose ye asked students to find

, the sum of 4 dekameters 6 ,peters 2 centimeters and 7 meters

3 decimeters. .6 centimeters. This plioblem could be yritten in this form:
,

f. 46.02 m.
7.36 m.

and the ;um of the numbers found Audte easily by the base ten addition

gi.gorithm.

StUdents often think that using the metric system is p. "grind" or a

"drag". This is usually caused by too much emphasis being placed on trans-

latinifrom thislsystem to the English system and notspending enO4ih time

in looking at the metric system in its own right.

4
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.Class Exercises

.1. Di Vide 6 ,yards 2. feet 5 inches by .11 .

*2. Divide 7 meters e decimeters 4 ddiktimeters by 8.
..

. -3.. -Which.of the abaft woblems is "easier" to do? Why?
0-

13.2 PeriMeters and Circumference

.The totallength of a.simple closed rurve is called .its'perimeter.
00

Alle figures below we mgy think of the oineadh as.beinirthe

-distance an ant would have to crawl along the figure in orier to return to

.the same-point from,which he started.

t.`

2-)

'Often students thi:nk that the perimeter of a,closed.curVe ieans something

like° "P = 2(,t+ w)", or "F = 4s",. or C rd. These are just Miathspatical

sentences (formulas) which state preciselfazecipe for dealing with the.num-

bers used in certain geometric figures. These senterk s should be the- end

-result df the student's experiences with measuring an finding the to.Zgt

lengths of many closed curves, an clas6ifying them ac,.rding to sou; con-.

sistent pattern. Students'usually ve.little difficul with the4concept

of perimeter, even though it is'subtle. Oftenvhowever, hey do Ave diffi-

culty with the approximate.nature df measurement; "pliggi ' nuMbers into

a formula which has very little meaning-to them, and opéiStin on these

dendminate nvmbers.

For instance, let us consider the perimeter of a *iangle with of

3lg inches each. A student has no trouble with what we mean by "perimeter"

but let us explore what might hap;en when.we ask him to find the perimeter

in different ways.

41.
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,r

q

p.

c;:.

p.

: The measure, in inahes, of each side was given as This. ImMed-:.
. :

.-'iately tells uSthat it was meaaured with cinch*.prceision and,that ttlq:

sreatest,pods1ble errornia Therefore, we can Write*the.length of.

tne aideas ineithe perimeter can be.txpreiied-as

14.P.11)".... On the other hand; suppose ve.did not tell the. student the

each side tO the nearest half-
tpe sides as 4- in*a each.

If the Sides are measured.to

inch and the peOmeter ap

a.string as closely,as

are:all "covered"; then .

expect him to say: that the

is

"measures of the sides, but asked bitnto measure

then.find the perimeter. He woulti report
1

and the peribetar as approximately 11 inches.

the nearest inch, each woUld be reported as I

approximately 3 ineheb.. But if we ask himato

. possible on the Segments so *hat these segments

_tmeasure:the string to.the nearest inch, we would

perimeter is approximately inches. Which one more nearly correct?.

1.

. \J
Ai we saw in Section 2 of Chapter 12, the greatest possible error may'be

increased dramatically by addition orittultiplication.: All this exedple.does

is tm.point out theneed'again to .14careful "ground rules" for measuring .

And approximations.

.1144 Another common trouble spot in perimeter is computing the circumference

. of a circle. One of the student's first contacts with irrational numbers

occurs in.using n to,find circumferences by the formulas C = nd or .

- ,

C .i2nr. They do not'realize that,the syMbol..".n" represents an eiceet number, f
Art

and that if we want totirepresent Such an irrational number'in decimal notation

then we may do so..only approximately. One 'state legislature 'even attempted,

in 1897, to pass a law establishing the valae'of n as two rational numbers,

227 osx.. 34.41,6 .

It is interesting.to'note that 'the'decimal expansion of. n has been

carried put to thousands of decimal places by computers, even though mathe-
,

maticians have long known that it is an irrational number. .The fascination

Of the expansion of n has intrigued people since the time of Archimedes

and Pythagoras. These long computations are_probably of no practical value,

-but the,computer has helped in an examination of the distribution.of the

digits in the expansidn of n.
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Nbatseventh grade students have lad ekperience in -elemntary school
'P

with .coMputing an approximation to n .through findingthe ratio oftne .

length ofa. piece'ofstring 'laid aiound a eirCularobject and the length. Of_

the diameter of that object. A,variety of method; are aVailable for com-
-

puting approximate Values of n. Often an infinite series is used to compute

n. An example of 9ne of these series i ;

g. (1+ 4 +
174. 2 3 3,23

.1)
33

1{.i.
5.25,

1.)
35

+
7 ire

kvalue.of g correct to 55 places ia given'in the SMW Mathematics for
. . .

Junibr High Schota Volume I.

' abe important point in this diabussion is that pobody has any control.

over the value of .u; it is an.irrational nuiber. However, we Elay approx-

g. with'rational numbers to- any degree_of accuracy we wih. We. may.

. think
.

bf it as being squeezedor bracketed between succeseive whole numbers,

then tenths; then hundredths, and so'on. P
S

< <14.

3.1 < g

. 3.14 < g < 3.15

In actual practiwe often Use the rational numbers .7 or 3.14

8 e
. 3.141 < n < 3.02

22

approximatiOns for n.
!

Questions usually arise'with respect to h.ew to u t in computations.
.

,

If the radius of a crircle is 10, then the circumference of the circle, ,

.2nt, may be written in the for& 20n, which is a perfectly good number. It

is the product of 20 and n. Numerically it is between .62 and 63;

. 62.83 correctoto 2, decimal places. For many practical purposes, a sat-

'isfsctory answer for the circumference of a cIrcles usually found by using

22
,or 3,14 as an approximation tc5 A. We aay t ai g is apprbximately

equal to writing -- or fts 3.14 . In working problems, how-22

7 7

ever, we often instruct youngsters to use one of these values in their com-
22 ,

'putations, and it is legitimate to say in this case: "Let = ' or
7

"Let it = 3.14". On the other hana, students in the junior high school

should get lots Ak practice in expressing answers in terms of as well.

1 5-f;
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4. To five decimal places is 3.14159 . Which is a closer approximation

to this: .344 or. ?,

.5.. State a mathematial sentence (fOrmula) for the perimeter of each

simplaclosed curve below:
.r

(a )

x.

x + 3

.64 If a wire is strung aroundthe equator of the earth so that it &s

10 feet longer than the circuMference of the earth, how far above the .

earth_would it be? Assume that the equator, ls a circle and that .the
22

wire is the same distance above this circle at all points. Use --a4
7 .

for n.

13.3 Areas

In discussing perimeters, we stated that students usually had little-

trouble with the concept of perimeter. This is. not true of the doncept of

area. Ask most people what the "area'of a rectangle" is,.and they will

probably say, "It is the length times width." Again it is certainly con-

Venient that wecan find'areas of .plosed rettangular regions by multiplying

-the.number represe4ting the length end the number representing the width,

but this in no way conveys any idea of what area really is. Let us inves-

tigate this matter'in this section.

The term "area" means the measure of the closed region of .a simple

closed curve. In Chapter 11, closed region was defined as being the union

311
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of.a simple.closedcurve and its interior. . In Chogsing unitalof measure we

agreed that OUT uniti'Must be of the same kind as the set of pot:eta to be

measured. Therefore, in order to measure .Closed regions, we should choose
.

.some 'closed regidn,'as'a unit.

-. We may pick,any arbitrary shape for a-standard unit of area. Students .

maNProximate areas by uaing "units" of various shapes: 'ciroleso.triangles;
4

rectangfes.; hexagons) or eyen irregularshapes. This activiU will help.*r stadents understand.the concept of area and perhaps convince them that it

A is.only for convenience of communicat on that we adaptlas a standard unit,

.a cloaed region.whoSe.boundary.iaa'square with each side being a standard

, :unit of length. Ail measurements of area arethen madeby comparingagainst.

.thisstandard unit.of area.. .

.Students are confused when they hear statementi like:. 'Inches times

"'inches is square inched," and '"Feet timesfeet.is square feet." Remember;

In dealing with numbers of measurement, 'we agreed,to op;rate on the nuMberi

and that operati.ng on the names of the units has'nd meaning whatsoever.

A Even though,we hear these statements, often, and they are mnemonic devices,

we. should, probalily avoid-them with students. We call thede 4nits'square.

incfes, sciudre feet, or square ceuhmeters becausetheir boundaries are. .

.squares. A

Iet.us'agree on an item that will save uC a little time and space

.throUghoutthe rest of this chapter.. We often,hear-the. phrase, "area ofa

rectangle";, 'We previously aefined area as the measure of.a.closed'regiOn.

*A rectangle is not a closed .regidn, even though it determines p closed regiOn.

Thus, the phrase, "area of.a rectaggle".is meaningless. :What we really mean

is the area of a closed rectangular region. .However, this id quite a mouthful,

.and we will agree to return to our "mathematical slang" if no question of its

MearOnglesulta. We use "area of a rectangle" to mean "area of the closed

rectangUlar.re.,&on". .

).

Whypthen can we find the area of a rectangle by multiplying.the number

'representing the units of length and the number repvesenting the.units of
.

width? 'Let us look at a rectangle whose length is 5 gloops and whose

width is 3

3 gloops

A
,5 gloopp



C.e" \-. ^
. fr

\t

.

We chooie a p1tie4isquare region whose side hes length oi'''one gloop,

.and'call it a square gloop.

1 square gloop'

.3

0

Now-I:how maty of theae congruent aosed square regions are necessary

.to completely cover the closed rectangular region? We see that. .15 are:,

gloops.

akd,we may state- that the area of rectangle .ABCD is 15 square-
ans.

111111111111
1111111111

a .

...__Ji_ahortout to obtainIng this area woOld be to.consider this as a .

,

by 5 -array and then find, the.prodUct of the numbers
.

what we'mean. when we stataAhe mathematical sehtences

.

3 and.5: This,is-

A = or A = bh.

The fiymbols .AI 1,, and w repreaent numbers, and the sentence A. )1w

states that some number A is the product.of two numbers, .1 and w. Thus,
c,4 e

.in our figure above, we. should tate that the.area of rectangle .ABCD, 'in

square gloops; is 15. .

Again0'we-heveidealize by.assigning the number', to

the length and the number to the width. Practically, in measuring, we

.usually encounter parts of units and .either haVe to subdivide our unit or

contider frectionalParts of units. . There is a large gap between the. idealized.,
A

situatian'end the practi al situation that needs to be bridged carefullym A

simple closedcurve drm on an overhead projector and overlayed. with grids

of different units hdps deVelop this conce pt. of area.

. We shd d aiso Orisider greatest possible error as it relates to'area.

Think of p ically.6asuring the length and width of a. rectangle with.a

ruler whose precision is one-fourth inch, and obtlaining_approximate measure-

3 1
ments of 3. inches and 2T inches.

1I
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We may write the length and width . in the fons,. 3 , 1ff , and:"
1

Observe that. there it a largest reCtangle and a smallest rec-

.tangle between wtichdour given .reatangle will lie.

1' r

-

1.

I 4
1-

1-

1

L

This may also be shown by a table:

.

,,,

.: 'Minimum

Rectangle

Wasured
.

Rectangle

MaxiMum -.

Rectangle

LenOh 5
. 3g n:

, .
. .-

3. in

.

Width
1

.. 2rin

.

; 1
2T in .

.
.

.

. 45 7

. 7 .1c s in 864. aq Ili .
94i in

S.

'From the table we see that. the Measured aree.. bf the rectangle lies

between 71a. eq. Az and 9 sq.ih. The errors 'front the reported area of

2a . 4
Bm.. sq. ip. are 4.sq. -in.: and 4.qq. in.

The greatest ostible error fop this rectangle is thus a. sq. in.;

we can 1ndieste the' precision of the calculated area by writing:

0 %I.

Area = g) sq. in.
, .

, "Usually we- just\ findrthe calculated area and d not Concern Ouselves

with the. possible d"r; but in fields like, tool desikn and drafting) these
P 4-

tolerances Often are verY

\

1
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.0,n4vafter.the cOncepts.of ared; irecision, and greatestipoisibfe errai-

have been established should Students spenditime or developing the formulas

for/finding areas of simple closed.curve regions. .Let us now show one ."

..appioadia to theee forMulas.. Wellpve stated that the;sentences, A! if,

or equivalently, A.= bh,r 'will help us find the area of a closed rectangular

region. Zn this disculsioniwe shall use the latter formula, where b is, .

measUre of the iength'and h Is the measure of the width of a rectangle.

Anattempt will.be made to .relate the formula e. of parallelograms, triangles,

trepezOias, anf circles to thia.

^

A If we are given a model of.a closed region repreaentingfe parallelogram,'

then this m9del maybe out antreassembled in ouch a way so Eta to make it

lOok like a closed rectangular region. See the figures below.

..

C.

V

It may be proved that the figure on the right is.indeed a rectangle

whoseatea is given by the.produet bh.:, Our Subdiyision.Property, which.

tells us the tWo areas are the.same, no& allams us to state that.the formula

for the a'rea of the parallelogr-40.a also.given by the'formula A = bh.
I

.Areas.of triangles,marnow be related to.areas of parallelograms. Think

bf-amodel otanyscloseditriangultr.region,such'es. is.pictured belowo- The

height,of a triangle Is defined,es b*ing the length of the perpendicular
4-0

from the vertex .T to the base RS.

gow consl.der another.jmodei," .congruent to .6 RST, ami place it

ntAe position shown below.

V
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It can be proved that figure liSRIT is'a parallelogram, but we wil ccept

.this as being true. Observe that the area of parallelogram RSA% A

, is twice as large as.lhareaiof tbe triangle. 'Thereforel.we may.state the
bh

formula f0.,the area afta-closed triangular region as. 'A=

. .

:Moving .on to.the area of the closed region of-a trapezoid., We shall

need to add a little notation.. A tratezoi,d.has two sides parallel, and

licth are often called bases. Iet ua eall the bases .b1- and 4, as'in

the following model.

.*

If another model congruent to WXYZ is made and placed'as-in the dia-
1

4

gram below, it is possible again to prove that the resulting figure is a

paralle1ogram. .We 1;111 accept 'this as tru600aso. '

h
2

b

11

W X 1
Zu, 2.

The Area of this' parallelogram -WZIWIZ may te found as the product

the height and base; As the length of-the hese may be expressed as lb

then the formula for the area.of the larger figure may be expressed 40

A = Cbi + bg)h. However, the two tTapezoids wereicongruent, and o ea is

again twice as large a we wish. Therefore, the.formula. to help us find the

area of our original trapezoid may be stated as:

4.

.4,

A
. 2

, 071 + b2)h

4.
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'The last formula that we will- develop hl$e is t.4e one for the method of-
9

computing the area of a closed circular region in terms of the radius of 4

circle. There axe several posaible approaches, and many axe discussed in
.

ZIEG Mathematics for.Junior Elva School., VOlume I. We'have said that we_ -
would relate.our formulas to the formula for the area of a rectangle. Let.us

pursue-Ais.train'of thought by trying to tranSform a model- of a closed

eular region into a model Of-F-paTatielogram then applying the'formula,

A =. bh.

Let us imagine drawing a large. circle with several radii,'ias shown
,

below, so that all the central angles axe -congruent.' For convenience\ we

. chose 16 centrarl"angles. Note also that two semicircles are formed.

Now imagine cutting.Sround the eirdiel then'cutting.it in two,- then
. .

.

cutting.along the dottea lines. Eight -cif these batular portions should

look solething like this when? carefolly laid out:
9

: 4.

4

9-

'PIM!
'

, If bolh portions are cut in this manner and-Citted together, then we would
.

have something like the figure below.

1.

4-

C.

a.

AN.
The upper and lower boundaries of the completed Pattern have,a scalloped

appearance. If, in the same manner, we cut the circular region into'smaller

and smaller slices, it would seem that the boundaries would'approach the

317
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aDiearanpeof the following figure: _

All ve have

measure of

umference

.a

..

- fOh

a rectangle.andthe are& mayhe found by thefsentence Ir= bhl .

to do is-determine the measures that'corresponi,tol b and h.
.

-
that, Ihe'measurkol the base will be approximallely one-half the

.

the circumference; In.the last section,:the re],ption thenir-

to.the diameter .and the radius-was stated as C ='nd Or C = 2nr.

0 half of the circumference -Men would be just ni. Now, if we can state

the height, hp in terms of the radimer*We will haze oUrprObl(Oolved. .

Notice, however, the measure of the. height 1.6 the'same ag the Measure arthe
-

radius of ouroriginaI circle. -Therefore, in the formula A = bh, We may

-substitute !tor" for "b". and. "r" for "h", obtaining:
A

A = gr r

. or ,

22'

l!his is the well-khown formula for findingthe area of.a. cirgie. Remember,

this has been StrictlY.an intuitive approaCh thaeseems to suggest the,.form-

ula fii)r thearea OiR 'a circle. Nowhere.have we proved.that this is true. -;

Wshell.leave the prOof gor later coUrses'in mathematics..

-' We have developed a few of.the more.funiliarformulas for areas. Many.
70

other siMple closed curved regions may be sabdiOlded into these common fidsres
.0

so that their areas may be.computed... This issnot the Oftly approich andthe;se

formulas are not the only Ones; there a& many.ways to pretent tOse ideas.. .

We'have taken 'a strictly intuitive approacti, but students will encounter more

sophisticate& methods as thexicontinue their mathematics education.,

----.- Blass Exercises

4

/

". 7. .
In adrectangle, doei the length always have to

.
width? Explain.

,

8. How would you justify the statement, ,A = s., as the area fOrmjild

for a closed 'square region?

.

be longer than the

\
- 318
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9. If a farmer has,:100. feet,of fencipg what is the approximate area,

of the largest gardeneheimay enclose kti this fence?

.

13.4 Measurement of Solids

4 The coneept offrolumes of solid regions is a bit more diiticult then
.0
that.of areas of plane regions primarily because studenta havetrouble vis-

,ualizinippolid regions when the diagrams of these are always in a,plane. As.

el

was suggested in Chapters .10 and -11, 'sketches- And models of sOlid figures .

: made by.the _students Will:help them Understand three dimenaional space.better.-
-

The use-of.-1-inch 'cubical biocki to :"3111.1-a mbdel of a solidi niodeis of

'a cubiC.footl-a-cUbic yard, and so on, also enable.students to131cture the'
A

.volume concepts & little. clearer.

The discuision of the previoua section relative to area also applies to

AlVaume, and we will not spend much time-repeating magy of these topics. In

other words,. we should proceed with student6 in a manner Similar.to the way,

.in Which%linear, angUlar, and area:measureOenis were developed. tet US

briefly mentiOn these ideas again:-

Necall.that we have said that, theoretically, a continuous quantity may

have an exact measure., but that practically it never does. For example, we

sae talking theoretically wAYI we say a segment has a length. We are talking

practically when_mgiay its length is a particular measure correct to a car-

tain numbet of places. We have also said.that the set to.be measured must

be measured by sOMe unit of the same kind: a.unit segment to measure segments,

M

a unit angle to measure.angles, and

IIS

a it closed region to meas4re closed

regions, Similarly, weneed to choOse s e.unit solid to measure solids.

. Let As pause for .a moment and consider our terminology. In Chapter 11,
. .

we did,vnot define right prisms because Aae ideas of congruence and.angle

'" measures had not been discussed. A right prism is a prism in which the lateral

edges are perpendicUlar to the bases. All lateral faces of a right prism are

rectangular regions. A ript rectangular prism is a prism whose opposite

faces are congruent rectangular regions. The term right rectangular solid

will refer-to the set of points consisting of a right rectangular prism and

'its interior. The vo4mle of a particular solid is the'number assigned to the

meas.0 e of the space it occupies. We will usually speak of.the iolume of a

ri ctangular prism; by this we really mean the volume of the correspond-
.

* ing id. In other words, the volume is assodiated with the solid'and not

.wdth the surface'whithbounds the solid.

319
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°A cube may be-defined.as a right rectangular prism whOseedgea ire all

congruent., A cubical solid ita the. Usnal choice gor'a unit of volume, and

throwgh discussion with students they soon realize that this is the pre-

ferred unit.

.-If we wished to 'find the measure of the surface of a solid, this would .

be called the surface area. Surface area will not be discuated here except

..16 to say that the areas of the faces of a solid ffgure may be found aa, in the

-lastsection, then the sum of.these areap would be the surface area of our

solid.. Students.can often ve helped in determining surface areas by "opening

up" the paper-models of the solids they have conatructed:

.
Two other aspects that we discussed in detail.previoUilly and that should .

'be-related to volume are the development of the stitndard formulas and the

greatest posalble error. Let us-consider thelormulds first. The volume

of.a rectahgularsolid ij measured by the number 1 X w X.h, .where, 11.

. wsik and h represent the measures of length, width, and height in the same

'units. This may be expressed by the familiar formula:

V = 1wh.

Since the measure of the'area of the base is equal to r x w

frequently say:that the volume of a right rectangular prism id the product

of the area of its base by its height. Letting stand for the measure of
.

the area of the base, this becomes: V = Bh.

The importance Of deYeloping.the concept of volume.before the formulas

cannot be stressed too much. gtudents do not really need formulas,if they

understand the concept; they can al:ways develop their own recipes if.yolume

is understood. The formulas.state in concise mathanatical,sentenceaow.to

deal with the numbers involved.

Just:as the formulas for.areas of closed regions were all related to

'the'area of a rectangle, the ormulas for certain Other volumes could all bei-

related to the volume of ight rectangular solid. We may first consider

right prisms-wit different shaped bases and see that the volume is equal to ,

,the area of its base times its height:

V = Bh.

4.
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ue prism such ig pictured in the drawing below
.

mgy be thougtt of as a deak of cards wtich has been pushed into an oblique

position but still having the same volume as the corresponding right prism.

It dgfers from a right, prism.in-thati4lateral edges, while:still con-

gurent, are'notyperiendicular to the bases. Also its lateral faces are not

.necesaarily rectangular.'

O.'

The only word of caution.needed here is that-we refer to the height.of this .

obliqUe prism.as the.leugth of PQ, not the.length of a lateral edge.

The same approach .with slight.modification can be made to aRply to

;volumes of cylinders.

N

In each case shown above, the vo;ume is.given.le the product of the.area Of

the base and the altitude. The right circular cylinder on the left has

volume given by V-= vr2h0 where itr
2

gives the area of the base.

We may state in general that for my prism or cylinder, right or oblique:

V = Bh .

Formulas for volumes of solid regions laounded by pyramids, cones, and

spheres are more difficult to justify in the way that we have been proceeding,

.and these are not often developed for seventh grade youngsters. We may,
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A

however, make t d following relationship between-pyramidirand prismslas yell

as cones and cy inders, plausible by using hollow models and water or sand

to establish t eir relative vOlumes. .By this method we can show. that
1

for any pyramid or cone: V =

Btudy the figures below.

(b)

, I.
(a) The volume of a pyramid is one-third the-volume of

a corresponding prism.

(b) The volume of a cone is.one-third the volume of a,

corresponding cylinder.

The volume of a sphere may be related to the volumes of a cone ana a

. cylinder in the falowing manner. If the radius of.a sphere is r, :think

of a right circular cone and a right circular cylinder each with the-

same radius- r and each with height equal to-the diameter of the sphere,

expressed as 2r. .Conaider*hollow models of each, es in the drawing below,.

.

Now, if we asked students to perform the following experiment, certain

results would seem to be indicated. If the con e is filled with sand and this.

sand is poured into the cylinder, -we know from the previous experiments, the

cylinder will be about one-third fUll. If the sphere is also filled with

sand and then emptied into the cylinder which is already one;-third full with

sand from the cone, the cylinder will appear to be completely full: Several

trials will convince students that the volume of the sphere seems to be
4

two-thirds that of the corresponding cylinder'and twice that of the corres-

tonding'cone. Since,the,radius of the base o the cylinder is r and its

.height is 2r, the volume Bh is

' - 2
V = (gr ) x (2r) .

322 1
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Therefore, the volume of the sDhere

V = y X (nr
2)

X(gr)
2

0
4 3

From this experiment, we are fairly sure that V = ..but remember

that we still have not proved it. A physical measurement' can not provea .

.'mathematicel idea, only suggest it and support it. We will leavathe formal..

.Proof Of this for a more sophisticated course immathethatics.

The other aspect we.mentioned.earlier regarding greatest possible error

is the laSt.topic in. thia section to be discussed. Recall that we obser4ed

that the multiplication of two numbers used in.measurement quickly increased

the greatest possible error. The involvement of a third. ntimber in .computing

volumes quite radically increases this'agaih. A large amount of classroom

time probablidhould not be spent on this topic, and the use of'an overhead

projector will help accelerate the presentation and understanding of greatest

.possible error as related to volumes. Ror example,consider a right rectang-

ular pristh measured with one-half inch precision with the following dimensions:

1 1 1 11 = , w agtT, and h = 'IT.. A table similar to

the one used for reetailgles in the preceding section of this Chapter could be

drawn.beforehand on the overhead projector and completed by the clefs: This

method would show thedevelopment of the problem and is quite effectivp with

students. 0. will not do the mechanics of the computation, but the greatest

possible error in volume here is 27.89 cubic inches. This seems large for

the measurements originally made to the nearest half-inch; but illustrates

the rapid increase possible in such calculations.

or.

4 1v .

3 . -

e

Class.RXercises

10. SUppose g and w of a right rectangular prisn are each
V

doubled and the lateral edge left unchanged. What is the

effect on the volume? t
What-is the effect on the volume when each of

a rectangular prism is doubled?

w and h of

12. The sides of the square base of a pyramid are doubled and the

height is halved. How is the volume affected?

323 4.
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13. If a truck is called.a 5 top truak.when its capicity is .5 cubic

yards, then what is a truck called which has a body; 6 feet wide by

9 eet long by 5 feet high?

11!..,.Compute the greateSt possible error in the example given in the last

..paragraph, if the measurements axe made with one.quarter.inch precision,
2' 1 2 1 1

i.e., =.10 wiz w = and h 5--I .

13.5 Conclusion

Several topics about geometry, both metric and nonmetric,Alave.not

been mentioned in these last.few chapters, bUt not because they are unim-"

licatant. We should not e left with the imPreilsion tfiat: on4 lengths, angles,

areas, and volumes are maauxed. Time, weightr and mass, as well as other

quantities,. could have been presented here, too; but a discussion of one

topic. like area was considered in depth rather than lightly covering many

ideas. Many definitions.were not stated, either, but may be found in

SMSG Mathematics for Junior High School, Volume I. It is-hoped that the

prebentation here will furnish yoU with methods of introducing these other

topics to students. Much of this material on measurement has always been

included even.in the most traditional textbooks, but students often haVe
a

not really understood the concepts involved.

As you have.probably observed, measurement is the vehicle by Which

.mathematics is related to the physical world, it is the language of science..

Interesting examples of how mathematics.may be introduced through measurement

11, andscientific experiments may be found in the SMSG publication, Mathematics

4 Through Science. Students should find in this book some different approaches

to the development of some of their mathematical concepts.

Scientific and engineering,problems are requiring more and mire precise

ieasurements and measuring deVices, and new units of measure are invented to

meet thehe needs. For example, an angstrom is a unit.of length which is

one hundred millionth of a cenilmepr, and a micro-second is.a unit of time

which is a 011ionth of a second. These units are Very small. On the other.

hand, astronomers also need very large units such as the light year which is

the distance light travels in one year at.apprOximately 186,000 miles per

second.

Students should remember that measurement is always approximate, and

answers are expressed.to the nearest unit, whatever unit is being used.
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Also, a decision must be madeby the-student as to which unit is the most

appropriate for any particular problem. Seventh grade youngsters -should

begin to have,some exposure/to a few of the unfamiliar units of measure as

well as t lationships between these and-the more common des.

4.

11%

3-
: 1. 1

/
.1t. 10-- in.

11

2: 0.955 m.

Answers to Class EXercises

3. The second problem is easier because we can use the standard base ten

divisionsalgorithm immediately.

1
4. 3 is a closer'approximation to g than 3.14 .

7

5. (a) P 4' 4s (b) P = 4x + .6 (c) P 2g(a + 3) (d) p = lOy + 8%

6. The wire would be 'approxiinately or 1ti feet above the earth at

all points. The circumference of the earth can be represented by C = 2nr.

If the circumference is increased by 10 ft. then the radius is increased

by x ft. and we have .

.

10 = 2n(r +,x) .

But - C + 10 = 2nr + 2nx
.10

tthus 10 ..2gx and x =

It is interesting to'note that the problem .can be solved without ever

knowing thevadius or circumference of the earth.
41611.

. 7. In everyday usage we think of the length as being longer than the width,

but it makes no difference which is the length.and which is the width

t

because this play be .interpreted as an application f the commutative

roperty of Nultiplication.

8. Using the formula for the area of a rectangle: 'A = tw and realizing

that a square is a special kidd of rectangle, allows us to substitute

s for both./ and w.

9. It is a closed circ ar region with an area of approximately 795 aquaxe ft.

10. The volume is 4 Imes as great.

.J 11. The Volume is 8 times az great.

12. The volUine is twice_as great.

13. .1t.is a 10-ton truck. t

° 14. 13 329 or 13.64 cu. inches .
512
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. Chapter Exercises

The measures of the sides.of a triangle in inch units are .17, 15,..and 13.

(a). :What 'would be-the measures ct the sides if meanured to the nearest:

foot?

(b):. *let the measure of the perimeter in inches? In.feet?

(c) How do:you 'explain what seems.to.be:an inconilstency?

2. Which plane region haathe greater.area - a region bounded by-a

square.yith a,aide_whose length is. 3 inches or a *region bounaed by

an eqUilateral triangle with a side whose length is 4 inches?

3.. Here is a.problem which your students might da: -Take an ordinary

he'll! dollar.

(a) Trace.an outline, of it on a graph,:paperlgrid,with unit inc4.

2dtikate the area by using the grid.

(b) Use threadto represent the circumference-and radius, measure

them on.tile graph scale, and use them to'compute the area.

(c) Compare the two results.

,(a) &child measures a rectangular prism Iftih a ruler whose unit is

.an inch obtains these4measurements: length, 5 inches; width,

3 inches height, 6 inches. What i s the volume?

.(b) The same prism-is measured with a/ruler whose unit is 0.1 inch.

The len&th is now reported as.5.21, -the width as 3.4, and the
6

height a6. 6.3 inches6 What iwthe volume?

(c) How (Id you explain the large discrepancy:in the 'answers to (a)

. and (b) 2-

5. A cone has height 12 feet and base a circle of area 6 square feet.

What is the-height of a cylinder whose-base and volume are equal'to.

that of-the cone?

"

6. Find the volume of a.ballbearing whose radius is .1 inch.

7. The radius of an unopened tin can ie, 2 -inch andthe.height is

3 .111g;4004-4-

(a) 'What is the circumference of the base?
%

(b) What is the volume Ofthe can?

(c) What is the total-surface area of the can?
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A'eetang1r. prism is measured to be 10" by 8" -.by 6" witn

Oh:precision.

at, is the smallest poseibleleasure Of.the true lehgthl

t47 .Neight? .

ttie largest poSsible measure of the true ngth? Width?

4, '(c) -What.ea the smallest possible meaeltrd bf the-true Volume?

.(d) What is.the largest possible,.meesure of the true -41umet

9. -(a) Consider a model Of a square. region with a side of 8 inches

.anUcut-along the lines as in:the diagram below. Whetwas the

"74-,

. artli of this scitmre?

(b) The piece:4 quit frouLthe square may be placed so as to form a'

.reciAengle similsr to the following. Ilhat is the &ma of this

.rectaagle?

.13".

Note: S4Rents enSoy thig problem and inyent several theOries aliout

why this paradenc seems-to happen.

10. If the radius of a circle is doubled, what is the effect on the

circumference? What is the effect on the area?

327
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ntrioduction

Chapter 14
. .

.1)43CRIPTIVi STATISTICS AND PROBABI1ITY411%1
. .

The gathering, :summariziverand presenting of data is an important.Snd,..

.eommon activititoclay. Informatton :is presented daily in various media by

:5ables,charta, and graphs.'.:A variety of descriptive terms are:Used to sum-

marize large quantities of-data. 'While most people are not directly.conterned

/ with the preparatio*oedUch date, -eyery.educateTi pers1Mdshould havefsome
,

1.
ability to correctly interpret statfstical data. For this reaion descriptive

statistics is iniroducedSt the junior high level. The main points discussed
\

'here are graphing of data, and.measures of central tendenty and .disper4ion. .

eaeh.case solving problems of this nature gives students an understanding

and an ability to interpret inforniatlim more'clearly. Hairing.made several

.broken linegrfphs and bar charts, they find little difficulty in reading .

and interpreting such graphs.'
k#,

' The gathering of data may range frmn simple.reference'work.suCh ad

.lookingUp previously recorded information, to the more sophistfcated random

pling procedu.rs peed in various types cif quality control. 1though we '.

ill not be coricerned here with the problems of sampling, students are quick
,

see pome of the flaws inherent in different sampling methods and enjoy

di ussing this topic. InfOrmation for such wOrS is easily obtained; Student
f'

heights, weights, distance from home, number of brothers and sistersp-ages,

.are all easily obtained And lend themselves to statistical treatments.

14..1 Graphing
LI

I.
4

Having obtained a set.of data by-Some means, we,are usually confronted

/with the task of organizing and preparing it for presentation. .Often, sa'ts

of data may be presented in ta:W=form as the.example below. However, it

is usually difficult to abstraCt information from:tables. Graphs are gen.:

4wally,o7learer, easier to readp.and often show r4.ationships not readily

apparent in1 a table.

329
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Population Faats'About the United. States

Census
Years.-

'Population in
Millions

-
. Increase.in

Millions

1790 3.9
1800.

. 5.3 1.4
1810. 7.2 1.9
:1820 9.6 2.4
1830 12.9 .

3.3
17.1 4.2.1840

185o 23.3 6.1
! 1860. 31.4 8.2

1870s 39.8 8.4
1.880 5o.2 lo.4

\ 1890
1.900

62.9 12.7
13.1

.\ 92.0 16.0

920\ 105.7 13.7

122.8 17.1
1940 \. 131.7 .. 8.9

1950 15o.7 19.0

Percent of
Increase:

35.1
36.4

33.1
33.5
32.7

35.9

26.6

20.7
21.0

16.1

7.

14.5

p ,

The broken-line grapll is a common way-of picturing data. .Such a grap

iamade by first locating POints on graph paper and then connecting them c wee
1

utively withl line segme4s. .The graph below shows the.data.in the table

given Previously. .Here it is'easy to sep the changing rate or population.

increase, the decrease in rate during the .19301s, the popUlation in the.

yeara labeled, as yell as an approximation to the popuIatierfat,any given time.

Students generally need help in the preliminary work which must be done

befOre any actual-graphing takes place. One of the biggest problems'in con-

structing troken.-line graphs is deciding upon tha scale. How much each unit

space ahould represent ao that the graph ia of the appropriate.aize must be

decided before agy-points are put,on the paper. Some stUdents will even need

'step by step instruhions as to how to decide on the scale to be used. Such

directiions as; "count the number of spaces availiable, divide into the largest

quantity to be shown on the graph paper, and round off to the next larger

unit," may be necessary.

Bar grapha are another way of represe g data graphically.and are also

relatively simple to construct. The smne_probiem of scaling occurs as in

drawing a broken-line graph. Qnce they have mastered the basic techniques,

students mainly need practice,in making neat, clearly labeled 4raphs which
4.

display the desired information. ---

ii

,

P.4ti
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175

170

165

160

155

150

145

*135

130

125

120

115

110.

105

.100

95

90
85.

80

75

70

65

60

55

50

45

35.

30

1 25

20

15

10

5

POPULATION OF.THE UNITED STATES

790'- 1960

17§0200 '30 ifo 1900

OENSUS YEARS
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1

Circle graphs:are still a third type of graph With which students Must

be familiar. Their preparation- requires the.use of a protractor and. some

calculation as:to the size of angles needed in.a particulacorapho.Ratio and

proportion or-perceht are usually needed.. Thus to prepare a circle.graph of °.

/
the data presented in the table beloic..we need to determine the tize of each

4

.angle.
.

Fruit Preference for Lunch

'Apples 8

Oranges 12

Don't care 28

Total 48

To AO so we needoeither the'percent or fractional part of
. .

observation represents., Both are given below.

the total'each

NuMber
Fractional.

Part Percent Degrees

Apples 1/6 16 2/3 60

Oranges 12 - 1/4 ' 25 90.

Don't care 28' 7/12 58 1/3- 210

Total 48 1 bo 360

In:either case we see that
I

for, apples, since ;- of 366-

Of cour e all problems wilr not

the nearest degree

8au 1. angle of .60 will repreAent the 8 votes
2

is 6o and 16 -s percent of 360 it. 6o.

give such exact results but rounding off io

will usually be as accurate as necessary for most graphs.

Fruit Preference for Lunch

k;"4 f

332 .
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..Clas-saercises

Uae the figure below..to answer .questions 1-3 .0

411:-

.... 1. ' iihat percent of t4 circular region is region A 7

'
2. How many degrees 'should be in; the. central angle if region ois to be

..37 t percent of Vie total area? --,

I.

#,
3. If ,D is the same size as C. how irrany degrees are in the central angle

2

of region B ?,

4. Make a sbrokep-line ...gilt to ,show4a posaible trend in .the 1 successive

test scores given:, 72, 80 77, .95, 84.,, :1/98, 75, 80, 100, 67, 77.

Show the data in exercise 4 .rby maans of a bv graph:

.., ,

°. .

SUmmariz in 1 Zeta <

. .
t

, Althode information prilsented AfOraphic4 form is often#e wry ici under-

stand,k may wantk to know more about the data. Two questions which genemip
. .**

arise are, "What ia an average or typical figure?" and; "How much do the .

observations differ from thl a4rage?." In ihe first qUestion%We are looking

for a s gle number which can e usedto represent all the data. In the

* second question we are concerned with howhe various observations are dis-
0 16

tributed about this averagp. Some sets og observations are spread over a
_

wide range while some may be very close together. The terms used to answer

.88the first quest;on are measures of central tendency. The terms used to

answer the second lire measures of dispersion.

,Mathematicians have three technical terms used to measure central ten-
&.

0
. dency. They are mean, Median, and mode. Each of the three gives a number

which in someosénse may %Barre tp represent ell the data. Unfortunately

.333 1
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1.

..

4.

49,

each is assoCiated with the word "average".

,

">40

?

lty

The'mean or arithmetic tean.is what, most! people generallithink f

they uee the -word "average".

calculated by addimg-all the
-

:

Cfobservations. .Consider a

The meah of a grclp of numerical obse

observations and,dividing that sum by the number
- .

small company of nine emplOyees,with salaries

1#1<trpi.

ions is

as shown belbw. Adding the salaries and dividinA by nine givA a mean salary
. -

° ot $14l000..

vvrqA.4,

4qn
u* 4 45,p00

37,000

(Pres'ident)

,(Son-in-law)

4

.10,000 (Vice-president)

9,060 (Custodianrc '

7;600 (iireasurer) :

MOT
%NO° (SaJ:ean).

5.1006 (Saesman)

4,000 , (Produdiion)

,

.
Although the mean is.frequentiy usedi at .6i1des. it may)be misleading.' In

.attempting to.recruit .a new employe# to *yle.company, it Vas pointed out that

the."average" salaif in the ampany,was 414,000 . t is true that this is .

'the mean salary, and'the average of 1145 000 does in a way represent all. .

:the data.- .0n the' other hand it seems misleading ahd we are nOt.comfOrtable

with!it since seven of thedine salaries are less than this average salary.
w

This .14Fone charaeteristic.of the mean. It is sensitive to observqpions such

as the-president's salary, wilich.differ mai-kedly from the.others.

Another tyloie of aYeragej'not ;ffected by a few.observations which deviate

markedly fromethe others,'isAe medi'an. .

The mediarris defined to,be the bilddle number when data is' ordered with.
:

'respect to eize.',.If there is no midqV.e number, aS'is the
*

case when the total
, .0,

.

..

vet containsanevenpumber of elements, fhen,the.median is the arithmetic

! jw
.- me

0 of the tW.,middle numbers. Thus, in the example aboire, 47,000 is the
i

Itedian salary.. Thisseems tb be a more signiacant flgure'than themean in
. r , ,

this,tase, since now half the s arie are.higher (or:. equalT, and half the

salaries are lbwer' (or .equal). You recognize the median as the 70th per,

dentile
)
eAerm,used in reporti test data. Notice th4 the median woUld

. .- a

T
remain Unchanged.even if;,,the.Pre ident's.salary were dqubled, while_the

wc)uldae-changed.aharply. $19,600. .14e.ishould /Cot...fault-the mer for
n. -

. .

,.
being' affected byjndividual observations; it may be that this is the exact

. ,

1
licint w9i.wish to dmphaaize.'

.

4

;

4

411)
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.
Still, another mettil re. of central tendency .is the mode. The mode ia

defined, to be the num er -which occurs 111013'4 often in a group of observations.
Using oui lirevious example., wee se'e 'the mode to be $5,000'. s.Occasionally,
4 se,t of* data will have more than: one mode..

These three measures, mean,. 'median, and mode, are all used at times
.

to. describe central tendency. Any time reference is made to an average we
mu.st understand what cmeasure i's being used,. Either careleSi: Or delibeiite
misuse Of the, telini Can lepdtrto. erroneou,a ponolusions. This the saying,
"Figures .don't tut liars* figure." .,

It 'is impofiant for students to realize that very ;different sets pf data
may have the ictme. measure of, central tendency: COnsider a second coMpany of
;rine employees . Salaries .for this company,. Company B, are 'iisted..yith sal, 1

aries. of the ptievioUs company, ,Company A, for comparison.
%. *. 9'

4,

4. 45 , 000

351mo

lol000

9,990
14:,000

6,000

5,000.

. r

.

4A Company 13

19,602
181mo

..

17l000

ll000
1,11-,000

10)oo
111000

5,000 lol000
41600 ..9l000

Examining tit salaries as dIsplayed in. 't ahula d, fonn showS a .ve'ry
different salary structure; for instance the lowe t .salary in Company B is .

greater. than the five lowest in Company A. On,t otherthand, both companies
hills/A:the same mean salarY, 414,000 . *An iinpo t difference between these
two situations is .the difference betwaen the highest and loWeat salary in
eadil.case. In Company A this difference; it 4141,000 while in Company B.
it is only 1,l0,000 . This number, the difference between the largest.,end
smallest number in a set of obt ions, is called the range. We see th94-

e smaller the range the c1ose the individual. members of the set are "to the , .

easures of central tendency;" that i the closer they "clustee about the,.
mean. The range then gives ItV Some indication of Now the data is distributed

..

about the mean.: It is a measure c, dispersion! ..,....
.

.
. , ,...

AnOther measUre of dispersion is the Average deviatioh froi the.mean.'
Ce

ltiverage deiriation. i,s computed by finding 4he difference -between 'each

4.
.: 1 1 . \st

*it it. NI

-t
.335 ; !. ,. its..

. .
e t N '.

. ,

. .r: ''''''
;,. . %.,

... .. ..,

'' '
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'

nuMber and the mean; .andtheh finding the mean of these differences. This

gives us "on the average" how much each individual observation deviates from

-the mean.

Let us tefer again to_our -companies,

compUte the, average.deviitiong in each case:

0

CoMpany

(mean

each with's mean of $14.000,, and:
.

Company A

(mean $14,006)

Saäry Deviation from mean

P

414,000)N,

.00
Salary Deviation from mean

a.

450000

35,060

10,000

9,000

.310006

21,000

4,000

.50000

'

19,000

18;000.

17,000

16000

5,000.
4,oco

o
.13,0091

2Mo
r.

7,060" 't2.-:72M0P 14,000 1.. r 0

6,mo 8,00ct. 2,000

5,0co mco. 11,0po'

5,000 9,000 101eco 111000co

4,000
. - .:10,000% 9,000 5,000

11%
104,000 28,000

LeEme DeviatIon

(1.91222.4$1.1.,5.44
(

4

Here again 4he relative sizes of the

...Average Deviation

!280000)
. 9 ,. ro ;43,111

average.deviations gives us infor-
.

gh otheivmeasures,

iation is easy

mation cm the scatter of the data about the mean;

of central tendency are more coMMonly used,.,the'aver

to compute_and does give us a indication of dispersion.

The range has the diiadvantage that-it is bffected by ihdividual obser-

vations, eyld thus may not always ilve,an accurlite pictmre ofsthe distrlbution.

One observationThe average deviation is less influended by

gives a better indication of-the scatter of the data.

You are familiar witIllpher measures df dispersion such as standi.rd

deviation's And variance, but these litre thuch.modifficult4t0 compute and
.

their interpretation requires much more time than is generylly available in.
6

and thu5

grade.seven.

.1

1.
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Class Exercises

6. Find the mean, mpdian and mode of the following observations:

..(4$.5) 5, 5, 5,'60 8) 8) 100 10; 11) .

7. 'ilhat is the range of the above data?
.

8. Find the average deviation from.the mean for the diStribution

in EX6Vcise 6.

14.3 ProbabilitE :

The study of probability and its applications' is an important-part of

m'any diSeiplines. Relatively simple ideas which can be expressed in terms..

of.ccens cards, dice., and marbles in. bags, have developed int&a powerful

tool Used in,41 wide variety of areas. The methods of statiatical inference

deVelOped from theddeas of probability are uied in making decisions in

Such'diverse areas as medical research, quality controll and insUrante. An
.

understanding of
.

some ofthe4key ideas of.probability should bepart of every

aunior high school student's education..:These ideas are relatively simple
.

to grasp and can be used to answer a variety of questions about chalice events.

. -When we talk about the probability of some event occuring we are asking '

the question, "How many times.can we exp Ct'an.event to occur in a,given

number of trials?" In the simple eXample o A coin we-see that when flipped

in the alr it'can land 10410 ways, either heads or tailt. It.seems reasonable

that one outcome is just as likely to occur as the other add. we would, expect-
.

to!obtain about twenty-five.headaand twenty-five tails in,fifty trIale. We

wdbld say that the ratio of the number of heads to the number of trials is
.

.1 : 2. Since this il*ans that-about half the time we would get a head, we SayA

that the probability of getting,a head is . The same:reasoning leads us tp
. .

expect a given number, say a 3, about one out,of_six times when rolling an

ordinary die. We rOuld expect the'ratio of the number of threes ;to the IT6mber
N

of rolls to be. 1 i 6 .'. Again-we would say the probability Of getting a
1

three is t. Nottte that in these cases only one of the possible outcomes

can occur at a time and each appears equal

Thj.a idea leads uS to one of the baSic notions of probability.. If all.

-thepossible outcomes of an experiment are.equally 1 lylektenve 'Midi' express

, the probability that an event E will occur as

.1

T.
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44.

where t it the nuniber of Possible outcomes in which event E occurs, and

4,
is the total number of possible outcomes.

. ,

Thus the probability of a head showing on.a single toss of S coin is

o

.

since, of the 2 `possible, egOally likely outcomes (H and T), only 1 (H)

is a sUccess.

The prol?ability of e '6 showing on single roll of a cl,te is

P(6) . 3t.

since, Of the '6 posfsible,;.equally likely outcomes (1 2, 3; 4, 5 and 6),

only one (6) is a suicess.
t

What can we say about the number in the probability formulag
t

P(Er= ? If every possible outcome'ls.considered a success, then. t =-s

9 = 1, and the probability of dhccess is 1... If no outcome.is considered a'

t !

success, t = Op "17 0, and the probability,of success is 0.

If an event A is certain to occur, then P(A) = 1 .

If an-event B cannot occur, then P(B) = O..

P(H)

Further, we may write

0 k P(E) < 1

As the probability changes Aom 0 toward 1, we become more and .

more certain of success..
. ,.,,

Example: What is the probability of drawillthe fout of hearts from an

.ordinary deck of 52 playing cards?
.

Solution: Since out of 52 poseible outcomes a success can occur in only

4,
1. ..

.. one way, the probability is .5....; We assume each card has an
.

.

equal chance of being draWn.

.Example: What is the probability of drawing an acefrom the same deck of

52 playing cards?

Solution: Here we m'ay draw any one of the four aces so that a success may

occur four ways out of the 52 possible outcomes. Thus the
1

probability of an ace is P(ace) = IL
52 13

Class Exercises

, 4N4

. 4
6 O

9. What.is the probability of getting an even number in rolling an ofdinary .

i .

die with six faces numbered 1, ;), ;i, 4, 1 6 ? ..

'10. What js the probability of.getting a pTime numFier in roiling the die
. .

...n Problem 9? 4.

'4



What..is the prObability of thawing a flve from an Ordinary deck of

52, playing.cards? 4.
1

What.ia the-probability of drawing a red five frot an ordinary deck

Of '52 .cards?

\..

Since the probability'or event A is given by P(A) then the

, probability of A. not .occurring will be given by

.

P(not A) = s t

(This is so, because if A can occur in t ways, then it will fail to occur

in. s - t ways.) But changing tlie form of this fraction gived.the following:
.

P(not A) =
s - t

.
5.

.s t
s s

= 1
t.

Knot A) = 1.- P(A) .

-Therefora..the probability of'.anevent not occurring is 1 mihus the probabil-

ity of the.-event occUiring-This seems necessary since we want the sueof the

probabilities for any partiCular situation to add to. I.

P(A) + P(not A) = 1

. TO answer many questions of probability we need amethod of determining..

all possible outcomes of certain-types of events.. One way of listing the
.w

7outcomes is illustrated below, Supposeve wish to enumerate the- possible

outcomes in flipping a penhy, nicker,...and dime. The Wee'diagram below

,shows all possible arrangements for the three coins.

\

Penlay 'Nickel Dime

H

339
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From thts tree wa see th ere are.eight.possible Outcomes, listed be]pw.

,

'POSSIBLE OUTCOMES

HHH

.THT

HTH TTH

T'IT
rwe

Since each of thete possible outcomes is equally likely, we assign to each

1
the prObabiUtyvg . he Sum.of-the probabilities for all possible outcomes

in this sitUationl asfi.n all cases, is4.l . We are now iii/a position to

answer questions as the followingi "What ie.the probability of 'Aeging -
I

2- heads and.one tail when three coins are flipPde teferring to the table

we see. that:- 2 heads.and one tail cat occur three.ways out of the eight, 14

that the proility. is .

Class Ekercises--

Use the table developed above to inswex the fdllowing:

13. Vh:t is the prObabili f getting at lea3o heads?

14. What is the probability of all thme.coins being.the same?

14,4. Probability.of A Or

L.

.Our previous discussion was limited to single events. .Other,situgAions-
/

arise when we want to kno/ the4plability that'ofte of two or more events

occurs. Let us cons ideAkthe pos sible oUtcomes if -we roll ttio dice and record

the numbers showing. lie -Could use a tree to lift all possIble outcomesbUt

another way Would be to think of the.two dice as being different colors, say
4

red and white. Then we see that wecould get a red 1, with.any face Of the
. '
.white, i.e., R1-W2, R171,60 141-W4, RlftW51 R1-W6. The same possibili-

ties exist for a red 2, a red 3, and so forth. This leads us to(the

'table below.

rt.

,...

1S5--
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Pbsaible Outoomet;..with Two Dioa

:Rig. .RW.
1 .., .

(111) (211)

-..(112) .4212).

'-(113) '....(213)

(214)

(1,5) (245).'

(116) (2,6)

RW RW RW R..W-
*: i

(3;1) (411)" (,1) .(',1)

(3,2) (412) (512) ,(612)

(3;3) .- (4,3) .. (513). (61-3.)

(3,4) ! i414) (514)- (614)

0,5) -(4,5)

(316) (416)- (5,6) (1)
'' .

.In the table'we are using an ordered pair notation. For example, (3)4)

.means..11:. 3 on the ,ied. die and. a 4 on the white die. Notice that this

.qui.:0 different from (413)1 A .4 on the rad die and a "' on'Oe.white.

,-Sometimes 'the possible outcomes of an e4eriment -are represented The
...

.8841e space.a.a.shown below.

x x'x x
5 X X X X X

white
die

14 X,X X X
3 X X X X X
2 X X X.X x

0
1 X X X X X

1 . 2 .3 1i 5
.

red die,

X:

X 1.*

X

X

X

6

z

. The circled x corresPorto the,outcomes (314). To .each of the 36 >Os

-.Am the sample.space we havaassigned the probabili'y of T6 s±nce each

outcome is eqUally likely.to all Others. Thus 43,4) = .

' With a sample space of this type, many probability problems reduce

-theMselves to siMple problems of.counting'applied, to the fOrmuIa P(E) =
s

This relationship of counting to probAbillty is veriimportant and is one

of the rigasons why probability makes an appropriate topic faIrthe junior

-high School matc1;matids class. 4

It we ask for the probalcality of getting a sum of 3 on one roll of

..Ahe red and White dice, there are'two possibilities associatedNith the event,

(112) and '(211).:,The pm4bability then,is,givearby'

P(sum of 3) = P f(1,2) or;(2,1)1 -

Notice,.however, that each individual event has a probqbility of

as

34i

S6
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,

ho that me could have arrived at the same answer by adOing theindividual

Probabilities.

p (42).or (211) = P(1,2):.+ P(24) = it +It =

.

a.ie'property of aading'proba.bilities polds ,Only when the Outcomea:under

guestAn are lipally exclusive;, that4s,.ihen they cannOt occur at the.same.

time. -If eVents A and B. are mutually exelusive and hame probabilities

1 P(A) and P(B) '-respectively, 'fthen

1)(i or 13). = P(A). f P(B) .

1 0
!

.Consider again'the probabilitiSr,of getting a sum of 3 or less oh h

single roll of the rl

1. :. of 3- or a sum-of 2.

dice,) The..event 3-

.

"peed as follows.

P(sumof 3 or less) . '3 or sum of 2).

= P(sup/of 3) + P(sum of 2)

= P (1,2) or (2,1)) + P(111)

= P(142) + P(211) + PallY

1 .4.-1 .4. 1'7 7
3 1

and white dice. The.sum of .3.v.or less means a sum.

(Note. that 2 is the'lowest fum possible on two

and. the event a are.mutually exeltpiive, hence we

4 *7.

f

0

Our result, of course, agrees with that found for the same problem

solved directly by countinwoints in the sample spew.

4
Class Exercises

Uae tile table oped in this section to answer Exercises 15-18.

15. What is the probability of a result with a sum of 8?

16. What is.the'prObability ofsetting a double? (both facewthe same)

17. 'What is the probability of getting a double or a sum of'nine?

18. ilhat is the probability of gettingia.doubleihr a sum of eight?,

.19. greima.bag'contalning ,3 .red marbles, 5 white marbles, and 4 black

marbles, one is drawn. Answer thefoilowingquestions.

(a). What is the probability of 'biting a red? white? black?- N.)

(b) What is the probability Of getting a red or black?,

(c) What is the probability oi getting.s. whietie or reor
t[

(d) What is.the probability of gettin g. a red or white or black?

I.
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i'r.obabi of A end B

The ques ion conalaered in tte last pection, 'bf either
,

. A or B, had .its counterpart which may be asked ailoliows: "What is.the

probability of both.events ç A ) and Er occurring?"6 If we consider the simple

cdsi of flipping two coini,'ihen ie have four possible Outcomes:

(H,R) (HIT) 1 (T,H) 1 .

Again, we adopt the notation where th7 first letter corresponds to the first

coin; the second to the second coin. We agree that each of these Tour poS-

sible outcomes is\equally likely.to each other. Hence to each we,assign the
I

probahility . 11aus, we mayyrite

#

: 12( HH ) .

. .

-.1f A; id Vie-eyent that the.first coin shows h

the second.coin shows heads, then we have- P( A

Notice.; however.l.that individudlly

..Talthis case then,.'

In Other words,

.1.

1"31

1

P(A _and B = FIA) PO) .

F

I

co' 4

dd`and p 'the event that

and'..B). =. .

t. ay,

P(H14). = P((first coin H) and (second coin H)

coin-H):. P(second coin 4) --'

.44.

Let*us try this approach on the probability of getting d (1,1) when rolling
1

the ked and white dice. .We alreadi knowthat this probebiity.i.s,i-i-t but .

. ......

.notice aggin-that the probailility of each individual eVent (a 1 on the red

.7`.die'and a 1.on the white.die) is 'so that the desired-prObability

1 1given 1)Y-the prodtlet

This ohservdtion is true4 n general whenever the dvents are independent.

_Ey independent we mean that the outcome of one event has no effect on the
.

outcome

wit .;
' ..

of the-segond. In general: )).

. If events A and B are independentIlwith
..;

. : probabilities P(A) and P(B) respectively,

.then the probability that both events occur

.. is)given by,

' P(A and B) = P(A) P(B)

343
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-
As st example of the-above, sUppose we flip 6 coin and roll a single die and

ask.the probability.of getting both a head and a 5. Certainly the two events

are independent, and-sifice the probabilities of the twO events.are and
. ,

-respectively, we'have

4

P(H . and 5) 15(H) P(5)

.

-

This example is:Simple and could alSo be solved by a tree or table

possible outtomes. In.more complicated examples,:howeyer, the use
4

40.

individual probpbilities is simplet.

showing all

of the

J:lass Exercises

20. Find the probabilitir of a head showing on each of 5 tosses of a coin.

21. A coin is tossed and a die is rolled. What 'Is the probability of getting

a head-and an odd number?,

22. In the preceding problem what is the probability of g ng'S head and

a number less than six?

4.

,
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2

i35°

45°

mean 7

median ,= 6

.mode 5

7. range.- is 7
2

8.. average detviation = 2
11

Answers to Cl glreta ses

;
io.. 2.-.. \,

2 , ,

1 4
.

'
.13..

13 52
1 2

.12. (0
0i 4

13. ..-§ (.
_--

..
14.. : i (g) .1v.

5
3.5..

3.6.. i: (36-6)

.. 4 ..
.3.7.. + -P6.= -33

3.0. -?-8. (331), Note that these events are not n9,tua11y exclusive., .

(4,4) gives a sum. of 8- and 1.13 at the same time

ct double 44 v

*4-1.

.19.* (a)* 12 31-4 (b)
(c) 21(1) (d) 1

3 12

5 4 7

20.
32

1.
3..

22. ?-§

6

A

0 345. . 91)
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..Chapter Exercises

S1arta were-thrown at a _circular dart board. The following
1. 1

observations were obtained: (8, 72;, 3p 4, 5, 4).

Each observation.is the Teasured distance in.inches of a dart

from the center of the target.

Fnd the mean, median, and mode of the data.

.2. What is the range.and average deviation of the data in. Exercise 1?
-1

3. Suppose in Exercise 1, all the measures had.been doubled by mistake.

What would happen to the mean? Is your conclusion true in general?

. What would happen to the range and average deviation if the data in .

EXIkrcise 1 hod been doubled? Are your conclusions true in general?
. : 4

5, If a bag of .100 oranges'contains. 9 bad, what is the probability of

the first orange chosen being go.od? 'If you have given away .37 oranges,

one of which was bad,:what is the prohability.that the neXt one is bad?

. 6. Make a table showing the possike outcomes In ipping four'coins.
. .

I

ling the table abovel.answer Exercises 7-10.
I /

7. What is the probability of all heads?

-8. Ilat ia.the p bability of exactly three heads?

.9. What is the robability of one or more heads. (Hint: First...find

the Probe lity of no heads.)

10. What lathe probability of exactly.one head or-all tails?

11. An ordinary deck of 52 playing cards is shuffled, one card drawn,

replaced', the deck shuffled, and.aisecond card arawn.

(a) What is tbe probability that both caills are re

.(b) What is the probability that the first card 4 a spade and .

.
the second 34,the ace of hearts.?

(e) What is:the probability that the second card is the same

a's the first?

(4) What is the probability that t two °if hearte is chosen first

and the three. of hearts is .chosen econd?

<

12. A coin is flipped ten times and a head appears each time. Assuming

'the coin to be honest, what is the probability bf a head ap earing

next. (Hint, The coin does not have a Memory.



1.

2.

(a) ? 3 x 13

(b),\640 = 22 x 3.x

(c) 81 = 34 ,,,---

(d) 98 =

.c.m. =-78

g.c.f. = 6

ts

Chapter 7

AnsWera to Chapter Exereis6 e.' .

.
.....'

,-, 2
) 1o0 = 2

2.
X 3 x 5

fr:.258 = 2 >5. 3 x 43

g), 576 = 26 X 32

. 2324 =.22 x 7 x 83

(b) 1.c.m. = 210

Factors of N

9

4 1 Q,

-1,

1 1 1,

12
V

1,

13 ,1,

.14 1,

15 1,

16 , 1,

18 1

19 1,-

20

--- .21 1,

22 1,

23 1,

24

25 1,
26

27,, 1,

2 28, 1,

1,

g.c.r. =

3, 9 .

5, lo

11

2, 3, 4,, 6, 12,

13

2, 7, 14

3, 5,.1

2, 4, 8, 16

.3,i 61. 9, 18

19

41 5, lo,

3, 7, 21

2, 11, 22
231

5, 25

2*.,13, 26.)

3,.9,

2; 4, 7, 14; 28

29

1,2,3,5,6,10,15,30

2,3,.5,7,11,13,17,19,23,29
4,9,25 (the squares of prime

Three: ,1, and p2 (d)

rumber of Factors

The factrs are: 1,2,22,23,
rr,

3

2

(c) 1.c.m. 151+

g.p.f. =-J1

2.

5

2

6

2

6

2

8

3

6

2

8

SZX
e prime numhers)

numbers)

Four: 1,p,q,pq.

2k there are k,

341 e.sle'r,

gum of ..Factors

.13

- 18

12

28

11+,

24

24

31

18

39

42

. ,32

36

24

6o

*

31

42

40

56

30

-

I.

sum is 1+p+g+pq.

+.1 of them.
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4. (a> No, It.ig not possible to have.exactly four humbers between two
- .

odd numbers. Between.any two :pdd primes there is always an odd

"le

number of numbers. If theyare consectrOive odd primes ail ihe'

numbers.between would have t6 be composite. 4

( 1 Yes. For example, betweeA" 23 and 29 there are eXactly 5

qomposite numbers:".241 250 26, 27, 28.

(a) 135, 2221 783,:and 1065 are'ell divisible by three.

(b) 222 is the only.nudber difisible by six.

(c) .135 Ind 783 .are divisibleeby nine.

(a); 1'35 and 1665 are divisible b3; five:

(e) 135 and 1065 bare divieible by Pifteen. `

(f). None of the numbers are divisible by foUr. 4

6.

'

Rows Bulbs per row

_ - .
17
,

104a
. . .7111.

AV ; I-: 4.

z. *I

4 *

1

2

4

8

16

e

112

4 28
14

7

.9 (Bulbs aild rows may be interchangeli.)

:The pattern is

8. (a) No

(b) Yes

(c) No

(d) Yes

116

Afive-pointed star.

I. ,

. . r. . . .

I.

,t

4

.. 4. 1

, 348. .
..
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Chtater 8.

Answers to Chapteraxercises

1 1 \ 1
1. (a)1(3 x 10) + (2.X 1) + (7 x n5) + (8 x,--ff) + (5 x --.5).

S. N 10
1 1 1

(b) (4 x 5),+ (2 x 1) +,(3 x ,-) +.(4 x ) + (2_ x )
i

. 3
.

5

?.

3.

'
-(

0.47 >t + (47

= (27. + 47) x aoo

.

1
7)1 X 100

100 k

. .

(b) 0.4 x 0..37 = (4 x).3.7 x (37.x

. = C4 x 37) x 10(-1- 5( h-L-)100

o

14.8 x
T.15-55

1000

= .148

14. (al q- .(b ) 35§-

4,6.

5;.. At ; 15, DE=k, EF 7 8

6. (a) .1000 aio (b)' 1_00* ofo (e) 10 ofo

4
7. (a) 75 :07o (b) 1331- (c) 42-6 97()

3 7tI
I.

\

4

S's

I.

.1%

.4

(it) ' 1, 070 (e) .21

2(d)\6. 018 (e) 1

./0

010 44r

4



t

.tt 1. (a) .666

2- . (a) '5353

-

al.

Chapter 9

Answers to Chapter Exercises

4
(a.)

rational: b,e

lrratiOnal: a; c, d.

rational': a, c; e

f irrational: b,.d

I

a

- 9..

a

(b)

(ID)

)

35555

16.

37

. finswers will yary. '

(a) rational: 0.315335 ; 0.345343F . .

.(b) irratigetal .0.3453453345333 ; .0.34,3373137 ..

4
7 = .571428571428 ...

5
7% .714285714285 '...

6
L .857114277142

)
(c)

(c) 35535

(4. 7

/e

, #

! a

F4114285711128-57 .4%
7

7 .2857142857142...
#

.42857142857J: ...
. #

Note tat've Ame digits appear 4p.r.i.e chll'epresentation,.

These then reappear in cyclic fashion br eath decimatl,

digiu being in the order

.01,&923

. 4230769

= 384615
,

4
.538461

.13
9

=..6923o7

11-..046153

,10. . (a) 1,2

(b) 11,12

lc) 3,4

-(d1 5,6

r ,
4

la4

#1t

1, 2, 4, 5,

. 2
TT 7 .153846

4 .

175.= .3.617692

6
= .461538

Y-
TS = .615384

10
13 .7923°
12

A = .923070 C

(e) 2,3'

(f) 9,16

(g)..14,i

(h) 8,9f

,

Z51

tv-

' (d) .0202 ...

f

,

p. (%
e..

4.

P
I

;



a V

. 1.1.. (a) 302-- (01 5 (i) '18' (a) .16,
.. 3..
(b) 1r3- (r)

,

(c). 24 (g)

(a) .-g (h)

1:111

5 (j) 2 (n) 15,12. .%

37 (14 33 ' (o) , /Z-
. .

Iir , , (1) ,r2"-g

-
,

counting numbersot t., ei fp i/ .ti,

retional numbers a) cl, g, n ',.
,

irrational numbers b, h, 1,, o, p

a.

:

41

-

.

4

. 00' .

ft

.S
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Chapter

.14 An verb to 9hapter

(a) 8,0 .

(b) 20, 12 A

A .

kc)

11,-. (a). .See IkeApise 1..

(b) ,)

7.

(b)

. 4

5 Thd ray includes an eAd point, the half-line does not.,1

11

4

a

V.

e

s.



AB denotes the 1in'e passing through points' A and B.

'AB is the segment witti A and as end points..

BA is the ray staking at point and passing through A. ,

A is the ray starting at point A -and palsing through B.

. .' ,
Many answers are poss4ble, only one- set is given.

. / . , A 4

(a) s ABF, FBC -
'

(f) HF, AC

(b.l. ,I-J.EF, DAB ,

; ,,(g) AB, )is) BC

a (c) 1 HP,F,

(d) ABF, HDB, FBC
'

(h) HE EG, LM
. 1

1 i) - EAB, HDB, FBC, DAB :
le '

.. (elt EA, FB .* 1

8. One plane, if the point is not on the

9. At CS'fst not enough information seemskto be giverf. HoW far apart are

the houses? The total distance walked, and thus the minimum distanee,

would seem to depend.'upon the distances ,between erh house. Let -us

dtart, however,). a'nd for t e moment assign distances between'ilousA's

as shown. .

1

.2 / 3
..3

2' 1 .

I i i .0

, 7

.. A . dl C
. d' '--

3 D 1.

. - , .

Then if meetings are held at house A, 7 boys must walk distance d1,

maz' t walk d ,,apa 2 must walk od,,, so -that the tote± distance

walked is

id1. + + 2d
3, 2

(house A)

je-
'.Using the same "rgument gives the following:

.
l 2d1 + 14c.12 + 2d

3
(house B)

2d
1

+ 5d
2.

+ 2d
3

(hquse C)
.' ... ' .:

2di + 5d + 7d
3

t.. (house D)

l'Ex4m1ning the four cases' shows that -meting at house B will minimi.zc
7

walking. . Surprisingly enoukh, the conclusion is the same regardless of

the dibtances d' k d
'
and d-).4 ...l r. J ..

.51s
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1. The models form a Irectangular'prism and a hexagonea-prism.

2. a 3ana d are closed, only a is a simple qlosed.curve.

AP Chapter 11

Answers to Chapter.E5cercises

;

3. The angles are not equal, sinte they.are.two different arigles. 'Recall

that anglft,,s. are sets got' points ahd that sets are equal only when they

are identical.

. 4. Answers may vary widely'''. only samples are given,

-(a)

(b)

0

(c)

O # .

5. No. , Eulerls formula does not hold. V = 12 E = 201'F = 9, and

V - E + F = 1

,6. If a Moebius strip with two twksts is cut down the miadle, it falls

into two loops which a re interlocked.

!

7.

355 99
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Chapter 12
4

.

Antlyers.to (111.apter Exercises .1,
1

Subdivided to 8. inch.

A

4k

SuDdiv*

1.

o E- inch

k. .. .

1"
The diMensions of the Alarger Iectangle should bp. 5. by 3

V
e-,

o.

14,
.. m

1"The dimension of the smaller rectangle should be it by 3r.- ...4 .
.4. Square,, rectangle, parallelogram, rhombusltrapezoid; "kite. (Therp

..

be othOs euggested.)- P.

0

.

'1

5. A polYgop whose.sides are congruent and whose angles are congruent.
o

4

6. . Two circles are congruent if their radil,are congruent.

7. They ard perpendicular.

48. ' One radius is twdce the othe.r.

9. Given a point ,4t and a distance r, a sphere

points dn-space at distance r 'from point C.

ikthe set of all
.

r-

10. Not necessarily. The definitiois will vary depending on what is
e"

considered a "line" or "Agment" on a silere, and intuitive,dePinitions
446:

.should be accepted. This is difficult to definebecause a "triangle"

may have more than one right angle.' Note:. The purpose of this axer-

cise is to cause yeria tocdnsider the "grouna rules" of inane geometry,
'

and that these rules do not)necessari1y hold in anothdr hysical

4 situation.

4...

351 2o it
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Chapter 13
. k

Answer's to Cha3ter Exercises

1. (ad 1 foot each (b) 45", 4

4 (C) .4 is not the.sum of 1, 1, and 1. Even though each error was lest.
..4.

....,

a

than one-half foot', the sum of the errors was over half apot land

Iherefore must be counted in the measure of the perimeter-.

:oft

1

2. The Auare has the greater area.

,3. (i) .116 sq. units (b) 111.5.a.q. units

. .

4. (a) 90 cubi in&es ap/Sroximately.

.(b) ApproxiAely 111.4 .cubic inchet:

('C) Even though each error was less than one-half inch,. the product

.

5.

4

of the three nuMbers in (b) would.increase the volume_measure_
#

significantly.

'4 feet

6. Approximately .0004 cubic inches

7. (a) Aproximately. 13 inches 111#

(b) ApproXimately 8 dUbic,Inches

(c), Apprbxlmately 63 square inNles

S. (a)
1:/ 7, (c) 391g cu.1 1" 1" 7

1" a
,.1"

'

1"
(10) 10, 6 (d) 584 cu. in.

2 2 2

4 9. (a) 64 sq. in. (Po) 64 sq. in.
, .

This error,As.difficult to spot. Nbst people do not cut these exactly

and miss the fact that', there.is a small
parallelogram of area 1 square

inch in the center of the complete4,234tangle.
The figure might look

To.

similar to this:

.1

.

10. (a) Circumference is doubled.

(li) Area is 4 times as great.

4

359 201
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phapter 14

Answers to Chapter Exerciies

/

1. 5
3 .

1
median .c

,2

mode
40

range A 14

29.
average deviation = 1g

3. The mean is also doAled.

m
1

4x1 x2+ x3 xn

2X + 2x -+ 2x
3

+ + 2x
ro.2

(kl t x2
+ + :

2m1.

The median i.s likewise doubled, for the middle element is still the
.,

.fly.ddle element.

4. The range is.also doubled for if x is the smallest and
b

is

the i.argest in the original distrib5ion de range is x10 - x
a

, The

new range will be 2xb - 2xa = 2(xb - xa)., -

a

-
'The average deviation is doubled as the foLlowing example consisting of

four elements will indicate. I.
*

(a, b; co,d)

a+b+cj-d
m
1

-
4

Average

40,
a-ml+b-ml+c-ml+d m

1
deviation \Th 4

a + b c + - 4m
1 .

-

4

(2a, 2b, 2c, 2d) , ...,..*

2(a + b + cs+ d)
m2

2m
1

.

2a f 2b + 2c + 2d - 4m
2

gerbge deviation -
.

2 2a + 2b + 2c + 2d - 8m a+ +c/ - 4m
1

%. 4 4

A

361
P
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_a

91 8
5.410 -loo ';7

.6. 'HIIHH THHH
HHIVT THHT

.H,HTH T T

H H TT THTT
H T H'H TTHH
HTHT T T T

H TTH TTTH
T T T. TT TT

r 1. i)(ii 111111) = 7

.

8. P(three fits) ,i

..9. P(at least one H) = 1 - P(no H)
= 1(T T T T)

3.76.1

15
I- =

10. P(one H or T T T.T)
t= P(one 4-,P(T T T T)

1 1

"blip

-

'I

C

V

f. '
I%

.362
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. GLOSSARY

1/4

4

'

4
.

.......

.

.

' v
. .4. ,,

; .::0.01 .1. 1 - r.
. a' :* . .. '0,

o
.

. ., Mathema-0.cal teAki 114A,e es jickng ta4 frequently used with different .

.
li-meanings.andconnotatiodd in dik mat .fiNot Or levels of mathematics. The

.
- 1,6 .-,.

'following glossary 4X16±1Ains_some:or. the,m4theltaktical words and phrapss as
k .

.they are usedr,in this 1)04: 'Itld*ae:arej4:hot intended to be formal definitions.
..,%m,' :. '7,11%:. , 1 I .

. Mdi-e explanations es well-as 1.1:6-0 and examples may be found in the book
.

.
/4\

44.

411,t by refe'rence th'rough the index. e
.. -

....

V

70.

,

A

4

t
e

.

) -. .

ALGORITHM (ALGORISM). A special.pfess for solving problems.
.

. ,
re

44' .

ANGLE. The Union of two rays which haw the.same endpoint but whiCh do
not lie in the same line. . ' t

.

. t
, - .

ARC. A part of a circle"btermined by"two points, on the circle. . .

.
'

40 .10
.

.

.
. . '1.

AREA. A meapurement in terms of a specified unit which is assigned to_ai. .,..,

closed region. Note that both number and unit must be-givenl-as

30 square feet.
. 1 .

......

ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY OF ADDITION. . For the three numbers a,,b, end c

.
J (a.+ b) + c = a+ (b.* c).. It 4

..., .
.

. .

*ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY OF MULTIPLICATION. .For theAree numbers 'a, b, and c
.

_
(a x b) x c = a x x 0 .

B E (pC. a numeration system),,, The number used in the fundamantal grouping.

Thus .10 isihe base of the decimaL system and 2 is the base Ofothe

nary system.

BASE (of a geometric figure); A particuLar sid* or .of a geometric

figure.

BINARY.NUNERATION SYSTEM. A numeration system whose base is two.
J

,P

BINARY OPERITION. An operation applied to a pair of numbers.

BRACES A ): Symbols used.in this book exclusively to ind4cate sets'of
objects. .The members of the set are listed O'r specified withim the
braces.

.

BROKEX LINE CURVE. A curve formed from segments 'joined en0 to ,end but

not forthing a straight Line.
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C al C ar ek set of all ;$7nta in a..plane Which are' the same distancp'frop e

: . tir given poir241' A simplio.elosed curve' in a p],ane e^ach of ,whose. points,4
. S is the. same' distance fvom a' fixed point.

- .
.

1, ' 1.

CLOP CURVE. A curvd. thpt c Mtin"be represented by a' figu that 'starts-and"- '
,AM . stops at Ihe se:hie 01nt. '

Ih. , .. ' 4 . .
.

.
,

.
CLOSL113.E. An operai ion. in .a set has- the property 6f closure if the result .

- of, taw operation on memhers or the aet is a meither opthe set.,
-, I . t

t " 1

dasETAtivE PROPEtTY OF ADDItION. FOr thp.two'numbera a and_

t

" ..
-

a. f.1) ----.. b + .S . ,..

.
.

, .

t

6:
_

COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY OF MCILTITLICAT/QN: For the two. flumber a and ,.b t,.

. -- t
_ . ..,.) v .

aXb=bxa.. ,. "i" '1 .

-; -
,

. .s....
.. . 1 ?

.

. .
d di

. cOMPOSIA NZ1MBR. A.,whole number greater than 1 which -is nott .a prime
1 umber. A .

A

. %
.0

.! ,

i
. . / . &

CONE.. A. sUrfa formed'when a planes .cuts a conical surface.such that the
intersectio 'Is a simpfrle alosed curve. 'The cong is that part of the .

conit'al surface betw46 the vextex and tne plane', the vertex, and the
tlosed region cut from the plang that forms the base.

. . OW

e . 4

CONGRUENCE. The relationahipbetween two geometric figure's which have .

, exactly .the same sizeJand shape. ' .

.:. t
CONVEX POLstilli. ..A polygon cif-loge interi-or is in the interior of eaCh. of

' its angles.. It° is alSO defined as a polygon tqhich lies entirely in
L. or on_the edge of the half plane determined V y each of the sides

in turn.

COUNTING NUMBERS. The numbers used in cbunting: (1, 2, 3 , 4 , 5 .
)

.

. .

CURVE. A set of all those points whin lie on i parLular path from

A to B. *

-

CYLINDER. A surface formed when two pafallel planes. Intersect a cylindrical

surface. It is the portion of the cylihdrical surface between the
planes, together 'with the closed regions cut from the planes.. '

CYLINDRICAL SURFACE. A surface formed by all j'ines passing through a
simple closed curve in a plane, parallel to ailine not in the Sane.

VP

vesik

.11
/

DECIMAL. . A numeral written- in the extended decimal, place value system.

DECIMAL PLACE VALut 'SYSTEM. A place value:numeration system with ten as

the ,base for grouping.

DEGREE. A common unit for numerical measure of,angles. The symbol for

a degree is 0
.

I

o
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.4 DINSE. r'AL property of the sets of rationAl an4 14 .numbere.. The ;-atilOn!41.

(reel) nudbers are'-dense because betweera. to rAtional (nRell)
.numbers thare,41s a third rat/onal number. "

.0
.

-0E--ti CIRCLE.. A line segment whi ch contalans tMe.dehter al' the
circle and whose endpoints lie an tile circle, ;

IN Dr

. .
. , 0

OINTBETS.. Two or-tribre sets which h.eves no. members in common. . ...

... . .
, . .

, $ .
- ,

EaSTPIBuTIVE PROPERrY.:'A Joint pl,operty cfra. mvltiplication end.additIon.
.),Thfs properti says that' multiplication is disildbutivp over siadditios.

a., For any numbers aJ b-* anp. c: ,. .. .
, . .

. . ,
40 . - 4 4'

, . ' ...

' a )4 (b'+ c) = (a x b) + (a c) 4.
. .

. 4. .

f
.a E

ft .

.. -,, .., .-
. - .

;I ..
. MP. ft '''n s

ELEMENT OF .A SET. .An object in a set; aamembdr of Et-set. '
.

EMPTY SET. The set which has no member .
.

6.

1

. .

..
EQUAL,'symbol'.. A . B means that .0":and -B .a.ze tAgo different riamea

: .. for tte same object. ....

.

4 . s,

.
I 4

. . I . *

EQUIVALENT NUMERALS. Numerals that name the saie number,

,
.

: EQUIVALENT'SETS. Sets that can be put into a pre-tio-one corre*Ondence.
. .

-'

. .

. *

EXPAYbd FORM. 532 4ritten.as (5 X 102) + (3 X 10) +. (2 X 1) is said,
..to be written in expanded-form.

.

4 4.** ' t.
.4

7"
)26gi 7: A .. - 44

t
.

.

FACTOR. If 1.3x = al with 3) b, and 1.c.4 whole numbers, then b is
.... .

- a factor .of a.

1,

0
x.

FRACTION: Any expression of the form - where x and ,y represent
'numbers.

it
G

a..

GREATEST CdMMON FACTQR. The largest'whole number which is a factor*of.two .

or more given whole numbers.

H .
I

HALF-LIME'. A. line separated by a point results in two half-line's,
%neither of which contaihs the point. t4 .

HALF-PLANE.
neither

HALF-SPACE.
neither

A plane separated by a line results in.two half-planes,
of which contains the line.

Space separated by a* plane results in tnhalf spaces,
of whtch contains the plane.
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IDENTITY pEt4ENT FOR ADDTTION.7Thesnuiaber. 0 lipich has the pYoperty

0 i-a=a+0=a:
'

*4 IDENTITY ELEMENT FOR MULTIPLICATItg. The number 1 which has tlie. +

property that 1 x a = a X.1 = a. .

INTEGER. Any whole nUmber or its op posite.

.. .

INTERSECTION OF TWO dais. The, set of all, elements coMmon ,to each of the

given sets. ,

a
IRRATIONAL NUMBER..A real number wfiich carinot be xpressed in the form Tp-

where a is an integer and b is a counting numl4r,, i.e., any.

nurriber'Tlat is not a rationbl number. .

. L
.

LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE. The smallest non-zero whole number which is a

multilhe of each of two given whole numbers.

414

4 LENGTH OF A LINE SEGMENT. A measurement in terms of a specified uft

which is assigned to the aegment. Note that both number' find unit\

must be given, as 3 feet or 5. miles, etc.

LINE (STRAIGHT LINE). A particular set og, points in space (an undefined

term in geometry). Inptimally it can be thought of as the extension

of a line segment.

LINE SEGMENT. A special case of the Curves between two points. It !hay

be represented by a.string stretched tautly between itartwo endpofhtt.

MATCH. Two sets match each other if their members can be pudoin one-to-one
as

correspondence.

MEASURE. A number ass ed to trgeometric fijire indlEating its size

with respect to specific unit,-

MEMBER OF A SET. An object or element la a set:

METRIC SYSTEM. A decimal system of measure with the meter as the st'andard

4hit of length.

MULTIPLE OF A WIWI, NUMBER., A-ptoduct of that number and any whole number.

NEGATIVE RATIONAL NUMBER. 'The opposite of a positive rational number.

(See bPPOSIWE NUMBERS.)

NON-NEGATIVE RATIONAL NUMBER. All the'positive rational numbers and zero.

2)3
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. NUMBER. . ,
*x See Whole number

.Counting number
.* Rational nuMber

Negative'rational number
torational number.
Real .number. . .

I.

AMBER LINE: .A..model to show-numbers and jheir order. The modtyl'isused
fdrst tor the ypole numfors. lhe markings and.,--names extendeVas
the number system isexeended.until finally a( 1-1' correbpondence ip
.set up b(itvieen al]: the pojnts of the line and ail Ole rcpl'numbers.

NUMERAL.: A nithe or

-

NUMIERATION SYSTEM.

NUMBER SEMENCE. A
numbers.

symbol used for a nUMber. '

Atnumeral'system forTaming 916ers.

mattlematicalpentempa st41g a rela ionship !between

ONE-TO-ONEHcORRESPONDENdE
assOciates with each
each member of0 B a

'

. A pair g between. two get.s A,. B, which
memtier o A a single member,of B, and with
single ember of. A.,u

yr.
OPEN SENTENCE. A sentence ;with.

. by the eleaents of a Oiveni:
he or more symbols. that may be replaced
set.

OPERATION. A (binary) operati n'is an assodiation.of an ordered,pair
numbers with'a third numb r.

OPPOSITh NUMBERV. A pafr of
1-

ORDER. A Io4óperty-of h
and- b. are in the
'or "eq41 to". b.

umbers whose s is. 0.

seta f numbers which permits one to say when a

set/whetMr a is "Less than " "greater titan 7
k .

ORDERED PAIR. An! ordered air of objects is a set of two
one of.them is speci ied as being first.

objeats in which

PAIRING. A corresponde ce between an element of one set and an element of ,

. another set. /

PARALLEL LINES. 'Lines in the same plane which.do not interset.t.

PARALLEb PLANES. Pia/es that ao not knteAeQt.

.PARALLELOGRAM. A qu drilateral whose opposite sides arcs paralLet.

' PERCENT.' Means "p -hundred,", as 3 per hundred ox:

IPERIMETER, The tot 1 Length of. 6 closed curve.

.

36"
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a

PLACE YALUES.'. Tile values giV'en tp. the different"positions in a numer41:
. ,

i

PLACE VALUE. NtJ AIOrSYSTEM nfimeration system whIchtuses the poiition

or Dlace in dienUmeral to indicate the value of the digit -in that

place,.' . '4

Y.- ..4.\.
.- 4

v .\ lu i 1

PLANE. A.particular set of pointsi' It'can be thokIght of as the exteksiot..

of a. flat surfacesuch as a table. U0ally.an'updefined term in
. .

.geometry.
4

. . . . %

PLANE CURVE A iilane'carve_is a cdrve all pOtnts.oS which 'lle.in a plane.
r 4. . 4 . , t 4.,.... /

. P .

PLANE CLOSED RE6ION.,* The'inteBlor of any sfmple closed plane cui-ve together

wiAit the 'curve.. ' 7 ;4 .. - .. 4'
.

...,

... .

'

..

.

,- 4
.

... . . CP. w' .

pow. Arc und'efinedterm. 'It-mayobe thoLght of as an'exact location ih

.vspace.

a-
. % ,., .

p0 N. ,'A simple closed curve in .4. plane .which is tthe'uniOn of. ihree pr

'More' lihe segments. ... . .. p 4
.

. .

.. .TOSITIVE.RATIONAL NUMBAR. Any nbmber that ean.be expressed-as where',"1/4

a is a whole number and b is a countAng_number.
.

.

!: l'.
.--.. -As.' ..iow

,POSTULATE. A statement which is acceptea:*itiwOUt proof.
.a.

....t.
. .

PRIME NUMBER..*AnY whole hy. exact13'r two different factprs

(ndinely itself and 1).
.

'.. -...,1

0
'4

.

. i

. PRISM. A surface consisting.gf-two congruent polygon.41 regions as,bases
and plane regions bounded by parallelop:ams as lateral faceS/1

.
./110' / .-

PROPORTION% 'A statement Ot equality bet4eCK two ratios.

ti. 4.
..

PYRAMID. A surface. which is a set of points tonsisting pf.a polygonal
region called the-base, a point called the vertex not in the same
plane as the Ose, and all'the t.riangular regions defermined by the
vertex and.the sides of the base.

ft

.f

1

RADIUS OF'CIRCLE: A line segment with one endpoint the center of the circle
and the other endpoint on the circle.

" RATIO. A relationship a:b between an ordered pair of numbers a and
a

b where b / O. The ratio may be also expressed by,the fraaion
b

RATIONAL NUMBER. Any number tthich can be written in the form P' where
giv

is an integer and b is a countAng number;

4111.

RAY. The union of a point A and ill those points of the tine AB on the

same side of A as B.

REAL NUIBERS. The union of the'Set of rational numbers and the set-of

1,
irrational numbers.
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RECIPROCAIS.. Any pair, of)numbers whose product is 1. ::.---------)

0

REGION. See PLANE REGIM: A

.REAQUBING. A ivord ,iaded to repl.ace ,ttwords Aoharrying" and ."borrowing."
.

- . .

/ ,.

RIGHT RECTANGULPRISM. Aright prism Whose base is a rectangle.

4.

,

if
SEV / Sed LINE

1 ;., . .

6 IEPARATE. To divide'a given set .of pointi.sp.cif as'a.line, plane, sph&e.,'
-'' 4 lapaeev etc. into disjoint subsets by use of anothei subset Stith as a's

' / p%int, line, circle, plane, .

.

,.,/ ''

./ 4T.. A set is any collection of things listed'or specified well exiough .

,

.
..7

so that ode can say exactly whether a certain thing'ctoes'Or does na
. *

', belong to it.
4

SIMPLE CLOSED CURA. A plane closed curve which does mot interseCt itself.

'SIMILAR. 'A relationshill between two geometric figlares which hame the

sameshape but not nedessarily th same

4
SKEW. ,,Two Iines'which do not intersect and are not parallel.

SOLUTION SET. The set of all numberswhich make an open number sentence
%

.SPACE. The set of all pointy

SUBSET. Given two sets A and, B, B is a subset of A if every member

of B is also a member of A. .

to,
f,

TRIANGLE. A polygon with three sides.

.
,

'Tim OF TWO SETS, The union of two sets 4s'the set of all elements that
are in at least one of the given sets:,

.UNIQUE. .An adjective meaning one and only. one.

.V
1

;

VERTEX (pl. VERTICES).

of an angle: the Common endpoint of its two rays.

of a polygon: the common endpoint, of two segments.

of a prism or pyramid: the toOmori endpoint of.three or more.edges.,

349
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VOLUME. measurement terms of
a iolid region. Notp that both be d uAt.Must be given. as
3 cubic Teet. . . .

t.1

speCiried, unit which is assigned to

WHOLENUMBER.. The count4ng fiambe'rs!and the number 0: AO, 11
.

The.number associated-with the empty setv

1

/ #

3; 4,

-'

4
0

4.

1.
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